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Sir E. J. Poynter (1838-1919) currently occupies an anomalistic position within the history of 

art and the classical heritage. His greatly diminished reputation is essentially a product of 

posthumous re-evaluation and neglect and bears testimony to the vagaries of art appreciation and 

public taste. He remains singularly neglected amongst the triumvirate of artists called the Victorian 

'Olympians', despite occupying a uniquely prominent position in the art establishment of his day. 

Recent scholarship has tended to regard Poynter's art as simply imitative of that of his contemporaries 

Frederic, Lord Leighton and Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema in both style and subject, and thus has 

afforded him a diminished position in the history of art and the classical heritage. 

This thesis was formulated with the express purpose of reassessing Poynter as an artist and a 

theoretician in the contexts of late Victorian/ Edwardian painting. The considerable dearth of recent 

literature relating to this artist and the sustained contemporary art historical interest in the Victorian 

period were major sources of inspiration to the conception of this project. The composition of this 

thesis has been governed by underlying contextual objectives and concentrates on select aspects of 

Poynter's work which relate him specifically to Victorian receptions of the ancient world. The central 

objective is not to rehabilitate Poynter as a leading Victorian 'Olympian', but to recover the contexts 

and rediscover some of the locations in which he worked in order to obtain a cohesive understanding 

of his classicism. 
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If my remarks should tend in any way to revive the interest in antique art, in which 
cultivated Englishmen took the lead at the end of the last century and at the 
beginning of this, they will not have been useless .. 

The very simplicity of Greek art is 
so misleading, that there is a danger lest its infinite superiority to every other should 
be lost sight of. I say superiority to every other art, for we know that their sculpture 
exceeds anything done since, and I affirm that on certain points of spontaneity of life 
and vigour, the best Italian painters were children even to those secondary artists 
whose works remain for us to judge from... I 

If then we are to look forward to the more general production of a class of art of that 
high creative kind, which I have dwelt on, and which is decidedly in the background 
in this land.. we must study the works of the great masters of antiquity. 2 

The essentially classical ethos which infused the art and ideological expositions of Sir Edward John 

Poynter is appositely revealed in these extracts taken from two of his lectures which were formally 

presented in an educational context. This impassioned rhetoric extolling ancient Greek art as the 

archetype of creative, visual expression connotes the ideological impetus behind his almost singular 

devotion to classical subjects in his art. Poynter's ideological and artistic focus on the classical tradition 

combined to form a highly individualistic artistic oeuvre which, as explicitly referred to by these 

comments, was primarily focused upon elevating the status of modern art to the level attained by the 

ancient Greeks. His devotion to this monumental task of re-establishing the neoclassical tradition in 

English painting was of paramount importance to his artistic vision and totally absorbed his creative, 

ideological and artistic energies for the duration of his career. At times his unwavering commitment to 

his vocation appears to have been greater than the sense of allegiance which he felt to his own family 

who disparagingly referred to him as "the grim labourer" and harshly criticised the excessive workload 

which regularly plunged him into deep depression and physical enervation. 3 

I Su E. J. Poynter, Lectures A>i Chapman & Hall, Lmdon, 4th and enlarged edition, 1897, p. 309-10. The italics are Poynt&s own. 2E. J Poynter, Ten Lectures on Art Chapman & Hall, Piccadilly, 1879, p. 132. 
3AW. Baldwm, The MacDonald Sisters Peter Davis Ltd, 1960. This valuable primary source, written by Poynter's great-nephew, 
celebrates the lives of the four MacDonald sisters who each married key figures in Victorian art and society. Agnes, Alice, Georgians 
and Louisa MacDonald respectively married Poynter, John Lockwood Kipling, Edward Coley Burne-Jones and Alfred Baldwin. Two of 
the sans borne to these marriages went an to become eminent men in their own right, notably the author Rudyard Kipling and the future 
Prime Minister, Stanley Baldwin. The Poyntecs had two seas, Ambrose MacDonald Poynter (1867-1923), a minor architect and 
amateur art historian and Hugh Edward Poynter (1882-1968) who became a successful Army administrator and later President of 
Baldwin Steels in Canada and Australia. The paucity of primary sources regarding E. J. Poynter himself; is such that this biography 
remains one of the most vital accounts of his character, temperament and private life. 



Poynter dedicated himself to reviving the neoclassical tradition of art in Britain through the 

dual mechanisms of his art and his teaching practices which are infused with the spirit of classical 

academicism and explicitly demonstrated the influence of earlier artists working in this style. 

Neoclassicism had been the dominant style in English art from the late eighteenth and throughout the 

early decades of the nineteenth century and was manifested though various forms of visual expression. 

During the 1760s and 1770s the leading British history painters Benjamin West, Gavin Hamilton, and 

James Barry became influenced by the reformist principles of neoclassicism and began producing large 

scale paintings of classical subjects in the severe and grand antique manner advocated by the German art 

historian Johann Joachim Winckelmann. This 'Grand style' of history painting was ideologically 

affirmed and sustained by Sir Joshua Reynolds, founding father and First President of the Royal 

Academy, whose Discourses presented between 1768 and 1790 contain the classic exposition of the 

neoclassical notion of the beau ideal. 4 

The neoclassical style was further popularised in England through the work of John Flaxman, 

the inspirational sculptor, draughtsman and designer who was renowned for his famous illustrative 

designs that were inspired by the fluid and pure forms of ancient Greek vase paintings. During the 

1820s and 1830s, however, this tradition began to flounder and was only seriously upheld by William 

Etty, whose mythological and historical paintings focused primarily upon the representation of the nude 

figure. The classical thread was continued through the work of minor artists such as Etty's pupil 

William Frost who continued to exhibit loosely classical pictures of nymphs and pseudo-bacchic 

subjects. During the early Victorian period the painter Edward Armitage also submitted a number of 

classical subject pictures to the Royal Academy, which are characterised by his rigidly academic style. 

By the 1850s, however, this tradition which had found its roots in the late eighteenth century had 

become so contrived and emasculated, especially through the turgidly melodramatic work of 

4 Reynolds delineated his doctrine of this exalted and rhetorical style of history painting in the Third and Fourth Discourses in which he 

claimed that " he Modems are not less convinced than the Ancients of this superior power existing in the art; nor less sensible of its 

effects. Every language has adopted terms expressive of this excellence. The gusto grande of the Italians, the beau ideal of the French, 

and the grand style, genius and taste among the English, are but differart appellations of the same thing. " (Reynolds, 
Penguin Group lid, London, 1992, p. 104). Reynolds continued his exposition in an addendum by explaining that the notion of the 
Grand Style developed i Italy in the seventeenth century as lo stile grande, "and became applied to a noble manner of historical 

painting. matching the epic 'grand style' in literature. " (Reynolds, fn. 6, p. 373). This explanation sanctioned the English neoclassical 
style of history painting by establishing a link between this contemporary trend and the exponent;; of the Grand Style in Seventeenth 

century Italy, such as the theorist Giovanni Pietro Bellori and the painter Nicolas Poussin who were themselves inspired by Raphael and 
the other acknowledged great artists of the Renaissance Through this account, therefore, Reynolds subtly located modem history 

painting within the classical tradition and automatically conferred the contemporary style with a noble pedigree. 
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B. RHaydon, that it had evolved into a pastiche of its former self. Haydon's tendency for contrived 

compositions is typified by his Marcus Curtius Leaping into the Chasm (1842) which transforms an 

ostensibly sober classical subject into a histrionic display of self-sacrifice. 

Poynter's classicism was notably eclectic and he liberally borrowed from his diverse 

neoclassical predecessors, the "cultivated Englishmen"5 as he referred to them. He seems to have 

perceived the earlier revival as a commodious anthology of classical types which he could readily access 

and appropriate for the formation and development of his own classicism. Throughout the courses of 

formal lectures which he gave in his professional capacity as First Professor of the Slade School of Fine 

Art at University College, London (1871-1875) and President of the Royal Academy (1896-1918) 

Poynter regularly expressed the profound sense of loss which he felt at the degeneration of the 

neoclassical tradition of art in England. In October 1872, for example, in a lecture presented at the 

Slade School entitled "Hints on the Formation of a Style" Poynter mourned the passing of the classical 

tradition that dominated "in the days of Reynolds and his immediate successors" and described how it 

had "degenerated and indeed almost died out-the one faint remnant being that study of the antique. "6 

Poynter preserved the vestiges of the Neoclassical tradition, by retaining sessions drawing from original 

antique sculptures and cast reproductions at the very heart of the syllabus at the Slade and the Royal 

Academy. 

Poynter was also greatly influenced by specific principles of neoclassicism which were 

represented in the art and theoretical disquisitions of individual artists. A prime example of his 

appropriation of the tenets of earlier neoclassical artists which were based on principles of ancient art 

was his central belief in the importance of draughtsmanship and outline. Occasionally, as regarding the 

necessity of good outline, Poynter found inspiration directly from classical literature and ancient 

commentaries on art. He devoted one of his formal lectures to a speculative discussion on the styles of 

renowned ancient Greek painters. Poynter particularly admired the severity of style and "splendid 

harmony of composition and symmetry of form" he believed Polygnotus exhibited and tried to emulate 

the "wonderful precision of outline" he attributed to Apelles and his contemporary Protogenes. 7 As 

there is no surviving work by either artist, it is logical to conclude that Poynter derived his knowledge of 

5cf., note I. 6Poynt ,, op. cit., note 2, p. 122. 
7ibid, 

p. 281. 
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their styles from the writings of classical authors, including Aristotle, Pausanius, Pliny and Lucian. The 

expressive power of outline in relation to the human figure as expressed in ancient art forms such as 

vase painting had long been acknowledged and venerated by neoclassicists and found its greatest 

realisation in modern times in the designs and illustrations of John Flaxman. As a committed Victorian 

classicist Poynter is moved by the grace and purity of Flaxman's designs and in a discourse stressing 

the compositional and expressive importance of outline, he recommended that his students should study: 

... good outline drawings of the figure, such as Flaxman's illustrations to Homer and 
Aeschylus, so as to learn how far it is possible in pure outline to express the markings 
of the muscles and joints in the nude figure. 8 

The most obvious visual example of Poynter's continuation of the neoclassical belief in the importance of 

good outline occurs in the wood-block designs which he executed between 1863-65 for the Dalziel 

Brothers' Bible. Pointer and other leading artists of the period, including Frederic Leighton, John 

Everett Millais and Ford Madox Brown were commissioned to make a series of designs for this 

eventually aborted project. Poynter's design for Daniel's Prayer (1865) (fig 1) typifies his skill as a 

draughtsman and his belief in the power of the line. Essentially, this design lacks the austerity and 

simplicity of Flaxman's compositions which are dominated by eloquent simplifications of form (fig 2), 

yet it accurately demonstrates his sympathy with his predecessor's notion in the expressive potential of 

outline; the design is conceived and expressed purely in terms of delicate line and cross-hatching and 

shading is kept to a minimum. Poynter's fluid use of line and natural ability as a draughtsman led one 

critic to write admiringly that "He seems to have seen everything at first in line... and line permits no 

deviation from, no flirtation with, drawing. "9 Despite these early inclinations towards line drawing, 

Poynter as a classical painter remained adamant that an outline study, 

... goes but a little way towards expressing form, - or rather, though it may express 
with perfect accuracy the outer or boundary lines of forms, it does very little towards 
expressing those inner markings which indicate the construction of the figure, and 
which arc made apparent to us only through shades more or less defined and 
gradated. 10 

In general Poynter favoured the use of delicate outline, although one of his earliest wood-block 

designs, entitled The Castle by the Sea (1862) (fig 3) produced for the popular journal Once a Week 

8ibid, (I, oc2nre V Me Training of Art Students"), p. 141 
9"Ibe Studies of Sir Edward I. Poynt x, P. R. A , The Magazine of Art vol. 2,1997, Cassell & Co Ltd, L. andm, p. 3. 
10Poynter 

op. cit, now 2, pp. 140-1. 
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shows an early interest in the strong outlines and angular representations of draperies which were a 

characteristic of the designs by Pre-Raphaelite artists such as William Holman Hunt. Both of these 

artists were trained in the traditional working practices of the mid Victorian art schools which placed 

primary importance on the production of detailed pencil studies; a shared experience which could 

explain the compositional dominance of outline in these designs. 

During his early career Poynter was stylistically influenced by Pre-Raphaelitism which 

continued to be a pervasive force in British art even after the demise of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood 

in the mid 1850s. Following Poynter's return to London from the continent, in 1860 he became socially 

and professionally acquainted with many of the major exponents of Pre-Raphaelite art and in 1866 he 

became Edward Burne-Jones's brother-in-law when he married Agnes MacDonald, Georgiana Burne- 

Jones's sister. Indeed, Burne-Jones's watercolour The Goldfish Pool (1861-2) (Birmingham City Art 

Gallery) may have provided the inspiration for Poynter's early watercolour Beware, trust her not, she is 

fooling thee (1865) (fig 4) as both pictures share stylistic and thematic similarities and demonstrate a 

common concern with the primacy of aesthetic form over narrative. 11 

Poynter's artistic and professional association with the Pre-Raphaelites achieved its fullest 

expression in 1860 when he collaborated with Burne-Jones and D. G. Rossetti in the restoration of 

Waltham Abbey. This restoration was co-ordinated by William Burges, the renowned Gothic architect 

and designer whose work is infused with a spirit of romantic-medievalism as epitomised by Castell 

Coch, near Newport, South Wales and characterised by flamboyant and richly textured interiors which 

betray the influence of medieval French Gothic architecture (figs 5& 6). Poynter produced a series of 

allegorical designs for Waltham Abbey personifying The Twelve Signs of the Zodiac, The Four Seasons 

and The Four Elements which were executed on canvas and placed directly into position on the ceiling. 

Poynter's natural ability as a designer is highlighted by his ingenious adaptation of the different life-size 

figures to the shapes of the lozenges or panels in which they were enclosed The personifications of 

Spring (March), llinter(December)andAir (fig 7) in particular, utilize the awkward lozenge shape of the 

panel in innovative ways and produce effective designs. The dual influences of the Pre-Raphaelites and 

Burges are immediately apparent in the medievalised style of clothing, such as the Dante-esque scholar's 

11 It is highly possible that Pow could have viewed Bum*-Jones's picture before it entered the collection of the landscape painter 
George Boyce in 1862. 
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hood and the characteristically pointed shoes wom by "Winter", who is typically personified as a hoary 

old man warming his hands at a brazier. This medievalising tendency was confined to Poynter's early 

period; subsumed by his inherent interest in the classical world and the neoclassical tradition of art. 

It is evident from Poynter's formal lectures, however, that the greatest single influence on the 

development of his classicism and artistic ideologies was Sir Joshua Reynolds. Poynter's lectures, 

presented at the Slade School and later at the Royal Academy concentrated upon examining various 

schools of art, both past and present, and were clearly conceived in emulation of Reynolds' famous 

Discourses which continued to exert a profound influence on British art. Poynter acknowledged the 

ideological debt that he owed to his famous predecessor by recommending Reynolds' Discourses as a 

central text for the study of fine art at the Slade. 12 

Although essentially developed for teaching purposes, these lectures can also be considered as 

an attempt by Poynter to codify his knowledge on specific subjects, such as the nude, ancient forms of art 

and the art of the Italian Renaissance in a broad theoretical context. These lectures are written in a fluid 

academic style with a painstaking attention to detail and communicate Poynter's vigorous intellect, 

which rivalled that of his famous predecessor. 

The lectures presented at the Slade School proved to be especially popular with the Victorian 

public and were published collectively in a volume entitled Ten Lectures on Art for the first two editions 

of 1879 and 1880 and subsequently republished as Lectures on Art in 1885 and enlarged in 1897. The 

fact that these lectures ran to four editions spanning two decades is indicative of the importance the late 

Victorian art audience placed upon Poynter as a theoretician, lecturer and artist. In a wider context the 

popularity of these lectures also demonstrates the continuing influence of the staunchly academic 

Poynter in an ever-changing art world at the height of Impressionism. 

Many of the ideas expressed in these lectures pivot around the elevated notion of the idealised 

figure as the ultimate subject for painting, a notion which had previously been championed by Reynolds 

and continued to inspire the art of the Neoclassical tradition. 13 The Slade lectures evidently conveyed 

principles to which Poynter remained loyal. In 1897 he was able to comment of his earliest lecture 

121n a ledere given at the opening of the second session of the Slade School in Od, 1872, Poynter advised his students that he has 

arranged for copies of Reynolds' jo be placed in the library. These > uses and Vasari's Lives of the Artists were 
recommended as standard teils for art students. (Poynter, op. cit, note 2, p. 131) 
13 For a full discussion of Poynte? s ideas sutrounding the ideal figure see Chapla 2 Poynter and the nude_ the classical tradition and 
Victorian moral consciousness. 
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(1869)14 that aside from a "few reckless digressions and sweeping generalisations; the general 

principles underlying that lecture are right enough" and "I would not change a word, although I could 

find plenty to say further. "15 Contemporary reviewers regularly praised art critic Poynter's intense 

devotion to the principles he consistently expressed in the Slade lectures. In 1906, for example, the art 

critic Malcolm Bell wrote that it would be a simple task "to demonstrate at length how ceaselessly and 

untiringly the artist has followed in practice the wise, if rigorous, precepts of the author. " 16 

Despite the publication of other books by Poynter such as Classic and Italian Painting (1880) 

and articles17 the Slade lectures remain the most effective means of perceiving his classicism as they 

contain the greatest concentration of his ideas. They are also most effective as, including the two extra 

lectures added in 1897, they span the pinnacle of his career from the late 1860s to 1890s and portray a 

freshness and keenness of attitude that was lost in his increasingly dogmatic latter years. Poynter's 

Discourses Presented to the Students of the Royal Academy (1896-1918) exemplify his continuing 

adherence to key ideologies such as the ideal figure, the importance of the nude as a subject of art and 

ancient Greek art as the archetype of artistic endeavour, yet they are infused with an increasingly 

reactionary ethos which occasionally detracts from the serious artistic message which he intended to 

convey. He used his 1911 Discourse, for example, purely as a vehicle through which to express his 

animosity for the "loose methods which are now so prevalent, and which taint so much of the work set 

up for exhibition. " 18 This thinly veiled criticism of the Post-Impressionist art world detracts 

considerably from the subject of the lecture which ostensibly concerned drawing from the antique and 

the live model. 

Poynter's overriding interest in the classical world was formed early in his life by the rigid 

Victorian classical education he received at a series of schools- Westminster School, Brighton College 

and Ipswich Grammar School- which he attended in rapid succession due to his delicate health. From 

this educational base, the foundations were laid for his interest in classical history and subjects; an 

interest which was considerably augmented in 1853 by a year-long visit to Rome. He initially visited 

"This lecture entitled "On Decorative Art" was written in 1869 for University College, before his appointment there as Slade Professor 
and explores Poynter's belief in the realism which underpinned Michelangelo's idealism. (Poynter, op. cit, note 2, pp. 1-61). 
15Poynter (1897), op. cit, note 1, p. xii 
16MBell, The Drawings of Sir Edward John Poy= Bart George Newnes Limited, Landon, 1906, p. 7. 
17EJ. Poynter & P. R. Head, Classic and Italian Painting. (Illustrated Textbooks of Act Education), Sampson Low, Marston, Searle and 
Rivington, London, 1880, p. xvL One of Poyntees most scholarly and sophisticated academic articles, entitled 'On a Bronze leg fron 
Italy, was published in the Jour ±al of H lmic Studies (1886). 
18Sir E. J. Poy teer, Discourse prose ted to the students of the Royal Academy (1911), William Clowes & Sons Limited, London, p. 15. 
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Rome on the instruction of his father Ambrose Poynter, a successful architect, in order to benefit his 

health and enrich his worldly experience. 19 The young Poynter was aided in this venture by his father's 

close friend John Gibson (1790-1866) who headed an important studio in Rome. Gibson was a leading 

neoclassical sculptor whose work indicates a deep-set conviction that art should adhere to the practice of 

the ancients. The extent of Gibson's influence upon the formation of Poynter's classicism is debatable. 

It is notable, however, that Gibson, through his sculptures representing classical subjects, such as 

Narcissus (1838 R. A. ) explored the precept that ideal beauty was essentially based on the direct 

observation of nature; a notion which was fundamental to Poynter's central theory that "idealism is only 

the highest form of realism. "20 As Poynter himself has been recorded as commenting, Gibson was 

responsible for encouraging him towards the antique as he recommended that he attend, albeit briefly, 

the French School at the Villa Medici, where in the traditional academic and neoclassical manner he 

spent hours sketching from antique casts. 21 

The rudiments of Poynter's early classicism were, therefore, provided by numerous sources, yet 

it was his contemporary Frederic Leighton (1830-1896) who assumed a profound inspirational role and 

encouraged him to nurture these germinating classical notions into a grand vision. At the time of their 

meeting Leighton had recently concluded a comprehensive art education in Florence, Frankfurt and 

Rome under the guidance of the German Nazarene artists Steinle and Overbeck The Nazarenes were a 

brethren of religious devotees and their intensely tight, detailed style of painting and love of crisp 

outlines inspired the Pre-Raphaelite movement. Leighton had rapidly become disillusioned with the 

overbearing religious preachings of the Nazarenes and absorbed new influences, moving in artistic 

circles which included John Gibson and the Roman painter Giovanni Costa who had been trained by 

Baron Camuccini, a follower of David. 

19F. J. Poynter was from a prodigious artistic lineage. His father Ambrose Poynter (1796-1886) was a respected architect and founder 

member of the Royal Institute of British Ardiitecis in 1834 whose commissions include St Katharine's Hospital and Chapel in Regent's 
Park (1827), Christ Church, Westminster (1841) and Pynes House, Devon (for Sir Stafford Northorte). He was also ardiited to the 
National Provincial Bank of England and a keen antiquarian who was an original member of the Archaeological Institute. E. J. 
Poyntes's mother, Emma Forster, was herself a talented miniaturist and granddaughter of Thomas Banks R. A. (1735-18051 one of the 
first British sculptors to be influenced by Neoclassical ideals from the Continent during the classical revival in British arts at the end of 
the eighteenth century. Poynter clearly found a profound influence in his great-grandfather's work and kept two of his bas-reliefs in his 

studio at The Aveme, Fulham Road. 
20Poynter (1879), op. cit, note 2, p. 61. dg for a detailod analysis of Poynter's belief in the importance of nature to 
reým%entations of ideal beauty. 
2 '"Sir Edward John Poynter P. R. A - Memories Personal and Professional", The Times 20th March 1913. 
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Leighton's early career was littered with discordant classical threads, and at the time of 

Poynter's first visit to his studio he was still unsure of the direction his art would take and was preparing 

the canvas which first secured him fame at the Royal Academy in 1855 entitled Cimabue's celebrated 

Madonna is carried in procession through the streets of Florence (1853-5) (Royal Collection). This 

picture, although medieval in subject, displayed inherently classical qualities in the careful study and 

arrangement of draperies over the human form and signifies the beginnings of Leighton's own interest in 

the classical world Leighton's emphasis upon the representation of drapery was of great influence to 

Poynter who recalled being taught "a great deal" especially regarding the "the drawing of drapery which 

is a very important point of art" whilst drawing for a brief time in Leighton's studio at Rome. 22 Poynter 

consistently elevated the role of drapery throughout his career and during the composition and execution 

of his works he executed copious amounts of drapery studies which painstakingly recreate the folds of 

fabric over the human body. It is evident that Poynter never forgot the informal artistic tuition which he 

received from Leighton in Rome: each of the four editions of his Lectures on Art are dedicated to 

Leighton who is described in exalted terms as "the friend and master who first directed my ambition, 

and whose precepts I never fail to recall when at work. "23 

Poynter was also heavily influenced in the formation of his classicism by the art of the French 

Neoclassical tradition which he was exposed to during his early career as an art student. The classical 

tradition was stronger and more pervasive in France than in England and was represented by immensely 

influential artists such as David and Ingres whose work was transmitted widely throughout Europe. The 

classical revival in France at this time was still very much alive, and dominant Neoclassical figures such 

as Ingres were still extremely influential, producing works characterized by a pure, severe classical style. 

In addition to the enduring rigid classicism of Ingres, a moderate classical style pervaded the French art 

world of the mid nineteenth century characterized by the history and portrait painter Thomas Couture 

(1815-79). The latter specialised in the production of academic classical paintings with a 

characteristically muted palette, as demonstrated by his best-known work, the distinctly sensual Romans 

of the Decadence (1847) (Louvre). Another distinct type of classicism was perceivable in the work of 

22ibid 
23Poynter (1879}, op. cit, note 2, p. is. 
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Cabanel and Bouguereau who specialized primarily in Renaissance inspired nudes, realistic portraits 

and rather whimsical religious scenes. 

Essentially the late Victorian classical revival in painting was a branch of a much wider pan- 

European movement which celebrated the reception and transmission of various neoclassical ideals and 

nurtured a large number of diverse artists. The pan-European disposition of nineteenth-century 

Neoclassicism was partly engendered by the emergence of Paris as a focal point for artistic training. 

During the nineteenth century the status of Rome as art capital of the western world had been gradually 

eroded by other more progressive European cities, notably Paris, although it still proved a mecca for 

aspiring artists and by its very antiquity encouraged a new generation of artists toward a classical 

revival. In contrast the Parisian art world relied on wholly more modem systems of art education and 

was imbibed with a new aesthetic that encouraged the re-evaluation of conventional perceptions of ideal 

beauty in accordance to progressive academic methods. 

This diversification of academic art and the governing ethos of progressive classicism which 

dominated the French art schools directly inspired Poynter to leave the Royal Academy Schools and 

enrol as a student at the Parisian atelier of Charles Gleyre (1806-74). In an interview given towards the 

end of his life, Poynter recalled the precise moment when he decided to reject the English system of art 

education in favour of the French; 

In 1855 I visited the Paris Exhibition, with the result that I was greatly struck with the 
contemporary school of French painting, and in the following year I returned to the 
French capital, where I became a pupil of Gleyre, who himself was a pupil of Ingres. I 
have not abated one jot of my enthusiasm for the French painters of the time: 
Delacroix, Decamps, Ingres, Robert Fleury, and many others I could mention. 

24 

Each of the artists mentioned by Poynter as original sources of inspiration was a diverse, yet active 

receptionist of the historical past and/or a proponent of ideal beauty. His admiration of artists as diverse 

as the leading Romantic painter Delacroix and the Neoclassical artist Ingres emphasises his eclecticism 

and the melding together of different artistic currents in his mind. Poynter's interest in artistic 

receptions of the historical past was considerably augmented by the training which he received during 

the three years he spent studying at Gleyre's atelier. 

24-Ibe irres. op. cit, note 21. 
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The importance of Gleyre as a key figure in the formation of Poynter's classicism cannot be 

overstated As previously highlighted by Poynter, Gleyre himself had been trained in the strictest 

neoclassical traditions in the studio of Ingres, and organized his own atelier in accordance with staunch 

academic and classical practice. The education received by Poynter at Gleyre's atelier was based on 

strict classical precepts, drawing from life and "the art of pure form and balanced composition, not of 

colour and romantic imagination"25 derived from the traditions of the school of Ingres. He was deeply 

inspired by the training which he received and many of the artistic principles which he was first exposed 

to in Paris were reiterated in the lectures presented at the Slade. Poynter readily assimilated the French 

practice of drawing from life and in his formal lectures he attributed both a technical and aesthetic 

significance to the employment of this method. In October 1874, for example, in a lecture presented at 

the opening of the fourth session of the Slade, Poynter artistically justified the prominent position which 

life drawing occupied in the school through his assertion that, 

... to draw the nude figure well will enable the artist to draw anything which does not 
require special technical teaching... it will give him a power of drawing to be acquired 
in no other way, besides cultivating his taste. his style and his feeling for beauty and 
arrangement. 26 

Poynter's advocacy of life drawing was theoretically underpinned by his essential subscription to the 

central neoclassical belief in the human figure as the ultimate subject for art. He explicitly elucidated 

his sympathy with this neoclassical tenet by asserting that, 

... the human form and face, containing as they do the highest qualities of beauty 

which Nature presents for our admiration, form the highest study to which an artist 
can devote himself 27 

Poynter was exposed to a European art scene which was steeped in the classical revival and this 

neoclassical belief in the centrality of the idealised human figure was propagated by Gleyre and regularly 

found visual manifestation in the work of contemporary artists. Poynter singled out Ingres' famous 

picture La Source (1856) (fig 8) as one of the finest representations of the nude figure in contemporary 

art. 28 

25COSMo Monkhouse, "Sir Edward John Poynter, President of the Royal Academy", in The Art Journal Easter Annual (he Art 
Vutue & Co, London, 1897, p. 7. 

Poynter (1879), op. cit, note 2, Lecture VIII "Objects of Study" (1874), p. 190. 
27ibid, Lecture II, "Old and New Art" (1872), p. 64. 
28ibid, Lecture IV "Hints of the Formation of a Style" (1872), p. 117. For a detailed analysis of Poynter's location within the 

neoclassical tradition of figure painting cf. Chapter 2- Poynter and the nude 
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This atmosphere of heroic, severe classicism in which Poynter trained in Paris directly 

influenced aspects of his early work Contemporary Victorian critics readily made the equation between 

the austere style and precise classicism which characterize Poynter's early historical paintings such as 

The Catapult (1868) (fig 9) and the rigid classicism propagated by Gleyre. Richard Muther, for 

example, in his popular book The History of Modern Painting (1896) commented that Poynter, rather 

than displaying the grand classicism of Leighton: 

... by his more earnest severity and metallic precision verges more on that union of 
aridness and style characteristic of Ingres. 29 

It is evident from a correlation of both Poynter's lectures and art that Ingres and the leading artists of the 

French neoclassical school were a profound influence on the development of his classicism. In his 

lectures he described the school of J. L. David (1748-1825) as "great" and admired the latter's "lofty" aim 

"of trying to recall the glories of antique art" 30 Poynter obviously adhered to this principle himself in 

his devotion to classical subjects, his attempts to revive the nude in painting, and the precepts of 

classical beauty and draughtsmanship common to both his theories and art. Early paintings such as The 

Catapult (fig 9) display precise outlines and contours and introduce elements such as the unexpected 

nude figure at the centre of the composition purely as an exercise in the depiction of the highest beauty 

of the human form, in accordance to Poynter's notion of the ideal. 31 

Poynter's admiration of Ingres was not, however, universal: he once described, for example, 

how he admired the "roundness and richness of modelling " in the work of Ingres yet criticized his ideas 

for being "generally uninteresting", his "flesh-tints" for being "invariably cold and clayey" and the "local 

colour" in his work as "harsh and disagreeable". 32 Poynter's art directly supported these theories and 

visually reiterated the selective nature of his appropriation from neoclassical sources. Pictures such as 

The Fortune Teller (1877) (fig 10) and Beware, trust her not, she is fooling thee (1865) (fig 4), for 

example, highlight his adoption of Ingres' richly sculptural technique of representing the human figure, 

yet the careful diffusion of rich colours across the compositions indicates Poynter's repudiation of Ingres' 

irregular colour scheme in an attempt to create vibrant and cohesive images. 

R. Muther 7fie 1 idorv of Modem Paintiine. Volume IIl, (revised ed.. ), J. MDat & Co, London, 1896, p. 348. 
30p, rA, r (1879), op. cit, note 2, (Lecture IV "f lints on the Formation of a Style"), p. 118. 
31c f: ChWjcr2 
32poynter (1879), op. eit, note 2, p. 118. 
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The artistic training which Poynter received under Gleyre helped him consolidate his classicism 

into a recognizable type which was an eclectic combination of traditional French neoclassical precepts 

with the English neoclassical principles that he had learnt in the art schools of London Poynter's 

classical interests were further reinforced by his admittance as a student in the prestigious Ecole des 

Beaux Arts and it was during his time in Paris in 1856-9 that he produced his first classical subject 

picture, Mercury with the Cattle ofApollo (Laing Art Gallery, Newcastle on Tyne). 

Essentially, it was Poynter's assimilation and unification of the English and French neoclassical 

traditions of art which distinguished him and set his oeuvre apart from the other Victorian Olympians. 

In contrast to his contemporaries, Leighton and Lawrence Alma-Tadema, Poynter benefited from an 

eclectic mixture of Anglo-French education and during the 1850s he moved effortlessly between English 

and Continental systems of art training.. Leighton and Alma-Tadema were educated exclusively on the 

Continent and spent the formative parts of their careers on the periphery of the English neoclassical 

tradition. 33 Both Leighton and Alma-Tadema subsequently created an artistic niche for themselves 

within the Victorian art world and through the expressive and technical authority of their individual 

classical styles they demonstrated the continuation of the neoclassical tradition by artists working in 

England. Contemporary Victorians were keen to point out the debt which the "new" classicism owed to 

French systems of art education. Richard Muther, for example, stressed that their modern Continental 

education provided the 'Olympians' with a far more refined classicism than that of the artists of the 

earlier classical revival, and commented that Poynter, Leighton and Alma-Tadema: 

33As previously discussed, Leighton travelled extensively during his childhood and adolescence and trained in Frankfurt Rome and 
Paris. Alma-Tadema developed his abiding interest in historical subjects in the formative years of his career, as an art student in 

Antwerp and Belgium. He was born in Holland and trained in the Antwerp Academy originally under Gustave Wappets who was 

spearheading a revival of the old traditions of the leading Dutch and Belgian masters in an atmet to repudiate the French neoclassical 

style which had been appropriated by contemporary schools of painting. Wappens enoouraged Alma-Tadema to paint subjects taken 
from early Dutch-Flemish history. In 1859 his oeuvre began to expand began to expand following his move to Belgium to study under 
the painter, Baran Hendrydc Leys. Leys was a keen historian who advocated a severe academic style of painting which inspired Alma- 

Tadena to pay painstaking attention to the minutiae of a picture and develop his characteristically detailed style. Biographers of Alma- 

Tadenw imply that his initial interest in the classical world was awakened by a visit to the British Museum in 1862 during which he first 

saw the Elgin Marbles. This interest was apparently augmented by an extensive trip to Floreice, Rome, Naples and Pompeii which he 

undertook in 1863. Under the guidance of the influential art dealer, Ernest Gambart, Alma-Tadoma began painting subjects from 

Graeoo-roman history and consolidated his archaeologically intense classical style following his permanent settlement in London in 

1870. (The most detailed accounts of the formative influences on Alma-Tadema's classicism can be found in Russell Ash, Sir Lawrence 
Alma-Tadema Pavilion, London, 1989, Vent 0. Swanson, Sir Lawrence Alma-Tademma (The painter of the Victorian vision of the 

ancient world). Ash & Grant 114 London, 1977 and also Swanson, The Biography and Catalogue Reisend of the Paintings of f Sir 
Lawrence Alma-Tadona. London, 1990). 
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... are equipped with finer taste, and have acquired abroad a more solid ability than 
Jamcs Barry, Haydon and Hinton, the half barbaric English Classicists of the 
beginning of the century. 3 

The eclectic mixture of training which the "Olympians", especially Poynter, received during their 

formative years provided them with a universal classicism which united discordant classical threads and 

established them as leaders of the pan-European classical revival. 

The formative influence of Poynter's classicism on contemporary Victorian art of the period was 

engendered and maximised by the dual nature of his career as a painter and as a teacher/ art 

administrator. In addition to his status as First Professor of the Slade School of Fine Art (1871-75) and 

President of the Royal Academy (1896-1918), Poynter also occupied the auspicious positions of Director 

for Art and Principal of the National Art Training Schools, South Kensington (1875-188 1) and Director 

of the National Gallery (1894-1906). These positions provided Poynter with the ideal platform from 

which he could make his pronouncements on art and considerably aided the development of his 

classicism by providing him with teaching opportunities which necessitated the consolidation and 

codification of his ideologies. Poynter's artistic theories and educational reforms functioned in tandem 

with his paintings to form a pervasive artistic force which functioned as a vital component to the 

emergence and continuation of the Victorian classical revival in England 

Indeed, Poynter's professional career is an essential gauge against which to view Victorian 

classicism as it perfectly spanned the rise, climax and degeneration of the wider English 'Olympian' 

phenomenon. The abstruse nature of Poynter's classicism makes it difficult to pinpoint his precise 

location within the pantheon of Victorian classical painters. Initially, he would appear to belong to an 

easily categorised branch of Victorian art; academic painting. Poynter's classicism acted as a stylistic 

and thematic visual litmus, subtly altering and shifting in response to impulses in the contemporary art 

world which resulted in his production of a vast number of diverse works which represented a wide 

variety of subjects taken from classical history, literature and society. A brief examination of Poynter's 

use of historical sources in comparison with those of his colleagues, Alma-Tadema and Leighton, can 

expose the essential differences between their visions of the ancient world. 

34M, th,,, op. cit, note 29, p. 344. 
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Poynter's early classicism, as reflected in the vast historical canvases produced during the 1860s, 

highlighted his recent absorption of French neoclassical influences and was a characteristically eclectic 

mixture of heroic, academic classicism and archaeological correctness. During this early period Poynter 

produced three of his most famous paintings-Faithful Unto Death (1865) (fig 11), Israel in Egypt (1867 

RA) (fig 12) and The Catapult (1868 RA) (fig 9). This type of historical picture, which represent 

notable events from the glorious past, was confined to his earliest period35 and indicated his thematic 

subscription to the notion of the grand and sublime history painting which was a characteristic of the 

tradition of French Neoclassical painting, as exemplified by David's famous Oath of the Horatii (1784- 

5). Unlike his colleague, Alma-Tadema, who specialised in the production of intensely detailed 

representations of classical scenes which are saturated in archaeological detail, Poynter's approach to 

archaeological and historical evidence was characteristically erratic and he fostered a relatively seamless 

vision of the ancient world which was comprised of an amalgamation of diverse sources. 

Poynter's Israel in Egypt (fig 12) typifies his generalised approach to archaeology. This picture 

was almost universally acclaimed by contemporary reviewers principally for the detailed representation 

of ancient Egypt and it was praised as "a mine of archaeological knowledge"36 and "a reproduction of 

antique life showing extraordinary industry and research". 37 Contrary to these assertions, however, 

Poynter's scene of the Israelites in captivity is both historically inaccurate and archaeologically incorrect. 

Despite his insistence, as expressed in his formal lectures, that a painter should be able to depict ancient 

architecture as correctly as possible, 38 this painting includes a collection of monuments "taken from 

periods which span some 3,000 years. "39 Historical anachronisms abound in this painting and the 

monuments represented also occupy a wide geographical spread in reality. In his detailed historical 

study of this picture, Patrick Conner has pointed out, for example, that Poynter has painted the temple 

complex of Philae in Upper Egypt, in the left distance of the picture, "with the small Roman temple 

3Sluring the early 1880s, Poynter made a brief return to the grand history painting idiom and produced The Ides ofMarch (1883) and 

36e 
Visit of the Queen of Sheba to King Solomon (1884-90). 

May 1867, p. 139. 
3 Athffiaeunt 11th May 1867, p. 628. 
38Poyntcr, op. cit, note 2, p. 21 S. 
39Patridc Corner, "Wedding Archaeology to Pit Poyntds Israel in Egypt", Influences in Victorian Art and Arch ite care. ed.. by Sarah 
Maaeady and F. 11.11ompson, Society of Antiquities, Londan, 1985, pp. 112-121, p. 113. 
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known as Pharoah's Bed or Trajan's Kiosk picked out in darker colour- although, as every Victorian 

schoolboy would have known, a structure dating to the Christian era could hardly have appeared during 

the Israelites captivity in ES3pt. "40 The monuments represented also occupy a wide geographical 

spread in reality. The obelisk at Heliopolis, the Great Pyramid of Giza and the Temple of Seti I at 

Gourna, which is located behind the lion, are all placed in close correspondence. Israel in Egypt is quite 

simply a capriccio and the incorrect arrangement of buildings is indicative of Poynter's desire to create 

the most beautiful composition, but at the same time convey a convincing image of ancient life. Here, he 

demonstrated a broad, generalised conception of the ancient Egyptian world and created a scene which 

celebrated Egyptian architectural achievements over a huge span of time. 

It is also notable that Poynter chose to modify some of the great architectural details in this 

painting, yet accurately portrayed the minutiae of Egyptian life in the foreground. Poynter evidently 

consulted source books detailing the trappings of everyday Egyptian life and meticulously reconstructed 

minor details, such as the type of parasol used in ancient times41 He also made detailed sketches of one 

of the granite lions of the Eighteenth Dynasty housed in the British Museum (fig 13) and featured it as a 

focal point of this picture. These lions were celebrated works of art during Poynter's day and casts were 

made of them for the Egyptian Court built in the Crystal Palace at Sydenham in 1854. The Crystal 

Palace Exhibition also included a Roman Court and a Pompeiian Court replete with reconstructions 

which had a profound impact on contemporary society- and offered a three-dimensional equivalent to 

the kinds of historical reconstruction produced by artists such as Alma-Tadema and Poynter. 

Poynter clearly had a profound interest in archaeology, although historical detail was often 

subordinated or modified in his quest for the greatest pictorial beauty. Even his grandest historical 

canvases such as Faithful unto Death (1865) (fig 11), which is a reconstruction of a single scene played 

out during the mass devastation and destruction of Pompeii, indicate his rather Alma-Tademesque 

inclination for concentrating upon small details of the ancient world. Although no source is cited it is 

likely that the impetus for this piece was archaeological, and was also derived from Bulwer"Lytton's 

hugely popular novel The Last Days of Pomp (1834) which was a romantic account reconstructing the 

eruption of Vesuvius in A. D. 79. Lytton declared that after visiting Pompeii he was "... filled with a 

40ibid, p. 113. 
4libid, p. 114. 
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desire to people once more those deserted streets, to repair those graceful ruins, to reanimate the bones 

which were yet spared to his survey, to traverse the gulph (sic) of eighteen centuries and to wake to a 

second existence- the City of the Dead! "42 

Notably, Poynter appended to this painting an addendum describing the discovery of the body 

of a young soldier, in full armour, at the Herculaneum gate in Pompeii during excavations. Excavations 

at Pompeii and Herculaneum were an ongoing archaeological concern and Victorian interest was 

constantly stimulated as remarkably preserved objects and houses were unearthed. It became the duty of 

artists and authors to re-people the ruins of these devastated cities and both Lytton's novel and Poynter's 

paintings were based, to some degree, on the archaeological remains of Pompeii and functioned 

didactically to inform the contemporary audience of the specifics of social history. Specific 

archaeological details in this picture are scant, although elements such as the historically correct armour 

of the sentry would indicate that Poynter consulted some of the many contemporary books, such as 

Thomas Hope's Costume of the Ancients (1812), which recreated the costumes of the ancient world. 

Despite these small attentions to historical detail, the emphasis of this picture is clearly upon the 

patriotic sacrifice and devotion to duty of the beautiful young soldier. As a sentimental symbol of the 

ultimate patriotic sacrifice, this painting proved an immediate success with the Victorian audience. By 

illustrating a subject that caught the public's imagination, and depicting it in a correct academic manner, 

Poynter struck a balance between the popular and the doctrinaire. 

Poynter's initial fascination with historical fact can be tentatively defined as a tempered version 

of Alma-Tadema's archaeological approach to the ancient world, as his paintings were also attempts to 

re-people the ancient ruins and present a romantic vision of a classical world at its most perfect. Alma- 

Tadema believed that he could make antiquity live, primarily through the study and reconstruction of 

historical artifacts on canvas. He travelled extensively, visiting major archaeological sites and museums, 

and compiled a vast collection of photographs of thousands of historical artifacts. The sheer range of 

classical sources Alma-Tadema used to inform and advise his paintings is unsurpassed amongst his 

contemporaries. His collection of 168 portfolios (now stored at Birmingham University) comprise some 

5,000 photographs of buildings, works of art and artifacts, supplemented by numerous sketches, 

42E. G. Bulwa-Lytton, Tie a Days of Pon ,, ei Baudry's European Edition, Paris, 1934, p. vii. 
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arranged under headings such as "Roman hairstyles". 43 His library, donated to the Victoria and Albert 

Museum after his death in 1912, also reflects his historical interests and consisted of nearly 4,000 books, 

almost all on aspects of ancient art . 
44 

Alma-Tadema's intensely archaeological approach is typified by his early painting A Picture 

Gallery (1874) (fig 14). He was intrigued by Pompeiian and Herculanean wall paintings, and this 

picture can be considered an attempt to invent a gallery of panel paintings such as might have been seen 

in the collections cited in Pliny's Natural History. book 35, chapter 4.45 This picture is a testimony to 

Alma-Tadema's meticulous archaeological research and obsession with historical detail. All of the 

ancient works in A Picture Gallery are based on works in the, now, National Museum of Archaeology in 

Naples, which he visited on several different occasions. The composition depicts wealthy Romans 

perusing works of art in a gallery and focuses on a small group of people who are inspecting a (now lost) 

painting by the celebrated Greek, fourth century artist, Apelles, whose name is inscribed on the reverse 

of the easel 46 Other ancient paintings reproduced in this canvas have been assiduously identified by 

contemporary art historians and would have been recognizable to any learned Victorian.: the central part 

of the triptych above the marble arch, for example, is a copy of a Pompeian Third Style Wall painting, 

Medea and the Pleiades, from the House of the group of Glass Vases. 47 Here Alma-Tadema has 

employed his knowledge of ancient art and assigned it, as does Pliny, to the first century B. C. artist 

Marcus Ludius. 

In contrast to Poynter and Leighton, Alma-Tadema remained devoted to the production of 

historically accurate representations of the ancient world. Indeed, Poynter's rather relaxed attitude 

towards archaeology can be equated to Leighton's, as expressed in his Captive Andromache (1886-8) (fig 

15). The subject is inspired by Hector's farewell speech to Andromache in the Iliad, where he foresees 

the future captivity of his wife by the Greeks and the narrative, where Andromache is forced to perform 

household tasks with the common people, is taken from the text which Leighton read in its original 

Greek 
. 
48 

43. he Alma-Tadema Memorial library", in Architectural Review. pp. 34-35. 
44ibid, p. 35. 
43WiIIiam R. Johnstcue, "Antiquities Aperta: The Past Revealed", E=ires Restored. Elysium Revisited- The Art of Sir Lawrence Aima- 

ed. Jamifer Gordon Lovett, (c. 1982), pp. 30-36, p. 34. 
ibid. p. 63. 

47ibid. 
48Jones, Newall, Ormond etal., Frederic Leighton 1830-1896, exhibition catalogue, Royal Academy of Arts, Harry N. Abrams, Inc, 
Landon, 1996, p. 204. 
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This painting would at first seem to adhere strongly to classical principles. The frieze-like 

composition, statuesque bodies, depicted in strong outline with heavy draperies, and the rhythmic 

procession of figures all indicate Leighton's devotion to classical sculpture and vase painting. However, 

like Poynter, he was willing to temper archaeological fact to suit his own aesthetic needs. This is 

exemplified in the representation of Greek vases in this painting. Ian Jenkins has published a detailed 

analysis of Leighton's use of Greek vases in the Burlington Magazine. 49 He has emphasised that 

although the pots in Captive Andromache at first glance appear to be mainly Attic vases of the sixth and 

fifth century B. C, not one of the vases which is represented in this picture exactly resembles its ancient 

prototype- which is generally to be found in the British Museum. The hydria supported on the head of 

the woman in blue on the left of the picture, for instance, is of the type called a kalpis which appeared in 

the later 6th century and continued into the 4th century BC. 50 

Both Poynter and Leighton were, therefore, unlike Alma Tadema, more than willing to 

compromise themselves archaeologically in their paintings for pictorial reasons. This may at first seem 

odd, as evidently both Leighton and Poynter were learned historians and keen on archaeology. Leighton 

was a member of the Society of the Dilettanti, Hellenic Society and a Trustee of the British Museum. 

Poynter also belonged to the Hellenic Society and was in contact with some of the leading scholars and 

archaeologists of the period, such as AS. Murray and C. T. Newton. In 1880 he co-wrote a book, entitled 

Classic and Italian Painting. which included detailed analyses of the development of classical art. 
51 

He also regularly published erudite articles on often obscure art historical archaeological subjects, such 

as 'On a Bronze Leg from Italy', published in the Journal of Hellenic Studies in 1886, which attempts to 

identify and date a fragment of antique sculpture recently acquired by the British Museum. Poynter and 

Leighton both looked at the ancient world in a more artistic, Aesthetic and idealized way than Alma- 

Tadema. To include a mass of archaeological detail in their work would be to trivialise their grand 

conceptions of the classical world and both Leighton and Poynter consciously moved away from any 

early tendencies for Alma-Tadema type archaeological reconstructions of the past, towards a more 

Aesthetic base. 

49j,, kh, s, I,,, "Frederic Lord Leighton and Greek vases", in the Darlington Magazine. Vol. CXXV, October 1983, pp. 597-605. 
50jbid, p. 598. 
5IF. J. Poynter & P. R. Head, Classic and Italian Painting (Illustrated Tex books of Art Education), Sampson Law, Marston, Searle and 
Rivington, Landon, 1880. 
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During the 1880s the entire direction of his Poynter's work appears to have suddenly altered, as 

he moved away from the depiction of specific scenes taken from classical history and mythology, to more 

generalised, popularising episodes of 'everyday' life in the ancient world, typified by On the Terrace 

(1889) (fig 16). This picture is relatively "subjectless" and emphasizes Poynter's distinct shift in 

emphasis from context to form. The paradoxical nature of the shift which occurred in his art can be 

regarded as a progressive attempt by Poynter to engage with the aesthetics of classical painting at a time 

when the Aesthetic movement was at its peak in England. Poynter had direct associations with James 

McNeill Whistler, 52 one of the leading Aesthetes, and regularly exhibited in the Grosvenor Gallery 

which was renowned as the "The Palace of Art"; the show-case for this progressive trend in painting 

which preached the doctrine of "art for art's sake. "53 In his later anecdotal pictures of generalised 

classical scenes, Poynter can be regarded as engaging with Aesthetic precepts by visually emphasizing 

classicism as an aesthetic phenomenon. 

During his mature period, Poynter made only occasional and isolated returns to visual 

representations of ancient source material. His When the world was young (1892) (fig 17) is an 

extremely rare example of a painting by Poynter which was directly inspired by a specific ancient work 

of art. In a lecture presented at the South Kensington Museum, Poynter described a Roman painting 

which he particularly admired: 

There is not, as far as I know, any instance of an antique painting signed by the name 
of a known artist. Indeed, the only signed picture existing, of which I am aware, is the 
beautiful little painting, or rather drawing in outline, on white marble, which was 
discovered at Herculaneum representing. -maidens playing at knucklebones... nothing 
but a faint image is now to be seen; as is, alas! too frequently the case with the 
paintings from Pompeii, which were fresh and brilliant when first discovered. 54 

This ancient painting (fig 18) can be identified as the precise source of inspiration for When the world 

was young (fig 17). Poynter's composition is clearly derived from this antique precedent: the girl to the 

right of the foreground in his paining stretches out her hand in a gesture towards the knucklebones 

which is strikingly similar to a figure represented in the picture from Herculaneum. Poynter deviated 

from the classical example, however, by reducing the number of figures in his painting and placing them 

52During his student days in Paris, Poynter shared a studio with Whistler on the Rue-Notre- Dame des Champs. 53Susan B. CaA=s & Colleen Denney (eds), The Grosvenor Gallen, A Palace of Art in Victorian En81and. Yale University Press, New 
Haven and Landon, 1996, is an invaluable source for the issues surrounding the foundation of this gallery and the progressive ethos 
which infused its e ibition policy. 54Poynter (1897), op. cit, note 1, p. 287. 
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in sumptuous 'classical' surround in a characteristically blatant attempt at aestheticising the antique 

composition. 

It is clear, however, that Poynter was generally attracted to visual rather than literary aspects of 

the classical world. During the 1890s, however, Poynter added a new dimension to his classicism by 

painting three pictures which directly evoked the writings of the ancient Roman poet Horace. Poynter 

produced two versions of Chloe in 1892 and 1893 (fig 19) and appended to these paintings a quotation 

from Horace Qde 3.9; "Chloe, dukes docta modos et citharae sciens" ("skilled in the sweet strains and 

mistress of the lyre"). The painting from 1893 clearly demonstrates Poynter's tendency towards the 

representation of suitably aesthetic narratives; Chloe is shown temporarily resting from her musical 

activities, feeding cherries to a small bird who has flown into the atrium. Contemporary reviews 

emphasised the Aesthetic qualities of this picture and stressed Poynter's objective for creating a beautiful 

composition which would increase the viewing pleasure of his audience; 

Chloe, a most elegant figure in white... holding double pipes in her hand, while her 
lyre leans against a neighbouring column. Between the pillars we see a garden of 
varied foliage and rich in deep bright green; a pure sky is dashed with luminous white 
clouds. The pavement of contrasting colours at Chloe's feet, the shafts of the columns, 
and their bases combine to make up a whole which the visitor will examine with 
pleasure. 55 

Poynter's Chloe is a somewhat sentimental portrayal of a woman being charmed by the activities of a 

small bird; the emphasis here is on beauty, rather than subject, and it is a typical example of his later 

work which became increasingly more Aesthetic. 

The eclectic nature of Poynter's classicism ensured that he produced a wide variety of images 

that cannot be explained in terms of one or two categories. Archaeologically correct history paintings, 

aesthetic anecdotal classical scenes, academic nudes and representations of specific figures from 

classical mythology, co-exist in Poynter's oeuvre and visually reflect the diversity of his artistic 

ideologies which were themselves derived from a multitude of sources and combined to form a unique 

anthology of classical types. 

SSThe Athenaeum. 1893, vol I, p. 543. 
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Poynter's position within the history of art and the classical heritage and his artistic reputation have been 

seriously depreciated by posthumous re-evaluation and general scholarly neglect. He remains singularly 

overlooked amongst the triumvirate of artists called the Victorian 'Olympians', despite occupying a 

uniquely prominent position in the art establishment of his day. Recent scholarship has tended to regard 

Poynter as a follower, rather then an originator, of Victorian classical painting and has regularly 

condemned his art as simply imitative of that of his contemporaries Frederic, Lord Leighton and Sir 

Lawrence Alma-Tadema in both style and subject.. 56 During the course of the twentieth century these 

scholarly hypotheses which have labelled Poynter as unoriginal and imitative have combined with the 

fluctuations in public taste to diminish both his reputation and his artistic legacy. 

In spite of the recent and extraordinary efflorescence of interest in Victorian and Edwardian 

painting, Poynter's art has been marginalised and resides on the periphery of contemporary interest in 

the Victorian classical revival. A review of the literature which has been produced regarding the 

Victorian Olympians can reveal the extent of Poynter's marginalisation. Unlike his contemporaries 

Alma-Tadema and Leighton, Poynter has not been the subject of a monograph57 or major retrospective 

exhibition, 58 
although six of his most important pictures were featured in the prominent exhibition 

"Imagining Rome: British Artists and Rome in the Nineteenth Century", held at Bristol City Museum 

and Art Gallery (3 May-23 June1996). It is notable that even relatively minor Victorian classicists such 

as John William Godward have recently featured in major biographies. 59 

Indeed, in the eighty years since his death in 1919, not one major book has been devoted to a 

study of Poynter and the last important disquisition on his art (Malcolm Bell's The Drawings of Sir 

56This viewpoint has bare most consistently asserted by Richard Jeakyns in his publications The Victorians and Antiart Cri. Basil 
Blackwell Publisher Ltd, Oxford, 1980 and Dienity and Decadence ( Victorian An and the Classical Inheritance). Harper Collins, 
Lendae, 1991. 
57Wor studies include: Russell Ash, Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema. Pavilion, London, 1989.; Jennifer Gordon Lovett et al., E=ires 
Restored. Elysium Revisited: The Art of Sir Lawrence Alma-Ta ona Sterling & Francine Clerk AR Institute, Williamstown, Mass., 
c. 1982; Percy Cross Standing Sir Lawrence Alma-Ta a_ O. M- R-A London, 1905; Vem G. Swanson, Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema 
(fie painter of the Victorian vision of the ancient world). Ash & Grant Ltd, London, 1977; Swanson, The Biography and Catalogue 
Raison_n_6 of the Paintings of Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema. London, 1990; Christopher Newall, The Art of Lord Leite Phaidon Press 
12d, Oxford, 1990; L&R. Ormond, Lord Leight London, 1975; Janes, Newall, Ormond 

Frederic Lord Ui 
et. al, Frederic Leighton (1830-18961 

t bition catalogue), Royal Academy of Arts, Landon, Harry N. Abrams, lac, 1996; F. Rhys, 3rd ed.., 1900. . 
e recent centenary of Leighton's death was marked by an important exhibition of his works at the Royal Academy (15 February-41 

April 1996). Alma-Tadema's work was also celebrated by a major retrospective exhibition held consecutively at the Van Gogh 
Museum, Amsterdam and the Walker AR Gallery, Liverpool (1996). A relatively minor exhibition of Poy tees work entitled "Life at 
Arm's Length" was held at Brighton College (1995), essentially as pad of the institution's 150th anniversary programme. Poy tr briefly 
attended this college fiom 1849-1850. 
39Vem G. Swanson, John William Godward: The Eclipse of Classicism Antiques Collectors' Club Ldd, Woodbridge, Suffolk, 1997. 
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EJ. Poynter Bart_P_RA, George Newnes Limited, London, 1906) was published during the artist's own 

lifetime. Brief summaries of Poynter's work have been consistently offered in general surveys of 

Victorian arty and select pictures have been examined by recent books which explore often sensational 

nineteenth-century reactions to particular types of painting. 
61 The most original and provocatively 

independent attempt at interpreting Poynter's art has been made by Joseph AKestner who uses 

contemporary approaches of psychoanalysis and deconstruction to offer innovative assessments of select 

pictures. 62 The single area in which Poynte? s oeuvre has recently gained prominence is in accounts of 

the Victorian art establishment: particularly illuminating discussions are contained in Alison Smith, Thu 

Victorian Nude: sexuality morality and art and Paula Gillett Worlds of Art (Painters in Victorian 

Interestingly, this posthumous neglect of Poynter's art and focus on his institutional significance 

was prophesised by the artist's nephew A W. Baldwin. In 1857 Baldwin wrote of the gulf which existed 

between Poynter's contemporary Victorian eminence and his posthumous reputation: 

What was of absorbing interest to 1877 seems (now) of simply meaningless insipidity, 
and if his (Poynter's) pictures ever did take their stand among the greatest of their day, 
the stand was quite ephemeral, and all the labour and the love, under the cool gaze of 
posterity, count now for nothing... lf Poynter's art-life as a painter in oils and as a 
designer has indeed closed in permanent obscurity there seems to be hope for his 
modest survival as a draughtsman, a landscape water-colourist, and a teacher... 63 

Poynter's reputation began to dwindle even during his own lifetime, primarily as a result of his 

increasingly reactionary attitude and his refusal to alter his staunch academic and classical artistic 

values in an ever- changing art world that gradually became dominated by ideas of 'New Art' and 

Modernity. 

By the time of his death in July 1919 Poynter had become embittered and disillusioned, the art 

world of his youth had altered beyond all recognition and the forced resignation in 1918 of his position 

6OThe most extensive evaluations of Poynte>'s work have been made in Caroline Atsoott, "Poynter and the Arty", in AfýPre 
Raphaelit (ed. Elizabeth Prettejotut), Manchester University Press, Manchester, 1999, pp. 135-152; William Gaunt, Victorian 
OlX=u& Jonathan Cape Lid, London, 1975; Richard Jaikyns, The Victorians and Ancient Greece Basil Blackwell Publisher I2d, 
Oxford, 1980; Jenkyns, Dignity and Decadence (dorian art and the Classical I eritan e). Harper Collins, Landon, 1991; Christopher 
Wood, Qjvmoian Dreamers. Constable and Company Lid, London, 1983. 
61aß Smith, The Victorian Nude: sexuality, moral' y and art Manchester University Press, Manchester, 1996; Martin Postle & 
William Vaughan, The Artist's Model: from EU to Spencer. Merrell Holbefton Publishers Ltd, Lowden, 1999. 
62Kestner Mythology and Misoe), y (University of Wisconsin Press Ltd, London, 1989) and Masailinities in Victorian Painting. 
(Scolar Press, Aldershot, 1995). 
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as president of the Royal Academy signalled the end of the 'Victorian Olympus. ' Despite the rigours of 

age, near blindness and the constantly shifting tides of artistic taste, Poynter remained devoted to the 

ancient world and his work evidently remained hugely popular as at the time of his death there was not 

one canvas left unsold in his studio. His death in 1919 signified on a wider scale the demise of the true 

Victorian classical spirit and the long English neoclassical tradition it was based upon. 

The following thesis was formulated with the express purpose of reassessing Poynter as an artist and a 

theoretician in the contexts of late Victorian/ Edwardian painting. The considerable dearth of recent 

literature relating to this artist and the sustained contemporary, art historical interest in the Victorian 

period were major sources of inspiration to the conception of this project. The composition of this thesis 

has been governed by the underlying contextual objectives and concentrates on select aspects of Poynter's 

work which will relate him specifically to classical receptions in Victorian England. The central 

objective is not to rehabilitate Poynter as a leading Victorian 'Olympian', but to recover the contexts and 

re-discover some of the locations in which he worked in order to obtain a cohesive understanding of his 

classicism. 
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(1) protest in the name of my sex- nay, in that of both sexes- against the indecent 
pictures that disgrace our exhibitions 1 presume that when it is sought to represent 
nature the greatest skill is shown by the most faithful rendering of the subject; it is, 
I believe, against the law that men and women should go forth into society 
unclothed. Surely then, it must be contrary to the spirit of this just and proper law 
that nakedness in all perfection of representations should be exposed to the gaze of 
multitudes... 

CA British Matron)' 

The human form is the most beautiful and perfect shape known, and nude studies are 
always ideals. Indeed, not only are living women never painted in the nude, but not 
one in a thousand is the equal of the meanest ideal. 

('Common Sense72 

The nude, principally female, form as represented in Victorian painting was a complex theme 

which formed the basis of endless debate during the late nineteenth century. It was variously interpreted 

and reinterpreted throughout this period and debate became polarised between the views posited by 

puritanical campaigners for social purity, such as the British Matron', and rather more liberal members 

of the public, like 'Common Sense'. 3 These statements, written during the 1880s at the height of this 

debate, highlight the complex representative values which the nude had for the late Victorians. These 

accounts propound popular perceptions of the nude as either a symbol of impropriety or as Ihm most 

noble subject of art which was historically sanctioned by centuries of artistic (classical) tradition. The 

nude as expressed in contemporary Victorian painting was at once regarded as "an assault on public 

4 
morality", yet was simultaneously respected as "the apogee of high culture" 

'"A woman's plea": letter to the Editor of The Tim sigped'A British Matron', May 20,1883, p. 10. 
2l. etier to the Editor of The Times, sigied 'Common Sense, May 21,1985, p. 6. 
3William Clyde Devane has identified John Cakou. Horsley, Treasurer of the Royal Academy, as the reactionary British Matron'. 
Devane, New York, 1955 is cited in Alison Smith, The Victorian Nude sexuality. morality and art. Manchester 
University Press, Manchester, 1996, p. 227. Horsley% vociferous opposition to the representation of the nude led $mdl magazine to 

nidmame him'Clothes' Horsely (See ninsh, October 31,1883, p. 206). 
4 ibid, p. 1. 
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During the final two decades of the nineteenth century, these dichotomous views co-existed in 

Victorian artistic debate in the written work of leading artists, art critics and historians and were even to 

be found in the popular press. As the leading artist-administrator of the late Victorian period, Poynter 

became embroiled in the debate surrounding the role of the nude in art. He actively contributed to this 

debate through his representations of the unclothed female figure in paintings such as Diadumene 

(1885-93) (fig 20) and The Cave of the Storm Nymphs (1903) (fig 21). As will be fully discussed later, 

these pictures symbolize the resurgence of the nude, specifically the classical nude, in English art and 

effectively contributed to the establishment of the Victorian tradition of nude painting 

As an artist who firmly established himself within the neoclassical tradition of painting the 

nude form was of central importance to Poynter's art. The female nude was a recurrent theme in 

Poynter's art which effectively spanned the length of his working career, his first major representation of 

the nude was Andromeda (1869) (fig 22) and his last visual exploration of the subject, The Sea Bath (or 

The Champion Swimmer) (1914), was produced towards the end of his life. 

Poynter also verbally entered into the controversy surrounding the nude in the course of lectures 

which he produced during his tenure as First Professor of the Slade School of Fine Art at University 

College, London (1871-5) and his appointment as President of the Royal Academy (1896-1918). 5 In 

1901, for instance, in his discourse to the students of the Royal Academy he delineated his ideas 

surrounding the idealization of the nude figure and highlighted the importance of the nude form to the 

classical tradition of art. He said 

... The nude in itself, and treated in its right place, and treated in the right way as the 
highest expression of abstract beauty, as in Greek sculpture or with the Italian 

painters of the Renaissance, is a most legitimate object of study and furnishes the 
highest material for the exercise of your art ... 

Poynter's academic defence of the nude as a legitimate and elevated subject for contemporary artists was 

disseminated more widely through statements which he made in the popular press. In 1885, for 

example, he was compelled to send a letter to the Editor of The Times. in defence of his painting 

Diadumene (fig 20). 7 In 1885 this picture caused controversy when it was exhibited in the Royal 

5cf. section 2 ofthis chapter. 6Sir E. J Poynte , Discour presaged to the audaita of the Royal Academy (1901), William Cloves & Sons limited. London, 1901, 
11. 

1"Nude Studies": Letter to the Editor ofIlSMmCL signed Edward J Poynter, May 28,1885, p. 4. 
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Academy alongside Albert Moore's aesthetically lyrical White Hydrangea (1885) (fig 23), 

J. W. Waterhouse's exercise in naked Christian virtue, St Eulalia and Charles Mitchell's Hypafia, which 

depicts a life-size female nude. The expansive nudity in these pictures engendered a debate which was 

played out across the letters page of The Times in May 1885. Poynter's letter, which outlines in careful 

detail the classical source material and purity of thought behind the production of Diadumene, 

challenged the protests of critics such as 'A British Matron' and effectively ended this unprecedented 

public artistic debate. 8 

The polarisation of views surrounding the subject of the nude in Victorian art has its parallel in 

recent art historical scholarship in which scholars have been divided between those who sympathise with 

one or the other part of the dominant binary construction of naked/ nude. This binary construction is 

most famously posited in Kenneth Clark's polemic book, The de 9 Clark's differentiation between the 

naked and the nude revolves around the relationship between the body and its apparel: 

The English language, with its elaborate generosity, distinguishes between the 
naked and the nude. To be naked is to be deprived of our clothes and the word 
implies some of the embarrassment which most of us feel at that condition. The 
word nude, on the other hand, carries, in educated usage no uncomfortable 
overtone. The vague image it projects into the mind is not of a huddled and 
defenceless body, but of a balanced, prosperous and confident body: the body re- 
formed. 10 

The nude, therefore, as defined by Clark is Art and culture. He implies that the nude is an ideological 

entity, an elevated concept rather than an actual realization of the human form, which has been created 

by high art and become the ultimate symbol of refinement and civilization in the collective 

consciousness of Western Europe. As defined by Clark the nude is, therefore, a form of artistic and 

cultural rhetoric which appeals to the educated mind and provides a visual and ideological manifestation 

of the perfect human form which transcends reality. He stresses, however, that the nude is in effect an 

aesthetic derivative of the human form and as such it is always carries memories of the naked body from 

which it is ultimately, an ameliorated version. When Clark refers to the aesthetic qualities and virtues of 

gibid. The debate was effectively silenced, however, by the Editor himself who was apparently exasperated by the volume of 
correspondence regarding representations of the nude. He appended to Poyi ten's letter an addendum stating "We cannot publish any 
more letters on this subject. ' Notably, Poynter was the only leading painter of the nude figure who responded directly to "The British 
Matron's criticisms"; Leighton, Moore and Iiuune"Jones avoided the issue and maintained a discreet silence. 9Clark, The Nude: A Study of Ideal Ai Jdm Murray Ltd, Landon, 1956. 
10ibid, p. I 
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the nude, therefore, "the spectre of its negative 'other', the naked, is always present"" To the 

"educated" mind, the nude is transported though aesthetic transformation into the realm of cultural 

representation, and is, therefore, far removed from the unidealised form of the naked body which exists 

in nature. Clark reinforces the sociological/ aesthetic nature of the binary (nude as culturet ideal: naked 

as nature/ real) when he describes the origins of the term 'nude': 

In fact the word was forced into our vocabulary by critics of the early eighteenth 
century in order to persuade the artless islanders that in countries where painting and 
sculpture were practised and valued as they should be, the naked human body was the 
central subject of art. 12 

As defined by Clark, therefore, the category of the nude "always holds within it a theory of 

representation. " 13 Put simply, the nude "is precisely the body in representation, the body produced by 

culture"; an abstracted form which is achieved by opposing it with the idea of the naked body as a figure 

which exists "somehow outside of representation" and is "an unmediated residuum of anatomy and 

physiology. " 14 Clark's hypothesis can, of course, be effectively challenged by questioning precisely how 

a body, a corporeal entity, can be "outside of representation" and be denied visual exposition? It is 

possible, therefore, to invert Clark's binary opposition and assert that it is the nude body as a 

representative form which is intrinsically a mutable residuum of abstract thoughts and cultural values, 

which is constantly evolving and changing because of the human condition thereby altering the 

significance and essential representation of the form itself. In contrast the naked body is the human 

body in its most basic and natural state, an immutable physical manifestation which is permanently 

loaded with cultural and social significance and is relentlessly placed under the scrutiny of 

representation. Clark's nude/naked binary is problematic when challenged by the assertion that the 

human body in all its guises is constantly in representation. 

Susan Rubin Suleiman has challenged Clark's binary opposition from a similar perspective and 

has forcefully argued against his belief that the naked body is an "unmediated" biological entity devoid 

of representational value. Suleiman proposes that the human body can be more successfully perceived as 

a "symbolic construct", weighted by its cultural associations and she emphasizes that 

II Lynda Nead, The Female Nude Routledge, London, 1992, p. 14. 
12Clark, op. cit, note 9, p. 1. 
13N,, d, op. cit, note 1 I, p. 14. 
14bid, p. 15. 
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... Everything we know about the body- certainly as regards the past, and even, it 
could be argued, as regards the present- exists for us in some form of discourse; and 
discourse whether verbal or visual, fictive or historical or speculative, is never 
unmediated, never free of interpretation, never innocent. 15 

Suleiman's intriguing hypothesis that the body is always 'clothed by layers of discourse, suggests the 

existence of the universal human form and effectively inverts Clark's perception of the naked body as a 

specific entity, detached from the nude 'other', which exists purely within a biological vacuum. 

In the age of postmodernism, feminist art historians have similarly attempted to reassess 

Clark's binary construction and have offered alternative readings and functions of the nude within 

western painting This is a fairly recent development, as previously the most pervasive application of 

feminism in art history has been to the issue of the traditional and systematic exclusion of women in art. 

In their search for the women artists of the past, feminist art historians previously tended to concern 

themselves primarily with exposing the pervasive masculine biases of an, society, and the discipline of 

art history itself, which have led to the exclusion of women artists from the history books. 16 

These feminist interventions, however, have recently led to the exploration and critical analysis 

of visual representations of the female nude. In recent years art historians such as Suleiman, Marcia 

Pointon'7 and Lynda Nead have striven to prove that the nude, particularly the female nude, is a 

shifting series of terms which can be examined to gain access "to a much wider.. . range of issues 

concerning the female body and cultural value, representation, feminism and cultural politics, and the 

definition and regulation of the obscene. »18 

In order to re-evaluate Clark's polemic binary construction, feminist art historians, such as 

Pointon and Nead have applied certain critical theories to specific nineteenth century images of women 

in order to shed light on the concepts of woman in the era in which they were produced . 
19 These 

gendered'readings' have initially only been carried out on specific images of women by predominantly 

male Pre-Raphaelite, and French Impressionist artists. Clearly, however, it is legitimate to adopt these 

15Susan Rubin Suleiman (ed. ), The Female Body in Western Culture: Cc*itm ary E"edives Harvard University Press, 
Cambridge, Mass. and London, 1986, p. 2. 
160rise1da Pollock and Rozsika Parker thoroughly analyse these issues in their book Old str scc_ Women Art and Ideoloev. 
Pandora Press, Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd, London, 1981. 
17Marcia Pointon, Naked AMM!! oritvr. the Body in Western Painting 1830.1908_ Cambridge University press, Cambridge, 1990. 
18Nead. op. cit, note 11, p. l. 19pointon and Nead provide the most specific feminist exploration ofthe subject. Other analyses of the female nude in art are include in 
Griselda Pollock, Vision and Difference (Femininity, Feminism and the Histories of Art). Routledge. London, 1988; Lynne Pearce, 
Woman. Image_ Text (Readings in Pre-Raphaelite Art and Literature. Harvester Ulieatsheaf, Hemel Hempstead, 1991; Lynda Nead, 
Myths of Sexuality (Restre citations of Women in Victorian Britain). Basil Blackwell Ltd, Oxford, 1988. 
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feminist methods of gendered reading, and appropriate them for the analysis of Victorian classical 

painting as despite the often great difference of style and sensibilities that existed between the Victorian 

classicists, Pre-Raphaelites and Impressionists, these diverse groups of artists shared an important 

common interest: they repeatedly depicted woman as their main subject. Each of these groups dealt with 

women in narrative, often in a very aesthetic way by placing importance on the depiction of feminine 

beauty. 

The profusion of English representations of women in the late nineteenth century have led 

contemporary critics to comment that there was a "Cult of Beauty" during this period which became 

analogous to a religion. 20 Each group and artist developed a different way of depicting their chosen 

subject. The historical trappings in Victorian classical and Pre-Raphaelite painting do not conceal the 

fact that these artists were all primarily concerned with depicting women in a similar way, as beautiful 

and often idealized images. 21 

The analysis of images of women, in accordance to certain critical theories, in order to 

highlight nineteenth century concepts of women, has still not been fully addressed to the classical 

academic tradition. Joseph Kestner is one of the first scholars to have attempted to employ modes of 

reading pictures about women, similar to those formulated by feminist art historians such as Nead, in the 

exploration of certain images by the Victorian classical painters. Kestner offers a relatively narrow 

reading of nineteenth century classical revival painting, and he adopts a predominantly psychoanalytical 

approach specifically in order to search for evidence of misogyny and gynophobia in Victorian 

representations of classical myth. Kestner consistently posits his radical belief that the classical 

paintings functioned purely as 'pictorial ideograms' which were used as political and sociological tools 

by men to reinforce the values of their patriarchal society at a time when the issue of 'the woman' was at 

the forefront of public consciousness. Unfortunately, Kestner's relies almost purely on reflection theory 

to support his particular brand of marxist-psychoanalysis and he seeks scholarly validation by setting out 

the evidence of various discourses, including archaeology, sociology, journalism, politics, medicine, and 

20Heaven 
on Earth (The Religion of Beauty in Lie Victorian Ai), (ediibition catalogue), Djanogly AA. Gallery, University of 

Nottingham, Lund IIumphries Lid, Lmdaa, 1994. 
21 See Kestneez. MvtholoQV and Misog my (The Social Discourse of Nineteenth Century British Classical Subject Painting), University 

of Wisconsin Press Ltd, Landon, 1989. Ke tner offers gendered readings of the male nude in his book, Masculinities in Victorian 
Painting , Scolar Press, Aldershot, 1995. 
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law alongside specific pictures in order "to reveal the function of myth in classical- subject art. "22 This 

restrictive approach encourages Kestner to offer some remarkably naive 'readings' of Poynter's pictures. 

He observes that Poynter's Andromeda (1869) (fig 22), for example, is an image of female "bondage" 

which "indicates male dominant status" and the "rescue compulsion of Victorian males" as it was 

painted in the same year in which "men had 'rescued' women by the Married Women's Property Act. "23 

Certain feminist art historians such as Lynda Nead have successfully highlighted the flaws inherent to 

this kind of approach by maintaining that it is wrong to simply lay an image of a woman beside "images 

of women" derived from social discourses such as law or medicine "as if through some symbiotic 

process, the connections between these discourses will emerge through their juxtapositions alone. "24 

Other art historians, including Adrienne Munich in her book Andromeda's Chains (1989) and 

Bram Dijkstra in his work on visual manifestations of feminine evi125, have also applied critical theories 

to particular images in order to reveal specific nineteenth century concepts of women, although it is 

Kestner who has been most vocal in his assertions. Kenner, Munich and Dijkstra have all analysed 

Victorian classical images mainly of women, produced by men, primarily in order to reveal particular 

aspects of contemporary gender relations- misogyny, and male fear of the power of female sexuality. 

Poynter's representations of the female nude form have encouraged these diverse and often 

negative interpretations, because of the essential tensions which exist between the sensual aspects of the 

nude form and the academict classical elements of the figure. These primary tensions both anticipate 

and reflect Clark's binary of naked/ nude, which was evidently adopted in the Victorian period and 

transmitted through artistic debate in the polarised arguments between critics such as The British 

Matron' and 'Common Sense'. In order to achieve a new analysis of Poynter's images of the female 

nude, it is necessary to focus upon these basic tensions and consider his oeuvre- both visual and written- 

as a cohesive whole which receives and occasionally resists dominant feminist methods of analysis. 

Specific paintings must be explored in context, against the backdrop of the Victorian period, in order to 

discern the artistic and social climate in which the dominant naked/ nude binary construction emerged, 

22ibid ýMpi, 23ibid, p. 216. 
24Nead, op. cit, note 19, p. 7. 
25SOO Adrienne wand Munich. Andromcdas Chains (Gerda and 1ntt CCUaUm in ydorian Literature and Artl Columbia 
University Press, New York, 1989 and Bram Dijik a, Idols of Perm 4 (fantasies of Fanm_ine Evil in Fin-&-Siecle CuhLre). Oxford 
University Press, Oxford, 1986. 
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the construction which has pervaded twentieth- century art historical scholarship concerning the nude in 

painting. 

The general absence of a tradition of nude painting in British art can be posited as the 

fundamental reason for the occurrence of the debate which raged during the 1880s surrounding visual 

representations of the nude. Put simply, the lack of a cohesive tradition of nude painting in England 

meant that the late Victorian public were simply not accustomed to receiving contemporary pictures 

which concentrated on the nude, principally female form. 

The lack of an English tradition of nude painting can be regarded as symptomatic of the 

absence of either a strong British tradition of history painting or painting in the classical tradition. The 

nude was, of course, of central importance to both of these genres; as evinced in the work of classical 

sculptors, Renaissance masters such as Michelangelo and Raphael and neoclassical artists such as 

Ingres. 

Prior to the nineteenth century, however, British artists specialised in landscape, topographical 

scenes or portraiture. In his famous Discourses Sir Joshua Reynolds, the formative influence on late 

eighteenth-century art, extolled history painting as the highest form of art but also managed to tailor his 

grand manner to meet the social demand for portraiture. 26 Reynolds' ideas which pivoted on the notion 

of Ideal Beauty relied on the notion that the "perfect form is produced by leaving particularities, and 

retaining only general ideas. "27 According to Reynolds, the function of art was to appeal to the intellect 

of the spectator, this could be achieved through the careful production of abstractions such as the perfect 

form. 28 

These elevated notions of art and the painter's role were at odds with contemporary notions "of 

the artist as a faithful transcriber of historical data. "29 In an age which was dominated by the trend for 

26Smith, op. cit, note 3, p. 14. 
27SIr joehua Reynolds, (ed by pat Rogers), jay , Penguin Books lid, London, 1992, p. 116. 
28Reynolds ideas an the perfect form are expanded throughout his jam, and receive particular emphasis in Discourse II and VI. 
29Smith, 

op. cit, note 3, p. 1 S. 
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historical, literary or anecdotal subject matter the mythological nude was at odds with contemporary 

ideals and became "increasingly regarded as an anomaly in modem art and society. "30 

The low status of the nude in English painting persisted into the nineteenth century. In 1845, 

for example, the history painter B. RHaydon recalled the comments made by the authorities in charge of 

the Westminster Palace competition. Haydon wrote, that 

Mr Hallam said the selection of subjects for the Houses, in sculpture and 
painting, aill be more commemorative of facts and persons than poetical or pictorial. 
"No naked? " said I. "No " said he: "Lord Melbourne thinks the only naked subject he 
knows is Peeping Tom. "3 I 

This statement provides stark evidence of the emphasis which Victorians placed on the voyeuristic 

elements which are inherent to the spectatorship of the nude form. These notions of voyeurism and the 

erotic potential of the nude persisted throughout the nineteenth century and aroused feelings of unease in 

moralists and social purists when they were faced with nude pictures in public galleries. Lord 

Melbourne's belief in the salacious motivations behind the spectatorship of the naked body, proved to be 

particularly pervasive and was echoed, some forty years later, by the British Matron', who engendered 

the lengthy debate in the correspondence pages of The Times. The 'Matron' believed that the 

meritorious gallery visitor was morally endangered simply by venturing too near to a nude picture as 

their close proximity to an "indecent" image could lay them open to accusations of voyeurism. She 

aslcs32; 

Is it not a crying shame that pictures are flaunted before the public from the pencil of 
male and female artists which must lead many visitors to the gallery to turn from 
them with disgust and cause only timid half glances to be cast at the paintings 
hanging close by, however excellent they may be, lest it should be supposed the 
spectator is looking at that which revolts his or her sense of decency? 33 

To some late Victorian social purists, therefore, nude paintings were moral timebombs which 

jeopardized the decency of innocent viewers and restricted spectatorship which, subsequently, had a 

detrimental effect on the reception of paintings of a suitably edifying nature which had the misfortune to 

be exhibited in the same gallery. 

30ibid, p. 15. 
31B. R-Ilaydrn, (editcd by Tom Taylor), Au tobioenmhy and Memoirs 2nd vol., 1926, p. 788. 
32efy 

note 3. Devane has identified 'A British Matron' to be a nom de plume of J. C. Horsley, the male treasurer of the Royal Academy. 
For reasons of legibility during the discussion of this material I have persisted in using the feminine pronoun. 
33'A British Matrm, op. cit, note 1. 
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In contrast to the British Matron' whose moral objections were, in part, exacerbated by the 

prolific displays of nudity in public galleries, Lord Melbourne's purported inability to recognize the 

nude as a subject for art was, of course, symptomatic of the almost total absence of such representations 

during the early Victorian period. Early Victorians displayed a general ambivalence towards the nude in 

the first half of the nineteenth century and it persisted only in the work of a small number of artists. 

William Etty (1787-1849) was one of the few British artists to specialize almost exclusively in 

representations of the nude. Amongst his vast corpus of work34 are a large number of mythological or 

historical pictures which feature the female nude as their main theme. Etty's intensely curvaceous 

female figures, as typified in his Venus and her Satellites (1835) (York City Art Gallery) paid homage to 

the work of the Old Masters, specifically Titian, Tintoretto and Peter Paul Rubens, whom he most 

admired and attempted to emulate. Contemporary critics, however, allied themselves with the 'naked 

component of the nude/ naked binary opposition and complained that in his depiction of luscious nudes 

in Venus and her Satellites, he had 

... fallen into an egregious error. He mistakes the use of nudity in painting and 
presents in the most gross and literal manner the unhappy models of the Royal 
Academy for the exquisite idealities in which Titian and other masters who have 
chosen similar subjects revelled. 35 

Notions of the ideal form as established by the classical tradition were evidently at complete odds with 

early Victorian moralities which were offended by the naturalism of Etty's figures and deemed them to 

be an affront to public decency. Etty's nudes too closely resembled naked bodies to be accepted by 

morally-conscious Victorians, whereas, the nudes produced by the Old Masters were sanctioned both by 

the patina of age and association with these great artists themselves. 

Etty's attempts to vindicate the nude in art and establish a tradition for nude painting in 

Britain were not wholly successful. His death in 1849 signalled the virtual demise of the nude in English 

painting and with the exception of William Mulready, who produced a large number of specialist studies 

during the 1850s, few artists were interested in depicting the nude. The nude in British painting was 

only properly revived during the 1880s through the work of the Victorian classical artists, led by Poynter 

34ac,, d,, Gild ist, Ett s oartemporary biographer, estimated that he produced nearly two thousand canvases, panels and boards of 
finished oil paintings and studies plus many more chalk and oil sketches from life. See Gilchrist, Life of William Euv, RA E. P. 
Publishing Ltd, Wakefield, (first published 1855)1978, p. 342. 
35The Timcs. May 231835. 
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and Leighton. 36 The Victorian classicists perpetuated Ettys belief in the primacy of the nude as a 

subject for art, yet their smoothly classical representations of the human form were stylistically opposed 

to Etty's unrestrained studies. Etty's tendency to paint with pure colour, alla prima, resulted in very 

loose, abandoned female nudes such as the figure in his Iphigenia which in conception and execution 

contrast dramatically with the cool, classically idealised nude forms produced by Poynter and his 

colleagues. 

During the late Victorian period, one of the most pervasive explanations put forward to explain 

the absence of the nude in English art was the dominance of Protestantism and its attendant ideologies 

which viewed the nude in painting with "suspicion. " 37 The Victorian church emphasized morality, on 

both a personal and public level, and pointedly refused to sanction the use of the nude as a suitable 

vehicle for conveying or symbolizing religious ideologies and virtues. 

The Christian sense of shame at personal nudity was certainly derived, in part, from Biblical 

stories in which nakedness is worn by sinners as a badge, or a symbol of their disobedience to God. In 

the Book of Exodus (32: 25) the Israelites who defy Moses and idolize the Golden Calf indulge in a 

naked, pseudo-bacchic frenzy and are slaughtered, under the direct instruction of God, by His devoted 

followers, the children of Levi. 

Essentially, however, it is the story of the Fall of Man which most famously encourages the 

Christian notion that nudity is an opprobrious physical state: Adam and Eve eat the forbidden fruit from 

the Tree of Knowledge and immediately become aware of their nakedness. 38 Their newly acquired 

sense of nakedness becomes an emblem of their guilt which betrays them to God, who angrily demands 

of Adam, "Who told thee that thou were naked? Hast thou eaten of the tree, whereof I commanded thee 

that thou shouldst not eat? "39 As a punishment for their sins, God curses them with mortality, pain, 

child-bearing and work and drives them from Paradise. As Marina Warner has emphasized, the story of 

Adam and Eve has vast implications for a study of nudity and the human psyche as it draws attention to 

the notion of "genital shame" and, on a wider level, indicates how "from the imagined start of human 

36M Smith points out, however, the nude survived in a chastened and modified form, in the work of Ettls immediate followers: 

WY-Frost, and, before they turned to other subjects, George Patten, F. RPidcersgill, WY-Kennedy, Charles Brody, William Salter and 
J. ß. Naish, all of whom were in}luencad by Etts pictures of fancy or pudic toinance. " Smith (1996) p. 90. 
37ibid, p. 14. 
38G, n, d, (3: 8-24). 
39Gmis (32: 11). 
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experience in the West, human identity is inseparable from the theme of the personal body and self- 

consciousness as a physical creature. "4o The story of the Expulsion from the garden has been widely 

represented in Western art and Adam and Eve's sense of "genital shame" has been visually disseminated 

by popular paintings such as Masaccio's The Expulsion from Paradise (c. 1425-8) (Brancacci Chapel of 

Santa Maria del Carmine). This picture, from the Brancaccci Chapel of Sta Maria del Carmine, 

Florence, rather typically shows Adam and Eve leaving the Garden naked with a garland of leaves 

around their loins, their faces expressing utter grief and despair at their terrible predicament. Their 

sense of humiliation at their nudity, is further exacerbated by their gestures; Eve attempts to cover her 

breast and pudenda with her hands, whilst Adam hides his face in order to hide his mortal shame. 

The Bible preaches a doctrine of shame regarding personal nudity and certainly, to an extent, 

Adam and Eve's guilt and embarrassment has been inherited by the Christian faith as a whole. The 

Christian tradition attributes negative connotations to the nude form: Adam and Eve and the devotees of 

the Golden Calf represent nuditas criminalis, or the nakedness of the sinner. 
41 In this context it is 

unsurprising that God-fearing Victorians considered the representation of the nude form in 

contemporary classical painting to be a profane celebration of the most base human condition which was 

reviled by the Christian tradition. The Biblical equation of nakedness with sin was employed to 

histrionic effect by 'Another British Matron', who entered into the debate in the correspondence pages of 

the Times, and claimed that Poynter's Diadumene and other exhibited representations of the nude 

female form were profligate images which symbolized the "stealthy advances of the cloven foot. "42 

Christian objection to perceived artistic and social 'evils' continued throughout the Victorian 

period and religion remained a pervasive force in Britain, despite indications derived from the 1851 

census that Church observance was declining. 43 Victorian moralists, especially those from non- 

conformist sects, were convinced that representations of the nude were erotic pictures which were 

inherently corrupting and affronted public morality. There are many reports throughout this period of 

religious zealots attacking works of art. In 1894, for example it was reported in the Magazine of Arc. 

40Marina Witmer, Mm u ±±+. and Maida s (the aegory of the female formt Picador edition, Pan Books LJd, 1987, p. 294. 
41ibid, p. 295. Warner adopts the term nuditas criminalis which was devised by medieval theologians in an attempt to categorize the 

nudity which was represented in the Bible as a sign or symbol of vior- 
42L4 to the Editor ofd, signed'Ano her British Matron', Saturday May 23,1883. 
43Smith, op. cit, note 3, p. 16. 
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that "some malicious person" had "damaged by scratching" Albert Moore's aesthetic nude picture, White 

Hydrangea (fig 23), which was on exhibition at the Royal Academy. 44 

Contemporary Victorian artists, such as Leighton and Poynter, who were trained on the 

Continent in the neoclassical tradition of art, were constantly frustrated by public attacks against the 

nude, especially those by moralists whose collective viewpoint occupied a hegemonic position within late 

nineteenth-century culture. In statements made on "The Problem of the Relation of Art to Ethics" 

Leighton, for example, openly criticized the "religious" sense; the feelings aroused in the public 

essentially by negative Protestant ideologies surrounding the representation of the nude. 45 

Poynter was somewhat more reticent in his comments. In his letter to the Editor of The Times 

(1855), Poynter did, however, directly attack contemporary Victorian notions concerning the 

impropriety of the nude form as a subject of art. He made his attack forcefully and his frustration is 

evident from his comments; 

... no arguments can touch either those who look for indecency where none is meant, 
or those who, like the British Matron', honestly turn away in horror at the supposed 
depravity which permits such things being painted and exhibited, and the profligacy 
which she imagines must resuh. 46 

Poynter reserved the most efficacious reinforcements of his ideas on the purity of the nude form for the 

series of lectures which he presented in 1872 to the students of the Slade School of Fine Art. In this 

lecture, Poynter argues convincingly against John Ruskin's popular view on the importance of morality 

in impressions of beauty and, by extension, his beliefs on the immorality of the nude in art. Ruskin, as a 

self-styled prophet of art and culture, had taken it upon himself to denounce totally the nude in his 

Oxford lecture "The Eagle's Nest", presented in 1872 in which he suggested that the naked body in a 

contemporary context was not worthy of representation. 
47 Ruskin had previously elucidated his theories 

on the role of the nude in art in Volume 2 of his Modern Painters. In this important account, he 

compared the "firmness and sunny elasticity of the south" and the "silky softness of the clothed nations 

44"Art Critics", Magazine of vol. 17,1894, p. 367. 
4SFredaic Lord Leighton, "Me Problem of the Relation of Art to Ethics", (10th Deoanber, 1881) is induded in P. O llamaton's aRide, 
"The Artistic Spirit", Ia The Forti djjy Review. 15 June, 1865. 
46PoyNer, op. cit, note 7. 
47John Ruskin, The Con , kte Works of Jahn Ruskin- E. T. Cook and Alexander Wedderfium (ed), 1903-1912, vol. 5, p. 156. 
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of the north" and asserted that it was culture and climate which effected national perceptions and 

representations of the naked body: 

... 
hence, from the very fear and doubt which we approach the nude, it becomes 

expressive of evil; and of that daring frankness of the old men, which seldom missed 
of human grandeur, even when it failed of holy feeling, we have substituted a mean, 
carpeted, gauze-veiled, mincing sensuality of curls and crisping-pins out of which, I 
believe nothing can come but moral enervation and mental paralysis. 48 

Ruskin further developed these notions in "The Eagle's Nest" in which he claimed that individuals of a 

dubious moral nature may be moved to a "phrenzy" of indecent excitement by contemporary 

representations of the nude. 49 In his Slade lecture on "Old and new Art" (1872) Poynter forwarded his 

progressive pro-aesthetic ideas and effectively countered Ruskin's view on the morality of impressions of 

beauty. 50 Poynter's defence of the nude pivoted essentially on his pro-aesthetic beliefs. He argued quite 

forcefully that "moral qualities of beauty " are very personal, nebulous concepts which "exist only in the 

mind of the beholder" and as such, he concluded that: 

... the moral nature of beauty is of a kind that cannot be expressed in painting or 
sculpture; that therefore as far as art is concerned, ideas of beauty are and must be 
purely aesthetic.. 51 

These comments not only negate the Ruskinian conception of a collective, English moral consciousness 

but also succeed in elevating visual representations of the human body into the subjective intellectual 

realm, far above the world of corporeal desires. 52 Throughout the course of his Slade lectures, Poynter 

propounded the importance of studying directly from the antique, the work of the Old Masters and also 

contemporary neoclassicists such as Ingres. By recommending that his (English) students could learn 

from non-English precedents, Poynter implicitly suggested that the nude was a ubiquitous subject which 

existed outside the bounds of time and culture and once again opposed Ruskin's theory that culture and 

climate warped an artist's perception of the naked body. 53 

48ibid, vol. 4, p. 198. Also quoted in Smith, op, cit, note 3, p. 15.16. 
49Ruskin, op. cit, note 47, vol. XXI!, p 37. 
S0E.. I. Poynter Ten Urires on Ait Chapman & Hall, London, Ist Cd, 1879, pp. 62-93. 
S libid, p. 84 
52Poy 

iter's ideas were evidently derived from Reynolds. See nute 28. 
33Poynter satirized Ruskin's intensely moralistic perception of the nude body in a lecture presented at the Slade in 1875, entitled 
"Professor Ruskin an Mithelangelo". Poynter evidently delighted in this satirisation and he wrote that "if Mr Ruskin could speak his real 
mind about the Last Judgment it would probably be something to this effect: I deny the right of Midielangelo not only to treat the 
subject of the Last Judgment in a way in which it does not appeal to me, but I deny his right to treat the nude figure at all; I have never 
cared to study the nude figure, and have no perception or appreciation of its beauty, when I speak of the glory of nature and of God's 
works, I exclude the human figs both male and female, and refer you to mossy rocks and birds-nests, sunset skies, red hearings, by 
Hunt, robing redbreasts, anything you like, in fad, but the figure for its beauty. If therefore, an artist paints the nude figure, it must be 
because lie delights in the body for its own sake' (a terrible crime, truly), to exhibit the action of its skeleton and the contours of its flesh; ' 
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Throughout his long career, Poynter consistently presented himself as an artist who entertained 

only the most noble and pure thoughts regarding the position of the nude in art, thoughts which were 

derived from neoclassical tenets. Occasionally, however, he made an ill-judged comment which threw 

the purity of his thought into question and casts doubt on his personal probity. In 1911, for example, 

during his Discourse presented to the students of the Royal Academy, the aging Poynter attempted to 

convey the importance of observing the movement of drapery from life in order to produce realistic 

representations and offered an important insight into his own working methods. He told his students 

that (they), 

... only have to watch any woman walking in the street to see how the folds of the 
skirt- that is when the skirt has folds- I will not say it of the hobbled skirt- how 
gracefully they follow and express every movement, falling in and falling out as the 
limbs move alternately, to see what possibilities there are in drapery to help you in 
the action of your dramatis personae. ý4 

Poynter, therefore, advocated methods of studying which were intrinsically voyeuristic in intent. In 

these rather suggestive comments, he implies that is not only the folds of drapery, but also the shape of 

the woman's body underneath which should command the attention of his (predominantly male) 

students. 55 These comments immediately call to mind the notion of the masculine voyeur/ the male 

gaze which is important to feminist analyses of images of women produced by male artists. The 

concept of the male gaze is a product of feminist art and criticism, first proposed in the mid 1970s in 

relation to the notion of film theory, and centres on the belief that the viewer is gendered- he is 

exclusively male and is a scopophiliac (a voyeur). 56 This belief relies heavily on psychoanalytic theory, 

on the tenet that the camera and audience are male, which is related to notions of the active male and 

the passive female. 57 Poynter's discussion (actively) encourages this type of feminist analysis; he posits 

himself (and his male students) as the "active" male viewer and the innocent woman pedestrian as the 

"passive" female object/ focus of this gaze. As will become evident, in section 3 of this chapter, this 

and as he affirms in his Academy Notes (when he has had more time to consider the degraded motives of the unhappy Midielangelo), to 

show the adaptability of limbs to awkward positions! " (Poynter, op. cit, note 50, pp. 234-235; Poynter quotes Ruskin, Academy Notes. 
1875, p. 16). 
54Sir EJ Poy ter, Discourse presented to the students of the Royal Academy (1911), William Clowes & Sens Limited, Landon, p. 19. 
551n 1903, important new regulations were passed in the Royal Academy Schools which meant that female students had equal rights for 
the first time; a life-class for females was established and all other classes became mixed. Despite this, the ratio of students remained 
heavily weighted in favour of male pupils. See: Sidney C. Hutchison, The History of the Royal Academy. 1768-1968. Chapman & Hall 
Ltd, London, 1968, p. 154. 
56Vemon Hyde Minor, Art Iiistory's History. Prartice-Hall Inc, New Jersey, 1994, p. 158. 
57ibid. 
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theory can be applied to certain paintings of women by Poynter and can offer interesting re- 

interpretations of these images. 

It is apparent that some contemporary Victorians were acutely aware of the voyeuristic elements 

inherent to male representations of the nude female form and found it difficult to accept "classical" 

sanctions for the choice of this subject matter in contemporary painting. In 1895, for example, the 

writer Sheridan Ford, produced a privately published book entitled The Art of Folly which satirized 

contemporary artists in elegant, witty verse. Ford singled out Alma-Tadema as an example of the 

current classical trend of art, and expressed his beliefs on the futility of attempting to resurrect pure 

classical forms in the present. Ford describes contemporary classical painters as 

... 'body-snatchers' of the buried Past- 
Those viewless vagrants as 'historic' clast, 
Who walk with careless eyes and journey wide, 
Blind to the beauty budding at their side; 
Not seeing beauty where their feet are set, 
Convinced that distance beauty can beget; 
As Tadema, who paints, sans shame or fear, 
'Greek' maidens of a Picadilly leer. 58 

Ford's use of the word "leer" is pivotal in conveying the meaning of this extract; it performs a double 

function- it is at once used as an adjective and a verb. Firstly, the 'Gree' girls whom Alma-Tadema 

chose to paint belie the "leer" (the "look") of their true/ real appearance; no amount of classical 

trappings can disguise the fact that they are essentially contemporary models from London. Poynter 

defended his own pictures against similar accusations which suggested that he had made his figures too 

'modern' by asserting his belief, as specified in his Slade lectures, that human nature is universal. He 

once commented, that "It is not Greeks and Romans we wish specially to paint, it is humanity in the 

form which gives us the best opportunity of displaying its beauty. "59 It is interesting to speculate that 

Poynter here acts as unofficial spokesman for the Victorian classical movement and suggests that his 

fellow artists, such as Leighton and Alma-Tadema, were also convinced of the universality of the human 

form and were conscious of the impossibility of painting 'true' classical people- a fact which Ford 

evidently failed to take into consideration. 

58Sha idan Ford, The Art of Folly Boston, Small, Maynard & Co. University Press, Cambridge & USA, 1993, p. 19. 
59poynter, op. cil, note 50, (Lecture VII "The Value of Prizes"), p. 196. 
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In Ford's passage, the word "leer" also, quite significantly, implies a salacious element and 

invokes the meaning of the verb "to leer". This passage can be seen as functioning to highlight the 

perceived voyeuristic nature of the artistic production process in the representation of the female (nude) 

form. 

Other Victorian satirists were keen to leap to the defence of Poynter and his colleagues. 

Certain enlightened factions of the contemporary press and a proportion of the general public shared 

Poynter's frustration and enthusiastically mocked the repressed attitude of the moralists. A letter to the 

Editor of The Timte signed apparently by the popular English author Jerome K Jerome, parodied the 

extreme views expressed by 'A British Matron!; 

... I quite agree with your correspondent, 'A British Matron', that the human form is a 
disgrace to decency, and that it ought never to be seen in its natural state. " But 'A 
British Matron' does not go far enough, in my humble judgement. She censures the 
painters, who merely copy Nature. It is God Almighty who is to blame in this matter 
for having created such an indelicate object. 60 

Jerome's satirical comments completely invert the Victorian moral view on nudity and reminded the 

contemporary audience of the natural and religious origins of-the abstracted, idealised nude. His 

comments found their visual parallel in cartoons published by Punch magazine. On 24 October 1885, 

Punch published a Linley Sambourne cartoon (fig 25) of Charles Horsley61, as "The Model 'British 

Matron'" looking in horror at the Venus de Medici and exclaiming, "Oh dear! Oh dear! Who could ha' 

sat for that?. " The cartoon and satirical text, function in tandem to draw attention to the question of the 

female model- a point of contention central to the contemporary debate surrounding the nude. 

Alison Smith has highlighted the importance of contemporary ideologies surrounding the role 

of the female model to the study of the nude in Victorian art. She comments that, 

From the time of Etty to the social purity campaigns of the 1880s, the main anxieties 
surrounding the production and reception of the nude revolved around the status of the 
female model. The fears of vigilantes such as the British Matron' were predicated on 
a belief that models were susceptible by their sex and class, and were therefore in need 
of protection and rehabilitation. 62 

The purity campaigners failed to alter the course of art and Victorian painters continually returned to 

the theme of the nude. As the nineteenth century progressed, the debate regarding the status and nature 

60Lader to the Editor of The Tim . sigºed'Janme KJerome, Saturday May 23,1885. 
61 See note. 3, for details of Horsley's authorship ofthe letter sied 'A British Matron'. 
62Sn, Wl op. cit, note. 3, pp. 6-7. 
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of the female artistic model became basically divided into two divergent modes of opinion, based 

essentially on hegemonic, essentially patriarchal, fantasies: the female model as sexual being (usually 

partner of the artist) or the model as muse, as semi-divine inspiration for the artisL63 

The prevailing Victorian belief in the sexual and immoral nature of the female model was 

highlighted in contemporary novels and certain authors, such as George du Maurier, chose to explore 

the ideological issues surrounding the status of the female model in contemporary society. Du Maurier's 

semi-autobiographical novel Trilby (1894), a story of bohemian life in Paris concentrates on the effect 

which a beautiful female model, the eponymous and ultimately tragic heroine of the novel, has upon a 

group of male artists. 64 This novel celebrates life in the Parisian studio which Du Maurier shared on 

the Rue-Notre-Dame des Champs, during the late 1850s, with Poynter, Whistler, Lamont, Thomas 

Armstrong and Val Prinsep and each of these artists is immortalized as a character: Poynter appears as 

the art student 'Lorrimer', the novel's most earnest and precociously cultured character. In contrast to 

these authentic, true to life characters, the heroine of the novel appears to be a fictitious creation of Du 

Maurier's imagination; Poynter himself confided to a biographer that Trilby' "had no flesh -and-blood 

existence in the studio of the Rue-Notre-Dame des Champs. "65 Indeed, the character of Trilby herself 

can be most successfully described as a complex amalgamation of dominant Victorian perceptions of the 

female model and Du Maurier uses the various relationships Trilby forms with the male characters to 

subtly explore and express prevailing contemporary attitudes regarding modelling and the morality of 

the nude as a subject for art. 

Trilby herself is a charismatic, high-spirited and naive individual who regularly works as a 

clothed/ draped model for the characters Little Billee, Taffy and the Laird. These artists show a 

profound affection towards Trilby yet they are troubled by the moral implications of her occupation as a 

nude model and consequently her status within this bohemian group becomes fraught with 

66 contradiction. Essentially Trilby is their muse; her beauty is unrivalled ("she surpassed all other 

63Frances Boraello, The Artist's Model. Junction Books Ltd, London, 1982, p. 5. Borzello emphasizes the continuation of these fantasies 
in twentieth-century artistic thought and comments that they are not mutually exclusive; "More often than not, the sexual and 
inspirational roles are ®twine ." 64George du Maurier, IdMy, Osgood. Mcllvaine & Co, Landon, 1895. 
65 

an Margaux, "The Art of Sir Edward J. Poyntcr", in The Windsor Magazin XXI, January 11905, p. 68. Despite this primary 
assertion of the fictional nature of this popular heroine, contemporary writers remained captivated by Du Maurie&s creation and 
attempted to attach a real persona to the fictional character. In 1905, for example, Adrian Margaux repeated the popular speculation that 
Trilby was the famous model "'Carrie' from Malines, near Antwerp" which had been posited earlier in Felix Moschelles book With Du 

Du Maurier indicates that the men, with the exception of Svengali, entertained only the noblest of thoughts towards Trilby and would 
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models as Calypso surpassed her nymphs") yet, in the men's collective consciousness she is a tainted 

muse; her morals corrupted by her willingness to pose nude, "Truly she could be naked and unashamed- 

in this respect an absolute savage. "67 The older characters, Taffy and the Laird, generously assume a 

Pygmalion role and attempt to 'civilize Trilby by lending her books, allowing her to cook for them and 

encouraging her to develop her spoken English. 68 In spite of their collective efforts, however, Taffy 

acknowledges that Trilby will never truly be a lady because she has been employed as a "model for the 

figure. "69 Evidently, the mere presence of a nude model in an unchaperoned studio was enough to 

confirm her propensity for immoral behaviour. 

Trilby's suitor, the naive young artist 'Little Billee', entertains a pure, romantic ideal of his 

beloved and is horrified when he discovers her posing as a model for a life class run by one of her oldest 

friends: 

(Carrel) had asked Trilby as a great favour to be the model, and Trilby was so 
devoted to the great Carrel that she readily consented. So that Monday morning 
found her there, and Carrel posed her as Ingres' famous figure in his picture called 
La Source, holding an earthenware pitcher on her shoulder... And the work began in 
religious silence. Then in five minutes or so Little Billee came bursting in, and as 
soon as he caught sight of her he stopped and stood petrified, his shoulders up, his 
eyes staring. Then lifting his arms, he turned and fled7o 

Little Billee's histrionic reaction, immortalized by an accompanying illustration, indicates the precise 

moment at which the reality of Trilby's nakedness pollutes the ideality of her image which has been 

created his mind71 Trilby is exposed in her true, naked glory (her 'real' state) ironically, whilst 

replicating the pose of La Source which is considered to be one of the purest examples of the ('ideal') 

never "dream of asking her" to pose nude for them The author himself declares that he would "as soon have asked the Queen of Sheba 
to let me paint her legs! " than to have requested Trilby to pose for the figure (Trilby op. cit, note 64, p. 96). 
67ibid., p. 94. Du Mauria's descriptim of Trilby's immodesty refleds the common Victorian notion that unabashed nakedness was sa 
mark or indicator of savagery. This prevailing ideology was derived from experience the colonies where British soldiers and 
missionaries had encountered indigenous peoples who rapidly became immortalized in the Victorian consciousness as the uncivilized 
barbarian; the naked 'other'. William A Ewing in his book, The (Thames & Hudson Ltd, London, 1997, p. 12) describes how the 
image of the Zulu people "had taken firm hold of the British imagination because of the Zulu Wars of 1879" which was chanced, in 
part, by photographic portraits reproduced in the Photographic News. Ewing Werts that these, often quite contrived images, "had 
one feature that the public found quite mesmerizing. the unabashed and virtually total nakedness of the subjects. " 
Other Victorians attributed immodesty of the model to naivety or innocence. In 1894 it minor South London music hall, the Washington, 
staged a play called "An Artist's Model or Eve before the Fall", righteously equating the model's characteristic lack of shame with Eve's 
innocent acceptance of her nakedness before she ate from the Tree of Knowledge. 
68Du Maurier, op. cit, note. 64, pp. 89-90. 
69ibid, p. 180. This fictional account of the stigma of immorality continuing to taint a woman's reputation even after her she had stopped 
modelling was based firmly on contemporary perceptions. Holman Hunt, for example, was eternally plagued by the moral implications 

surrounding the occupation of his fiancee, the model Amºie Miller. Hunt was haunted by Millers dubious association with other male 
artists and resolved "to destroy as far as was possible all traces of her former occupation viz that of sitting to certain artists. " Hunt is 
Tquoced in Jan Marsh, The Pre-Rap hadlite Siderhood, New York, 1985, p. 161. 
' 00 Du Maurier, op. cit, note 64, pp. 114-5. 
71The rdati ip between Uale Billee and Trilby is essentially founded upon courtly love. Ile entertains naive and touchingly 
innocent feelings toward her and he does not ask her to pose naked for him. 
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neoclassical nude. In her visual transformation into an icon of high art, Trilby has undergone another 

transformation- the complete reversal of her aesthetic transfiguration- and has become an object of 

moral revulsion tainted, ironically, by her aesthetic association. 

Du Maurier's Tully heightened awareness in the female model which was further 

augmented by its production at the Haymarket Theatre in 1895, with Dorothea Baird as the heroine and 

Beerbohm Tree starring as the manipulative Svengali. "Trilby Mania" seized the music-hall scene and 

references to Trilby were quickly inserted into productions which were already running. 72 The original 

novel also proved to be a spectacular success, although it is highly likely that Henry Furniss' was over- 

exaggerating the case when he asserted that the interest in Trilby meant that "Society women became 

positively jealous" of female models. 73 

Despite this new interest the twin stigmas of unrespectability and immorality continued to 

haunt female models throughout their working careers. They were considered, along with actresses and 

prostitutes to be engaged in an 'erroneous' profession; one which completely subverted traditional 

Victorian notions of female respectability and challenged prevailing ideas surrounding the role of 

women in contemporary society. Actresses, prostitutes and models moved outside the domestic sphere, 

they were workers who satisfied a particular form of consumer demand: theatre, prostitution and, to an 

extent art, provided entertainment as "commercial enterprises, not public demand. «74 Tracy Davis 

comments on the nature of the stigmatization faced by the Victorian actress: 

... she is marked as a social adventuress, flaunting her beauty to accrue 
influence 

... and like the rostitute, she must perpetually stoke the fires of 
admiration, or perish. 7' 

Davis' description of the actress and the prostitute as "social adventuresses" could equally be applied to 

the female artist's model as she too existed outside the fringes of 'respectable' Victorian society, 

maintaining her existence through her physical appearance and through a necessary process of self- 

76 
objectification. 

72A song called Trilby' was quickly inserted into a production of'An ARisCs Model' at the Washington music hall, South Landon, 1894, 

and'A Moden Trilby was produced at the Opera Comique by Nelly Farren. (Borzello, op. cit, note 63, p. 94). 
'3ilenry Fumiss, Some Victorian Worn London, 1931, p. 95. 

i racy Davis, Actresses as Working jý Routledge, Landon, 1991, p. 83. Davis makes the analogy between actresses and 
3rostitutes, although her hypothesis is easily broadened to encompass the actises model. 

5ibid, p. 85. 
76The link between modelling and ailing was aoo ituated by by Charles Booth in the 1896 edition of his impoitant study the Life and 
Labour ofthe Peoole of Landon. 8, p. 133. Booth points out that fe nale models who are "nut fortunate enough" to have married an artist 
whom they have sat for, "infrequently end by going as the stage. " 
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Victorian moralists and social purists were outraged by these women because they offended and 

challenged the notions of domesticity which existed at the very heart of the contemporary ideology of 

female respectability. Critics tended to ignore the factor of financial hardship which often drove women 

into modelling and models and actresses alike were criticized for making an anti-domestic choice, for 

chosing their profession over "the love of home and taste for the sweetly interesting employments of the 

domestic scene. "77 

Notions of domesticity dominated the nineteenth century and Coventry Patmore's famous poem 

The Angel in the Home did a great deal to reinforce stereotypes of the faithful wife and mother. This 

poem, written between 1854-6, was one of the most popular poetic works of the Victorian period. 

Patmore was inspired by the love he felt for his wife Emily to write this poem which is a romanticized 

description of the pleasures of courtship and marriage. The Angel in the Home is not a literary 

delineation of the specifics of Victorian domesticity, rather it is a manifest expression of the notion/ 

concept of idealized womanhood that is central to the dominant theory concerning the separate domestic 

sphere inhabited by women. Patmore describes the virtues possessed by the 'perfect' woman, his "Rose 

of the world": she is "sweet", "devoted", "amiable and innocent" and "modest" is "her chiefest grace. "78 

Patmore was a close friend of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood and Millais' portrait of Emily Patmore 

captures the integrity and constancy of a woman who was regarded as a model wife and mother. 

The emphasis on modesty in Patmore's prescription for the ideal woman, effectively precludes 

the nude female model from attaining this elevated position. The model's immodesty and willingness to 

disrobe in front of a male artist, as effectively portrayed in Tnlby, denied her a place alongside her ideal 

sister who followed the traditional path of domesticity. The Victorian model was regarded as a social 

maverick who had rejected her prescribed domestic role and become the anti-feminine 'other', to the 

"angel in the home" who was considered to be the epitome of femininity. This negation of the model's 

femininity was in itself an hypocrisy as it was her femininity which was celebrated in contemporary art 

as she was aesthetically transfigured from naked model into nude icon of high art. 

As the century progressed and the numbers of professional female artists from genteel 

backgrounds grew, so did the fear that these individuals would become corrupted by association with 

77John Styles, A; Essay on the Charader. Immoral and Antithristian Tendency of the StAee_ Newport, Isle of Wight, Medina Press� 

1806, p. 34, quoted in Davis, op. cit. new 74, p. 86. 
78Covontxy Patmore, ps, London, 4th ed., 1890. 
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these models in the life class. Leighton House in Kensington, for example, was furnished with a 

separate passageway for models which by-passed the artist's private quarters thereby limiting the 

potential for accusations of impropriety. Other artists verbally denounced models in their attempts at 

disassociation: Burne-Jones asserted his disapproval of the artist's dependency upon the inferior 

working-class model in an angry comment recorded in his Memorials in which he claims "there is no 

class so undesirable to be in the hands of. n79 

The traditional ideas surrounding the female and her status in society remained relatively 

unchanged during the formative years of the twentieth century. On 10 October 1900, the satirical 

magazine Punch, published a cartoon (fig 26) which pivoted on the traditionally working class status of 

the artist's model and perpetuated the popular "Victorians in togas" accusation which, as has been 

shown, was regularly levelled at contemporary classical painters. The cartoon satirizes the problems 

inherent in posing working class models as noble classical maidens. The image and accompanying 

text emphasize that the classical trappings (the robes, hair fillet and lyre) cannot elevate the model's 

status or change her into a classical heroine. 80 

Indeed, it was only following the end of the First World War that attitudes towards the model 

altered considerably. An image produced in the Punch Almanac (1927) (fig 27) made the comparison 

between "Manners and modes; the artist's model" during the 1890s and the 1920s. In the earlier 

cartoon, the model sits demurely awaiting the instruction of the artist. She reflected dominant late 

Victorian ideologies of the "ideal" model who was described in one contemporary account as being of 

quiet demeanour, "not endowed with much brain, but had sufficient intelligence to understand the 

pose... required, and, what is more, the sense to keep it. "81 In contrast, her counterpart of the mid 

1920s is an assertive, independent individual who dictates her own working pattern. 

Victorian classical painters were evidently affected by contemporary ideologies regarding the 

nude and the study from the female model. Even those Victorian classical painters who were leading 

establishment figures discovered that their working practices and ideologies were partially restricted by 

governing Victorian moral ideologies. Poynter, for example, actively implemented a progressive system 

79Goorgiana Bumo Jones, he Manorial. of Edwrd u=- uncL , 1a llao, New York, 1906, voL 2, p. 188. 
80OaSionally, however, a model emerged who completely failed to conform to the Victorian stereotype of the woman who indulged in 
this profession. The most famous subversion of this dominant trope ooaured when Maria Zambaoo, the wealthy and temperamental 
('geit sculptress, modelled for Damo-jencs'Phyllis andDemaphoon (1870). 
81 Fumiss, op. cit, note 73, p. 104. 
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of life drawing in the Slade School of Fine Art in accordance with Continental beliefs. Victorian moral 

codes, however, prevented the replication of liberal French atelier practices in English art schools. At 

the Slade, Poynter 

could not be seen with students in the women's Life Room while a nude female was 
posing. They had to file out when he came in, and he wrote his criticisms, in their 
absence around the margins of their drawings2 

These restrictions were only lifted towards the end of the nineteenth century, although it remained 

common practice for female students to be chaperoned and supervised during their attendance of life 

classes. 83 

Poynter and his colleagues were also responsible for initiating the nineteenth-century vogue for 

Italian models. Italian models, such as Alessandro di Marco (the model for Walter Crane's Renaissance 

of Venus; 1877, Tate Gallery, London) were considered to be the living embodiments of classical beauty 

84 and, as such, functioned as a direct link between the work of contemporary artists and the glorious 

classical tradition, especially the art of the Renaissance masters who used Italian models. 

In 1871, in his opening address at the Slade School, Poynter assured his students that they 

would be able to study and draw from the best Italian models in the life class. Poynter described the 

aesthetic reasons which lay behind his choice of Italian models; 

It is true, that as far as I am able to manage it, you will be supplied with good Italian 
models to work from. These are not only in general build and proportion, and in 
natural grace and dignity far superior to our English models; but they have a 
natural beauty, especially in the extremities which no amount of hard labour seems 
to spoil. Their hands though many of them have been field labourers in their own 
country, might be envied by many of a better position amongst ourselves; while their 
feet, bare in infancy, are covered later in life by a natural and simple kind of sandal, 
which protects them without altering their shape, so that they do not run that risk of 
disfigurement, which is unavoidable with the hard and misshapen shoes and boots, 
in which the feet of children in this country are ruthlessly imprisoned, even before 
they are able to walk. 85 

Poynter's apparent preoccupation with the beautiful "extremities" of the human body can be perceived as 

an attempt to aesthetically reconcile the real with the ideal; particularly the ideal beauty as expressed in 

82Randolph Schwabe, "Three Teachers: Brown, Tmks and Stee, Burlington Magazine. June 1943, p. 142, quoted in Paula Gillett, 
1korlds of Art (Painter in ydorian Society). Rutgers University Press, New Jersey, 1990, p. 182. 
83This was the practice at Mrs Walkers Art Classes for Ladies. Parents were assured that female pupils could "send their daughters to 
study drawing and painting under the direction of a good artist and the supervision of a lady. " Tessa Mackenzie, Art Schools of London- 
London, 1895, p. 79. Also quoted in Gillett, op. cit, note 82, p. 182. 
84William Blake Richmond described Alessandro as "the most inspiring model I have ever drawn from" Quoted in Smith, op. cit, note 
3 . 196. 
8'Poynter (1879), op. cit, note 50, p. 42. 
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classical sculptures. His conception of ideally beautiful feet was undoubtedly shaped by the long hours 

which he spent as a student drawing from casts and fragments of ancient sculptures. 86 The ruined and 
incomplete appearance of classical sculptures and casts allowed Poynter to focus upon, and become 

absorbed in a thorough study of isolated parts of the human body which enhanced his knowledge of 

anatomy and the finer workings of the natural form from which the ideal was derived. 

During the late Victorian period, models began to acquire professional status. Poynter and his 

contemporaries contributed to the emergence of this elite group through their consistent patronage of 

select individuals. The most popular female models of their day were the Pettigrew sisters; Harriet 

(b. 1867), Lilian (b. 1870) and Rose (b. 1872). These three sisters, of Gypsy descent, were in constant 

demand during this period. Rose Pettigrew recalled in her biography: 

We posed for every great artist in the land. Whistler, Poynter, Onslow 
Ford.. Millais, Leighton, whom I never admired as an artist, Holman Hunt, Princep 
(sic)... Sargent, etc., in fact we became the rage among the artists, and it was most 
difficult to get sittings from us; many of them tried to bribe us, but we were too proud 
to have anything to do with bribery. Every exhibition had a picture of at least one of 
the "beautiful Miss Pettigrews", as we were called .. We never, never posed for under 
half a guinea a day, which was a big sum in those days of cheapness. Ö7 

J. W. Godward's portrait of Lily Pettigrew (c. 1888) captures the distinctive family features; the curly 

hair, wide set almond-shaped eyes, flat bridged nose and sensual, full lips. It is evident from a 

comparison between Godward's portrait and Poynter's High Noon and The Fortune Teller (fig 10) that 

the women featured in these three paintings share similar features. 

Rose PettigreWs comments reflect the self-confidence of the popular and successful female 

model and highlight a positive sense of self-awareness which effectively challenges the stereotypical 

Victorian conceptions of the model as ignorant, immoral, self-pitying or manipulative. A certain 

percentage of Victorians remained convinced of the model's innocence and purity of character. In 1894, 

for example, a South London music-hall called the Washington ran a small play entitled 'An Artist's 

Model or Eve Before the Fall'. 88 This rare equation of an artist's model with a pre-Fall Eve, who is still 

86Poyntex had e7dij'bited a keen interest in the fragmentary nature of classical sculpture. He was, for example, deeply moved by the 
Elgin Marbles and he once marvelled that these "few fragments, mutilated torsos, without hands, without feet, with hardly a face 
unbroken,... (are)... su1Ecicjd in their ruin to make us wonder how imperfect humanity ever achieved such perfection. " (F-J, Poynter & 
P. R. Head, Classic and Italian Painting, (Illustrated Textbooks of Art Educatim), Sampson Low, Marston, Searle and Rivington. 
London, 1880, p. xvi). 87 Bruce Laughton, . Autobiographical transcript of Rose Pettigrew", (private oolledian), London, 1971, p. 116. Quoted in Vern Cl. 
Swanson, John William Godward (She eclipse of classicism ). Antique Collector's Club, Woodbridge, Suffolk, 1997, p. 27. 
88Borzeilo, 

op. cit, note 63, p. 93. 
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unaware of her nakedness and, therefore, not ashamed of it enforces a positive, if slightly belittling, 

image of the contemporary model as a naive and innocent creature. 

The complex notions concerning the role of the nude model in contemporary art and society were 

commonly explored in the popular press and became a focus of academic education and debate. These 

ideologies were dominant within the context of late Victorian academic thought and they remain central 

to an understanding of late nineteenth-century perceptions and representations of the nude as they 

directly affected the reception of pictures by artists such as Poynter which featured the female nude. In 

his dual role as artist-theoretician, Poynter involved himself in this popular debate and through his art 

and lectures he demonstrated both an acceptance and a repudiation of common concepts surrounding the 

nude form in art and society. His theories regarding the nude and the reforms which he made in the 

life-class also had vast implications for contemporary art education and thought. An analysis of 

Poynter's dominant artistic ideologies forms an essential context against which to interpret his paintings 

of the nude form. 

Poynter was an outstanding artist-theoretician whose mentalit6 regarding the nude and the 

practice of life study established a theoretical basis for Victorian neoclassicism and induced a re- 

organization of the current English system of art education. His theories on art are recorded for 

posterity in the series of lectures, presented in his capacity as First Professor of the Slade School of Fine 

Art (1871- 1875) and also in the Discourses given during his term as President of the Royal Academy 

(1896-1918). These illustrious appointments provided the artist with the perfect opportunity to publicly 

voice his deep-held beliefs, attempt to raise the standard of art teaching and subsequently to establish 

himself as an important component in the revival of the Neoclassical tradition in Britain and they 

remain the most valuable primary expositions of his mentality. 

As an artist who firmly situated himself within the neoclassical tradition of painting, the nude 

form was of central importance to Poynter's art and academic theories. He remained intensely loyal to 

his beliefs regarding the nude form and these ideas form a focal point both of the Slade lectures, which 
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were composed at a formative point of his career and of his Discourses presented to the students of the 

Royal Academy (1896-1918), produced during his mature period. In his earliest formal lectures, 

presented at the Slade, Poynter elucidated his personal theories surrounding the nude and established the 

sound theoretical base which he built upon during the remainder of his long career. 

Poynter's devotion to the nude was, in part, derived from his adherence to the traditional, 

academic neo-classical belief in the figure as the ultimate subject for fine art. He constantly encouraged 

his students to adopt this neo-classical tenet and advocated that, 

... the painting of the figure, nude or draped, in all its infinite varieties of expression, 
either in action or in repose, is after all the highest form which art can take. The 
human face and form remain the most beautiful of created things, and the most worthy 
of our study. 8 

Poynter concurred with the traditional academic view that figure painting stood at the summit of the 

hierarchy of art and ranked portraiture, landscape and still-life beneath 190 He justified the exalted 

position of figure painting within this established hierarchy, by claiming that it is the only form of art in 

which the artist can truly "create a world in which our imaginations should be excited to the 

contemplation of noble and beautiful ideas. »91 This justification was based essentially upon his close 

study of the work of Michelangelo; one of the "gods" whom Poynter/ 'Lorrimer' relentlessly worships in 

Týi11.92 

Poynter's deification of Michelangelo as "'the divine'- a man whom as an artist I place on a 

level with, and in some respects above, the greatest known of Greek artists"93, was based entirely upon 

Michelangelo's conception and representation of the idealised human form. It was Poynter's overriding 

belief that Michelangelo's figures, which themselves were based on the maxims of classical art, 

epitomised the expressive potential of the ideal forms and bore testimony to the supreme application of 

the imagination to the most noble of natural subjects- the human form. Poynter's emphasis upon the 

89Poynter (1879), op. cit, note 50, (Lecture VIII "Objects of Study") p. 196. This primary assertion ccnsisteirtly reappears in the course 
of Poynt &s formal lectures presaged at the Slade (Lecture II "Old and New Art", P. 64; Lecture VI "On the Study of Nature", p. 169) 

and also in his Royal Academy Di (1903, p. 6; 1901, p. l 1; 1911, p. l51 
90Poynter, op. c it, note 50, (Lecture U "Old and New AR" 1872), pp 71-72. 
91ibid, 

p. 71. 
92Du Maurice, op. cit, note 64, p. 141. Du Mauriet gently derided Poynters tendency for hero-worshipping celebrated artists of the past, 
claiming "Enthusiast as he was, he could only worship one god at a time. It was either Michael Angelo (sic), Phidias, Paul Veronese, 
Tintoret (sic), Raphael, or Titian- never a modern- moderns didn't exist! And so thoroughgoing was he in his worship, and so persistent 
in voicing it, that he made those immortals quite unpopular in the Place St. Anatole des Arts. We grew to dread their very names. Each 

of them would last him a couple of months or so; then he would give us a month's holiday, and take up another. " 
93poynter, 

op. cit, note 50, Lecture I "Decorative Art", p. 47. 
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creative power of the imagination as an essential constituent to the production of idealised figures, 

reflected the beliefs of earlier artists who had also been influenced or moved by Michelangelo's art. In 

May 1872 during a lecture given at the Royal Institution, Poynter cited Reynolds, Fuseli and his own 

contemporary John Ruskin in order to substantiate his beliefs on the primacy of the imagination in the 

process of creating great art. 94 He asks his audience to consider the artistic products of "men of great 

genius" who posses a "truly creative" imaginative faculty which allows them to infuse their studies of 

nature with an expressive force: 

... for is not the result of their combinations akin to the creation of a new world for the 
enjoyment, intellectual and moral, of those who can understand it? Has not 
Michelangelo created for us a new and superior order of beings? whose grandeur may 
indeed be felt but not defined.. writers have exhausted language in the attempt to give 
utterance to the emotion called up by his power. As when Reynolds impressively says, 
"I feel a self-congratulation in knowing myself capable of such sensations as he 
intended to excite; * and Fuseli, "His women are moulds of a generation, his infants 
teem with the man, his men are a race of giants, " and Ruskin, "His inexplicable power 
proceeds from an imaginative perception almost superhuman, which goes whither we 
cannot follow, and is where we cannot come; throwing naked the final, deepest root of 
man, whereby he grows out of the invisible, and holds on his God home. "95 

By citing the comments of three such diverse notables, Poynter not only demonstrated to his audience 

the traditional and universal acceptance of Michelangelo's portrayal of the figure as the definitive 

expression and representation of the human form but also, on a more subjective level, he succeeded in 

fortif n his own ideas 96 yi g by placing himself in such auspicious company. 

Poynter's conception of the nude was formed from a complex synthesis of ideas derived from a 

multitude of diverse sources, although it is possible, however, to isolate several of the dominant strains 

94ibid, Lecture U "Old and New Art", p. 71. 
931bid, P. M. 
96p(s 

eclectic choice of artistic supporters in this matter also belies the complex origins of his cenceptim of the human form and 
indicates his self-location within the tradition of English painting. His rather self-conscious invocation of Reynolds, for example. in his 
celebration of the expressive power of Mchelangelo's figures and the primacy of the human form is indicative of Poynter's extensive 
admiration of Reynolds' stern defence of classical values in his Discourses to the Royal Academy. It was through this constant allusion 
and reference in his lectures to the theories and beliefs of Reynolds, whose academically classical ideas were of such importance to the 
earlier Neoclassical Revival, that Poynter was able to ad himself up as his worthy successor at the cutting edge of Victorian classicism 

Poynter's academic aspirations were also made explicit by his intriguing reference to the leading Romantic artist Henry Fuseli 
(1741-1825) who had, significantly, occupied the distinguished positions of Professor of Painting at the Royal Academy (1799-1805; 
1810-1825) and Keeper (1804-1825). It is possible to speculate that, in this context, he used Fusee as a convenient 'link' whose beliefs 
in the ideal conception and expressive authority of A ichelangdo's figures effectively spanned the decades, linking together similar ideas 

expressed by Reynolds, in the eighteenth century, and Poynter in the Victorian period Fuseli was, of course, not just a convenient link in 
the academic chain and it is evident that Poynter admired his prodigious imagination which stimulated works of great psychological 
intensity which themselves were inspired stylistically by the work of Michelangelo. 

The inclusion of Ruskin as a third and final advocate of M chelangelo's emphasised the admiration which Poynter felt for 

some of the theories professed by his fellow theorist and art critic. These influential men appear to have enjoyed a vigorous rivalry, 
Poynter, for example, wholeheartedly rejected Ruskin's puritanical objection to the nude on moral grounds (cC pp. 15-16). Conversely 
Ruskin wryly criticized Poynte's tendency "to show us, like Michelangelo, the adaptability of limbs to awkward positions" (A 
X&L 1875, p. 16). Poynter's inflammatory lecture, entitled "Professor Ruskin on A chelangelo", given at the opening of the Slade in 
October 1875, was a reaction to Ruskin's criticism and was intended as a verbal defence of Michelangelo's style which would, by virtue 
of association, validate Poynter's own work. 
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within this ideological nexus. By asserting the primary importance of the figure painter, the nude and 

also advocating that "subjects called classical are capable of much higher beauty"97 than modem 

subjects, Poynter clearly defines his position as a classicist very much in the European academic 

classical tradition. The nude figure, of course, was of central importance to this tradition and he 

inevitably drew his greatest inspiration from theorists and also artists, such as Michelangelo, who 

variously derived influence from classical sources. 

Essentially, Poynter viewed the nude in the same conservative and lofty manner as his 

Neoclassical predecessors who in accordance with their noble sensibilities accepted the nude as a 

desexualised, aestheticised representation which functioned "only at its farthest remove from the naked 

human body"98 as the purest and simplest condition of the human form. He praised Ingres' picture of 

the nude female form, La Source on this precept as it: 

... stands almost alone for combining charm and purity, and is equally free from the 
sensuality, which degrades most French pictures of this kind, and from that false 
simplicity which shocks us still more. 99 

Poynter's Diadumene (fig 20), can be interpreted as an attempt to visually recreate the high-minded, 

neoclassical ideal of the nude body as epitomised in the work of Ingres and relocate it in an original 

composition. By subordinating narrative to form Poynter allows himself to focus upon the pure 

representation of ideal female beauty, derived from classical statuary, which is subtly enhanced by the 

luxurious setting and combines to form a simple composition of a young girl at her bath, which is 

infused (to mimic his description of La Source) with "charm". 100 

It is evident from the lectures presented at the Slade, that Poynter's own ideas regarding the 

nude were founded on the high-minded classical ideal of the nude. These ideas constituted an academic 

defence against accusations of latent sensuality in his paintings and contemporary critics frequently 

praised the pure academic ideals which lay behinds his classical depictions of the nude. In 1896, for 

example, Herbert Sharp typically wrote that Poynter treated all his nude subjects with "the greatest 

97ibid. 
98Hugh Honour, gym, Penguin Books Ltd, Middlesex, 1983, p. 118. 
99Poynter, op. cit, note 50, (Iedure IV "Hints on the Formation of a Style", 1872) p. 118. 
1004 sub-section iii) Povntcr and the mytholoeisation of the female form for fur her examples of the correspondences between his stated 
theories regarding the nude as a subject for art and his paintings of the nude form. 
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purity of taste and feeling" in accordance to the age old aims of "good art", those of striving to obtain 

"the highest ideal of grandeur and dignity of form. " 101 

Poynter's depictions of the nude form were governed by his personal, complex notions of beauty 

and the ideal. His own very personal notion of beauty was based essentially on original classical 

sources and pivoted essentially on the notion of the 'Ideal' which in itself was a belief central to the 

earlier Neoclassical revival. Earlier theoreticians and artists such as Mengs, Fuseli and Reynolds 

believed that ideal beauty could only be achieved by rising above the "accidental and transient" aspects 

of nature and generalizing nature to produce a perfect central form which should be adhered to at all 

times. 102 Poynter agreed with the traditional neoclassical precept that "Nature is not necessarily 

beautiful in all her forms" and asserted that 

The highest possible forms of pictorial art have as their object the representation of the 
human form and face in all their varied aspects of tragic and joyful expression. There 
the imitation of nature is the principal object, only it is an imitation which leaves out 
of sight all that is weak, ungainly, or ignoble, and delights only in beauty strength, 
and life as is the case in the noble works of the Greek and Italian schools. 1e 

In his formal lectures, Poynter continually reiterated the important part which selectivity played in the 

process of producing an ideal. In his 1899 Discourse, for example, presented during the annual Gold 

Medal award ceremony at the Royal Academy Schools he declared (that) 

the rather prevalent idea that a naturalistic imitation of the commonplace model and 
of his vulgarities, if executed with a sufficiency of dextrous display in brush work, is 
entitled to applause, has no place in this competition. 104 

He advocated, therefore, that an artist must be selective about which aspects of nature he depicts, a 

notion which dates back to Reynolds, Winckelmann and fifth-century classical sculpture itself which 

combined and modified the most beautiful parts of nature to produce the greatest natural forms. 

Poyntei's notion of the ideal remained fundamentally divorced from Winckelmannian concepts, 

however, as although he was keen to gloss over the imperfections of nature he apparently held no 

101H Sharp, "A Short Amount of the work of Edward John Poynter R. A". in The Studio. London, 1896, p. 12. 
10211onour, op. cit, note 98, p. 105. 
103poynter, op. cit, note 50, (Lecture VI "On the Study of Nature"), p. 169. 
104Sir FJ. Poynter, Discourse pr=dod to the students of the RZMI Acad= (1899), William Clowes & Sons Ud, London, 1899, p. 6. 
The "rather prevalent idea" which Poynter mentions hem is evidently an abstruse reference to the Impressionists; a group of artists whom 
be particularly reviled and to naturalistic paintings such as Degas' Woman sponging her back or Renoir's Torso of a Woman in Sunlight 
(1873-6} In 1897, in the preface to the fourth edition of the Slade lectures, Poynter had launched a particularly barbarous attack on 
these artists criticising their apparent indolence and complaining about the popularity of the "so-called impressions, hastily, and more or 
less dextrously, thrown on canvas" which wantonly rejected the accepted rules of draughstmanship and exewtion. (Poynter, Lectures 
Ad. Chapman & Hall, London, 4th and enlarged edition, 1897, p. xiii). 
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credence in the existence of an absolute perfect central form, unlike his predecessors whose notions of a 

smooth, grand ideal beauty were based on later Graeco-Roman models such as the Apollo Belvedere. tos 

In the eighteenth century theoreticians such as Reynolds led by the main prophet of Neoclassicism 

Johann Joachim Winckelmann (1717-68), based their classical beliefs on the contemplation of restored 

Graeco-Roman and Hellenistic statues such as the Apollo Belvedere and Belvedere Torso which were 

mistakenly believed to be ancient Greek of the fourth century B. C. Praxitelean period and the finest 

remaining works of antiquity. The Praxitelean style was therefore characterized as possessing a grand, 

flowing beauty, whilst the Phidian style it was believed to have evolved from was deemed conversely as 

magnificent and austere, as perceived in inferior Roman copies believed to be of the period As a result 

of these errors the aesthetic assumptions of the day revolved around notions that classical art "should be 

'idealized' ; should not conform too closely to nature; and should be more graceful than grand. "106 

These notions were immediately exposed as erroneous by the relief sculptures attributed to the hand of 

Phidias brought from the Parthenon by Lord Elgin and unveiled in London in 1806. The Elgin Marbles 

clearly displayed a soft, fleshy, naturalistic style emphasizing very human elements such as bones and 

veins and therefore shattered the existing notions of the 'beau ideal' based on 'Greek' statues such as the 

Apollo Belvedere which believed that the ancients had placed "in their art the forms of gods above those 

of men. " 107 

As an informed Victorian art historian, therefore, Poynter's conception of ideal beauty, the 

beauty which he aspired to in his art, showed a departure from earlier notions of the ideal form and 

rested on an entirely more naturalistic view that "idealism is only the highest form of realism" 108: an 

awkward paradox which he substantiated through a rather protracted comparative study of the 

Parthenon frieze with Michelangelo's frescos on the Sistine ceiling. His questionable choice of 

comparative models relies almost entirely upon the classification of each example as a 'decorative' work 

of an and, rather surprisingly considering the author's an historical erudition, the discussion pays scant 

attention to differences of media, subject matter or historical context. By omitting these extenuating 

105poynter's 
rebuttal of this notion also, of course, indicates that he did not subscribe to neo-platonic theory which also pivots on this 

concept of the perfect central form. 
106SLClair, W, Lord Elgin and his Colletiian. Oxford University Press, Landan, l967. p. 13. 
107Rothenberg, J, Decensu" ad Ten-am : The Acquisition and RecgAia' of the Elgin Marbles. Garland Inq London, 1977, p. 251. 
108poynter, 

op. cit, note 50, (Lecture II "Old and New Art" 1872), p. 68. 
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details, Poynter allowed himself to focus purely upon the aesthetic nature and representation of the ideal 

form. 

Indeed, this convoluted analysis constitutes his primary hypothesis on the representation of the 

human form and is one of his most vigorous and impassioned pieces of writing, which reflects his 

strength of belief in his convictions. Poynter begins this discussion by describing the nature of classical 

idealism and establishing the ancient Greeks at the pinnacle of the ideal hierarchy. He says 

The Greek artists have the supreme right to the title of Idealists; they are the true 
worshippers of the ideal; the ideal of beauty once achieved, they cared not to vary it. 
Witness the most perfect specimen of their decorative art which remains, the most 
perfect in the whole world, I mean the frieze of the Parthenon. There is not in the 
hundreds of figures which form the Panathenaic procession, except by accidents of 
execution, any variation of character in the beautiful ideal forms represented, whether 
they be of man, woman, or animal; enough remains of the faces to show that they 
conform to two or three types throughout without variety of character or expression- 
all is as perfect as the most profound knowledge, the most skilful workmanship, and 
the highest sense of beauty can make it. 109 

Poynter's assessment of the calm and passionless demeanour of the idealized figures represented in the 

Panathenaic frieze (fig 28) is valid, although his classification of Greek artists as a generic class who 

"gave themselves small scope for the display of human passion; when they represented it, it was in a 

cold and dignified manner which fails to awaken our sympathies" 110 is anachronistic. As can be seen 

with reference to the portion of frieze from the west side of the Parthenon, showing Horsemen preparing 

for the Panathenaic festival (fig 29), the multitude of figures featured on the frieze are all idealised yet 

their individuality is shown in the variety of their poses and in the diversity of their clothing or, indeed, 

lack of it. Contrary to this assertion, the artists 111 who worked on the Parthenon did also occasionally 

admit nuances of emotion or expression. A particularly important example of this uncommon practice is 

featured on a metope (fig 30) from the south side of the temple which shows a centaur struggling with a 

Lapith youth (c. 445 BC). The centaur's face contorts with pain as the youth twists his left ear and 

forcefully knees him in the midriff. 
112 

109ibid, (I. edure I "Decorative Art" 1869), p. 49. 
1101bid 
111 Scholars of ancient art share the common opinion that although Phidias was the designer and director of the sculptured deoorat. im he 

could not have been responsible for all the carving which was executed over a relatively short period of time (447-432 BC). John 
Boardman has emphasised this diversity of style: "there is outstanding work among various hands which can be distinguished, but not 
identified. " (Boardman, Greek AQ, 71ames & Hudson lid, London, 1985, p. 121). See also Gisela MA-Richter, A handbook of Greek 
Art iy ofthe Visual Arts of Ancient Greccel Phaidon Press I2d, London, 1992, p. 116. 
""Poynter would have been aware of this metope as it is part of the Elgin Marble collection which was sold to the British Museum in 
1816. It is possible to speculate, therefore, that Poynter chose to omit refaces to the Greek's occasional predilection for representing 
emotion to ensure the coherency of his general hypothesis. 
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Poynter's acknowledgment of the Greek artists as the ultimate idealists, is followed by his 

assertion that Michelangelo too had achieved the highest form of beauty by studying nature and he 

praised the ignudi in the Sistine Chapel for "their realism of expression and action, beauty of form and 

"absolute accuracy of anatomical expression. "113 It was his belief that, unlike the ancient Greeks, 

Michelangelo did not rely on the concept of a single, unwavering ideal of humanity, but studied 

humanity ".. in its countless forms of beauty and grandeur, and its ever varying moods, and (aimed) to 

represent these as truthfully as the deepest contemplation of Nature would enable him to do. "114 

Significantly, Poynter substantiated this belief with reference to the ignudi which sit in pairs on the 

illusionistic architectural projections which form the sides of the prophets' and sibyls' thrones. Four of 

these figures (fig 31), which can be identified as those flanking the portion of fresco entitled God 

Separates the Water and Earth and Blesses his Mork (1508-12), were singled out as superlative 

examples of the nude form and Poynter produced giant line drawings of two of these ignudi which were 

prominently displayed in order to illustrate the lecture. 115 Poynter describes these figures in 

uncharacteristically exuberant terms, emphasizing the vital components of Michelangelo's conception of 

the nude and focusing upon the naturalistic origins of the highest beauty: 

One of these seems the very type of life and activity, he laughs as he shifts the ribbon 
by which he supports his medallion from one shoulder to the other, he is in the act of 
uncrossing his legs as he does it, and the great master of design has arrested him in 

the middle of this complicated, and, to any other artist, almost impossible 

movement ... all these various (figures) are depicted with a realism of expression and 
action, a beauty of form and face, an absolute accuracy of anatomical expression, a 
splendour of light and shade, a roundness of modelling, and minuteness of finish to 

perfect drawing of every nail on hand or foot, and the graceful turn of every lock of 
hair, which never flags for a moment, and which is never at fault. The beauty of the 
heads of these figures is beyond all that was ever done in art... 116 

In Poynter's assessment, therefore, Michelangelo had also achieved the greatest beauty in his art through 

the realistic representation of mood, character, form and expression; the ignudi are naturalistic figures, 

yet they are also ideals. Poynter describes them with an appropriate mixture of Christian and pagan ; 

they are "God-like" 117, "Titanic beings" 118 which are visual testimonies to the neoclassical premise 

114Poý 
(1879), op. cit, note 50, (Ledure I "Decorative Ad" 1869), p. 49. 

115ibid, p. 58. These drawings were copied from photographs held in the Slade collection. Poynter urged his students to refer to the 

"140 negatives" taken of the Sistine ceiling and the Last Judgment which he had recently procured for the Sdhool. These ground- 
breaking photographs, taken by Braunil, featured the fresco cycle in its entirety and allowed people to examine previously inaccessible 

ens of the ceiling decoration. Mbid, 
pp. 56-57. 

117ibid, p. 56. 
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that the highest beauty, ideal beauty, is achieved through the selectivity of nature. As Poynter eloquently 

concluded: 

... it is his (Michelangelo's) amazing and almost incredible power of seizing the 
passing movement that makes (his) figures appear positively alive; an instant more 
and the position is changed. To draw from one of his figures is like drawing from 
Nature itself; it was only in copying portions of these figures that I appreciated how 
profound a Realism underlies the Ideal of this greatest of artists. 119 

As far as Poynter was concerned, therefore, a necessary component to the representation of the ideal 

figure was the illustration of action and expression. His paintings of the nude form bear visual 

testimony to this hypothesis and attempt to emulate the immediacy of Michelangelo's ideal figures: the 

male protagonist in the Catapult (fig 9), for example, is captured in the very act of turning the great 

windlass, his muscles straining and contorting with the effort. Poynter's female nudes are equally active 

and are variously depicted, twisting, crouching and reclining (Cave of the Storm Nymphs); writhing in 

emotion (Andromeda) and stretching with arms raised above head (Diadumene). Each of these nude 

figures were based on careful studies made from nature and epitomise Poynter's overriding belief that 

"idealism is only the highest form of realism"- a notion ultimately derived from the work of 

Michelangelo. 

As an avowed classicist, Poynter was also keen to emphasise Michelangelo's location within the 

much wider classical tradition and constantly compared his work to ancient precedents. Throughout 

Poynter's formal lectures Michelangelo is defined as an innovative receiver and developer of the ideal 

trend in art, rather than as a lone genius whose work existed within an ideological vacuum. In an 

important lecture entitled "Some remarks on Ancient Decorative Art", presented at the South 

Kensington on William Morris' request, Poynter traced a perceived line of artistic influence from the 

classical artists to Michelangelo: 

... 
But the art of Polygnotus would, in the one quality which makes Greek art superior 

to any other, far excel the works of... any painters of the earlier period of Italian art 
until it attained its highest eminence with Michael Angelo and Raphael- I mean in the 

splendid harmony of composition and symmet of form which we find not only in the 
Greek sculpture but on the best Greek vases. 

12u 

118ibid, p. 54. 
119ibid, p. 61. 
120Poy, W (1897), op., it, nde 104, p. 289. 
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Certainly as regards painting, this line of influence was based on perception rather than fact as none of 

the work of renowned ancient Greek painters such as Polygnotus (active 475-447 B. C) and Apelles 

(early fourth century B. C. ) has survived. Michelangelo was famously influenced in his conception of the 

grand, dynamic and dramatic human form by ancient sculptures, notably the Laocoon and the Belvedere 

Torso Hellenistic figure which clearly inspired the muscular forms of the Sistine ignudi. I21 It is 

improbable to suggest that Michelangelo was influenced directly by examples of Phidian statuary as the 

Parthenon sculptures remained in situ during his lifetime and even Poynter conceded that "the work of 

Phidias was completely unknown to him (Michelangelo). " 122 Poynter awkwardly establishes the link 

between theses two artists by implying that ideal beauty is a universal form which exists in nature and 

can be variously interpreted and re-developed by men of genius, such as Phidias and Michelangelo, in 

accordance with their individual sensibilities. 123 As he maintained, any person is capable of 

comprehending the "broad external facts of nature" 124 whilst it takes both a diligent and gifted person 

to be able to perceive the real truths of nature. 

Poynter's central belief that the most perfect and highest form of beauty - ideal beauty - existed 

in nature, albeit in a hidden capacity and that it was the function of the artist through close study of 

nature to reveal it in his work was ultimately derived from classical sources. This reconciliation of 

nature with the ideal dates back to Plato who also believed that abstractions such as beauty were real 

entities which, although they did not exist obviously in our physical world, could be accessed through 

the application of ideas. This maxim of the highest, ideal beauty being found in nature and conveyed 

artistically only through strict adherence to nature itself can also be seen to be derived from the Elgin 

Marbles (fig 32) 

These sculptures after all with their grand, yet fleshy, naturalistic style and plasticity of form 

incorporate human elements such as veins and tendons - are simply expressions of nature, albeit 

121.1be data of these scalp ures, both held in the Vatican collection during M chelangelo's lifdime, have been widely debated and 

remain unsettled Martin Robertson has suggested that the Laocoon is a Roman copy (dating from the second half of the first century 
AD) of an earlier two figure group of Pergamene type involving only the father and youngest son (Robertson, A Hiaorv of Gr+ A+t 
Vol I, Cambridge, 1975, pp. 541-2. Quoted in Haskell and Penny, Taste and the Antiaue. Yale University Press, New Haven and 
London, 1981, p. 246. Haskell and Penny have suggested that the Belvedere Torso is also a Roman copy of an earlier Hellenistic 

sculpture (ibid, p. 314). 
122poynter (18791 op. cit, note 50, p. 48. 
127ibid. 
124ibid, p. 41. 
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beautiful nature. Indeed, Poynter himself commented in this respect that even "the gigantic genius" 125 

Michelangelo did not excel the ancient Greeks: 

in anything that he did in the way of study from Nature, for the work of Phidias is 
brought to a perfection of truth and beauty which Michelangelo may have striven after 
but which he certainly never achieved. 126 

In relation to these beliefs, Poynter heavily criticized the nineteenth century French Ideal School, as "a 

failure" which represented "nothing more than a cold and uninteresting misconception of the Classical 

idea" as it "had no foundation in nature" and therefore "failed to seize the spirit of antique art. "127 In 

Poynter's opinion this Ideal School had degenerated even further since the death of the "master 

painter" 128 Ingres in 1867. Poynter believed that the followers of Ingres had become side-tracked from 

their teacher's ideals and now preferred to believe that ideal beauty could only be achieved "by adding 

something to nature of their own devising, this something is chiefly a sickly sentimentality, which is 

peculiarly their own, but which is absolutely devoid of any real and inherent beauty. "129 His 

descriptions evidently applied to the work of artists such as the immensely successful Salon painter 

Adolphe- William Bouguereau (1825-1905) who had a tendency for depicting coy, smoothly idealised 

nudes in rather banal mythological narratives. Bouguereau's nude nymphs typically frolic with decorous 

abandon and the extravagant twists and thrusts of their poses infuse the painting with a cloyingly erotic 

undertone. Such figures lack the naturalism and elegance of form of ancient Greek representations of 

the figure and are also devoid of the majesty and realism inherent to Michelangelo's ideal. Truth to 

nature was one of Poynter's major principles and as such Bougureau's academic pastiches of the nude 

form existed at the farthest remove to his own personal conception of ideal beauty. 

Poynter's preliminary sketches such as his Study for Perseus' forearm (1872) (fig 33) bears 

testimony to his adherence to this principle of truth to nature and his notion of the natural basis of ideal 

beauty. His belief in anatomy as "only the handmaid, though the very necessary one" of ideal art was 

derived essentially from his close study of classical sculptures such as the Elgin Marbles. 130 

125ibid, p. 47. 
126ibid, p. 48. 

128p a (1879), op. cit., note 50, (lecture IV "Hints on the Formation of a Style" 1872) p. 118. 
bid 

129ibidp. 119. 
130poynte 

. r, Di (1899), op. cit, note 104, p. 7. 
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Poynter constantly referred to classical, academic and traditional neoclassical principles in his 

formal lectures. However, in contrast to this conservatism, Poynter's conception of the nude form as 

expressed in both his lectures and the paintings of his mature period in particular, owed a considerable 

debt to the modern Aesthetic tendency in art which advocated the principle that the value of art lies 

purely in the autonomy of its formal and decorative effects. During the period in which Poynter was 

writing the majority of the Slade lectures in the 1870s, the Aesthetic Movement was flourishing in 

England, based on the precept of Art for Art's sake as a reaction to the dominant nineteenth century 

belief that art has a specifically moral function. The Slade lectures were written during this period of 

Aesthetic ascendency and were first published just one year after Ruskin had lost the sensational libel 

case against the main exponent of the Aesthetic Movement, Whistler, whom he had accused of "flinging 

a pot of paint in the public's face. "131 Many artists were attracted by the Aesthetic ideals which were 

prominently publicised by this libel case and the nude form was regularly depicted in aesthetic paintings. 

Pictures such as Albert Moore's A Venus (c. 1869) (fig 34) is a typically "subjectless" Aesthetic work of 

art in which artistic primacy has been given to form rather than narrative content. Moore has 

concentrated exclusively upon the decorative qualities of the nude, emphasizing the shape and contours 

of her body by the close proximity of objects such as the blossom tree and the loose draperies which 

elegantly trace the fluid outline of her form. The influential critic Sidney Colvin, a chief exponent of 

fart pour ! 'art, praised Moore's A Venus as a celebration of the autonomy of form and decoration and 

asserted that its "excellence consists in pure art, and not in historic and dramatic interest. "132 As 

Alison Smith has pointed out, even the Moore's "deliberate use of the indefinite article in the title of this 

painting was to draw the spectator's attention away from the mythological Venus to the decorative 

alignments of the figure. " 133 Moore's representation of this generic Venus is indeed a study of form 

rather than mythological content yet even the vaguest reference to a recognizably Greek model 

functioned to classically sanction the depiction of nudity. 

13'The 
subsequart trial was published in full in the Daily News Landon, 26 November 1878. Whistler won the action, but was only 

awarded token damages of one farthing with no costs and the eq mse of the trial led him to ten porary bankruptcy in 1879. The nominal 

nature of the award can in some respects be regarded as a justification for Ruskin. Whistler recorded his account of the trial in his book 

the Gentle Art of Making Enormes.. London, 1893. 
Sidney Colvin, "Nola on the Exhibition of the Royal Academy and Old Watercolour Socity", reprinted with corrections and 

additions from I 1869, p. 48. Quoted in Smith, op. cit, note. 3, p. 117. 
133Smith, op. cit, note 3, p. 117. 
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Poynter added his verbal support to the Aesthetic cause by demonstrating his adherence to the 

primary aesthetic notion that it is more important for a picture to look beautiful than to be morally 

edifying or to portray a distinctive narrative. Poynter's conviction in the autonomy of formal and 

decorative effects is perhaps most apparent in the admiring comments he made regarding the work of 

the fifteenth- century painters Botticelli and Fillipo Lippi. He recommends that his students should 

study the work of these two Italian masters as they executed every aspect with the "one idea of making 

the whole work as full of charm and beauty as possible, every detail being subservient to this end. " 134 

Poynter's Andromeda (1869) (fig 22) demonstrates the practical application of this belief; Andromeda 

has been abstracted from her mythological narrative and located within a simple composition, devoid of 

any extraneous detail, which allows the viewer to focus purely upon this representation of the ideal 

female form. Ultimately, this belief in the necessary subservience of narrative and extenuating detail to 

the intrinsic beauty of a work of art can possibly be seen to be derived from traditional theories of 

classical art. As Philip Hook reiterates, the general belief that "classical art represented the archetype of 

beauty" further encouraged the notion amongst Victorian Classicists and their Aesthetic counterparts 

that it was much more important for a picture to "look beautiful than to tell an intricate story. " This 

assertion is given credence by Poynter's stated beliefs regarding the universality of the human figure and 

face and his placement of the human form at the pinnacle of the hierarchy of beauty, which were 

forcefully maintained in a challenge he made to his students at the Slade in 1872: 

What is it to us that we are told that classical subjects and nude figures have nothing 
to do with us at the present day? It is not Greeks and Romans we wish specially to 
paint, it is humanity in the form which gives us the best opportunity of displaying its 

This ideological assertion can be regarded as an important reiteration of the popular aesthetic aphorism 

coined by the great Aesthete Oscar Wilde that "All beautiful things belong to the same age. "137 The 

juxtaposition and synthesis of certain aesthetic ideas alongside traditional academic and neo-classical 

ideas Poynter's theories demonstrates the progressive side of his essentially conservative personality, and 

linked the Aesthetic Movement with the academically rigorous tradition of high art. 

134Poynter (1879), op. cit, note 50, Lecture IV "Hints on the formation of a style" (1872), p. 127. 
133p hook, "'Ihe Classical Revival in English Painting", in The Connoisseur. Vol 192, Jtme 1976, p. 127. 
136poynter (1879), op. cit, note 50, Lecture VII "Tbe Value of Prizes", p. 196. 
137Heavcm on Earth_ Mie Religion of Beauty in Late Victorian Ar! ). exhibition catalogue, Djanogly AR Gallery, University of 
Nao iingham, 1994, p. 37. 
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Poynter's theoretical combination of the important aesthetic belief in the primacy of beauty with 

his central neoclassical belief, as discussed previously, in the human form as the ultimate subject for art, 

had important connotations for the representative appearances of many of his later paintings of the nude 

figure. Pictures such as Nymph of the Stream (1914) (fig 35), for example, are relatively "subjectless" 

and focus purely upon the formal qualities of the idealised nude. The generic "Nymph" in the title of 

this painting functions in a similar way to Moore's "Venus"; it resists any implication of a complex 

narrative which would detract from a contemplation of the nude form. 

In spite of Poynter's aesthetic sympathies, however, his overriding dedication to the neoclassical 

tradition of art which placed great emphasis on historical subject and narrative ensured that he paid at 

the least lip service to the important corollary between subject matter and the representation of the nude 

form. In his 1897 Discourse presented to the students of the Royal Academy, he criticized his students 

for their aesthetic sympathies and their inappropriate use of the nude in the set composition for the 

competition for the Gold Medal in painting. He complained that, 

... with a desire no doubt to enhance the picturesque size of the subject, and as 
affording an opportunity for the study of the nude (in itself a most legitimate object of 
ambition in its proper place)- some of you have made Cleopatra present herself 
entirely unclothed before Caesar, but there is no hint of this in the story, and you 
should not have forgotten that you are dealing in this subject with the persons who not 
only played the highest part in the history of the time but were fully conscious of so 
doing. In a composition of this kind you have to think not only of what may add 
picturesqueness to a scene, but of what was probable under given circumstances. 
Cleopatra was born a queen, and brought up as a queen. That she would have 
presented herself before Caesar attired to the best advantage is probable; and though 
she was audacious enough, it is more natural to suppose that she relied on this, and on 
her wit and eloquence, as powers of fascination in the first instance. She would not be 
likely to take a highly undignified course, which, if her suit with Caesar was 
unsuccessful, would have placed her in a ridiculous and humiliating position. 

Poynter had previously addressed the delicate problem of depicting royal figures in semi-nude 

representations in The visit of the Queen of Sheba to King Solomon (1884-90) (fig 36). This picture is a 

visual affirmation of his belief that representations of nudity had to be historically sanctioned and the 

Queen is shown bare-breasted in accordance with traditional African custom. 

Poynter's devotion to the representation of the idealised figure was of paramount importance to 

his artistic vision and functioned as a major impetus behind his decision to devote himself to the 

138Sir E. J. Po}t, Dino arse nmsaited to the uderrts ofthe Royal Academy (1897 William Clowes & Sms Limited, London, 1897, 

p. 7. 
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representation of subjects from ancient history. In his 1897 Discourse, Poynter indicated the aesthetic 

justification which lay behind his choice of compositions which were set for the annual Gold Medal 

competitions at the Royal Academy, 

If Biblical and classical subjects are chosen, it is because they generally present some 
well known and marked point of dramatic interest, and because they afford more 
opportunity for direct application of your particular studies, drawing and painting 
from the human figure and from drapery, than subjects from more recent history, 
which though not less dramatic, involve the covering of the figure in costumes more 
or less graceful or uncouth according to the country or period chosen. 139 

This explanation can, of course, be extended to encompass Poynter's oeuvre and highlights the aesthetic 

reasons which lay behind the conception of his grand, historical canvases Faithful unto Death, Israel in 

Egypt, The Catapult and The Queen of Sheba. 

Poynter's rather convoluted attitude towards the nude as a subject for art can be further 

particularised by briefly referring to the position adopted by one of his closest contemporaries, Frederic 

Leighton. As leading artist-administrators, these artists were afforded the unique opportunity to verbally 

support the nude in an academic and public context. In the latter decades of the nineteenth century these 

artists both regularly offered an aesthetic justification for the presence of the nude in their work and 

repudiated existing views on the moral nature of art. Leighton, like Poynter, achieved this by asserting 

the notion that ideal art (epitomised by classical sculpture) is essentially a vehicle of abstract form which 

is far removed from the realm of imitation, although it is based essentially on nature. Leighton 

expressed this idea most eloquently in a letter of 1873: 

... my growing love for Form made me intolerant of the restraint and exigencies of 
costume, and led me more and more, and finally, to a class of subjects, or, more 
accurately, to a set of conditions, in which supreme scope is left to pure artistic 
qualities, in which no form is imposed upon the artist by the tailor, but in which every 
form is made obedient to the conception of the design he has in hand. These 
conditions classical subjects afford, and, as vehicles, therefore, of abstract form, which 
is a thing not of one time but of all time, these subjects can never be obsolete... 140 

Leighton's comments describing the universal nature of the ideal form echo Poynter's celebration of the 

universality of "classical subjects and nude figures", as set out in a lecture presented at the Slade in 

1872.141 

139ibid, 
p. 8. 

140Leight is qucted in J Ces s Carr, Some Eminent Victorians I. onday 1908, p. 98. 
141dp 61, f . 136. 
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These shared beliefs aside, however, Poynter's representation of the ideal form in his paintings 

deviate most strongly from those produced by Leighton because of his overriding devotion to the work of 

Michelangelo. Leighton nudes, such as the Bath of Psyche (c. 1889-90) (Tate Gallery), are characterised 

by smooth, luscious, marblesque surfaces and are imbued with a static quality which pays homage to the 

ideal form represented by classical statuary. Conversely, Poynter's nudes are infused with colour and 

'movement' in an attempt to visually capture his own unique conception of ideal beauty, which was 

essentially an ideological hybrid of classical art and the paintings of Michelangelo. 

Poynter's complex notions regarding the representation of the nude form and the nature of ideal 

beauty, formulated from an elaborate synthesis of the tenets of academic classicism with progressive 

Aesthetic ideologies, were manifested in the reforms which he made during his tenureships at various 

leading Victorian art establishments. The reforms which Poynter instituted were a curious unification of 

old and new and indicated his Janus-like ability to use the past as a source of inspiration for 

contemporary art. Poynter made significant changes to the existing system of Victorian art education 

and his implementation of these reforms indicated his intention to use the various academic posts as the 

forum within which to make his pronouncements on art and elevate contemporary art to the level 

achieved in the ancient Greek world. 

During the 1870s when Poynter made his first incursions into the Victorian art establishment, 

the prevailing system of education was in a state of artistic enervation. As a result of the polarisation of 

attitudes surrounding the role of the nude in art a state of impasse had been reached regarding the role of 

life study in contemporary art schools. The theoretical framework for viewing the nude which 

dominated mid-nineteenth-century art practices had been established in the eighteenth century by 

Reynolds in the rigid and uncompromising schools of the Royal Academy. This archaic system 

demanded copious hours spent sketching from antique casts, in order to develop a conception of the 

perfect human form, before progression to the life class was allowed; a practice which had the 

detrimental effect of marginalising Nature's vital role in the representation of the ideal. 

Moral objections to the nude safeguarded the existence of these outmoded working methods and 

even the more progressive national design schools were forced to use plaster casts as substitutes for the 

nude model out of concern for the moral sensibilities of their female students. Even these casts could 
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cause offence to moral zealots, however, and in 1847, at the York Design School, a female student 

complained so bitterly about the copies of male Greek sculptures that, 

... the master was requested to have the penis of each of the offending statues cut off 
and one of the students was sent to model a leaf to cover the demolished parts- a 
proceeding that called forth the indignation of the male students and the 
remonstrances of even the lady students. 142 

During the mid-Victorian period a number of important private art schools and independent 

classes had been set up which offered students the opportunity of sketching from the nude model. These 

classes were generally instituted by devoted exponents of the nude form with the intention of 

propagating the tradition of the nude in English art: in 1830 William Etty established the "Living Model 

Academy" in Soho Square and Mulready founded an independent life-class in Kensington during the 

late 1840s. At the time of Poynter's first appointment as an art educator in the 1870s, this type of private 

art school was flourishing and dissent was growing towards the continued marginalisation of the life 

class in favour of the study of the antique at the more traditional art schools. In his address delivered at 

the Slade School in 1871, Poynter expressed his scorn at the drawings which were produced by students 

from the National Art Training School who were intensively educated in this system: 

Look at the drawings sent up by the government schools of Art to the central 
competition at South Kensington; are any of them executed under six weeks of painful 
stippling with chalk and bread? How much knowledge of the figure is it to be 
supposed the student has acquired? Some of these prize drawings have come under 
my notice, of which the elaborately stippled background alone must have occupied 
more than a fortnight in the execution; and in my own student days I remember 
constantly to have seen the same idle and wasteful method of getting through the 
time. 143 

Poynter was essentially trained in progressive systems of art education in England and later in France 

and the reference which he makes to his student days is a subtle condemnation of the Royal Academy 

schools which he had briefly enroled at before becoming disillusioned with the traditional methods of 

teaching. He had originally been a pupil at Leigh's Academy (Heatherley's after 1860) on Newman 

Street, London under its eponymous principal, J. MLeigh, who had been trained by Etty. Leigh operated 

his academy in the spirit of the French atelier system and students were taught anatomy and drew from 

the model rather then the cast. This progressive system encouraged the development of individuality 

142J W. Knowles, The York School of Design. ad, p. 75, quoted in Smith, op. cit., now 3, p. 19. 
143poynter(1879), op. cit, note 30, Lecture III "Systems of Art Education" (1871), p. 106. 
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and attracted pupils such as Rossetti, Hunt and Millais who craved the opportunity for artistic freedom. 

Poynter experienced the Continental system of life drawing at first hand in 1856 when he became a 

student at Gleyre's Parisian atelier and returned to England in 1860 infused with a new ambition to 

become a leading painter of the figure. 

Upon his appointment as First Professor of the Slade School, Poynter was placed in a position 

where he could actively implement changes to redress the balance of art education in favour of life study. 

The key elements of his pro-active educational manifesto were delineated in an address presented at the 

opening of the Slade School in 1871, entitled "Systems of Art Education", where he pledged to 

encourage the development of "high art" by closely following the "foreign" or Continental system of art 

training through the inauguration of a clear course of study which would pivot around the study of the 

living 144 Poynter challenged the practices of art education which dominated in the traditional 

English art schools essentially on the basis that it encouraged false conceptions not only of Nature, but 

also of ancient art and severely impaired the development of technical skills: 

Here in our schools of art, every kind of difficulty would seem to be put in the way of 
study from the life. It would appear to be considered a dangerous practice to begin 
studies from nature, until a long time has been passed drawing from the antique... In 
the first place, it reverses the natural order of things; for until the student knows 
something of the construction of the human body from the living model, it is 
impossible he can understand the generalised and idealised forms in Greek sculpture. 
In the second place, the habit acquired in drawing for a long time... from casts of the 
antique, which are by their nature motionless, and can always be kept in the same 
relations of light and shade, renders the student helpless when he comes to work from 

145 the living model, who can never remain quite still... 

Poynter's advocacy of the life class stemmed directly from his central belief that "idealism is only the 

highest form of realism" and he remained passionately convinced that "constant study from the life- 

model is the only means of arriving at a comprehension of the beauty in nature and of avoiding its 

ugliness and deformity; which I take to be the whole aim and end of study. "146 

The progressive system of art training which Poynter instituted at the Slade required students to 

work directly and rapidly from the model in short sittings and also to produce drawings from memory. 

Poynter's own life studies such as his Figure, forearm and hand studies for the fresco of St Stephen, 

144ibid, p. 97 if. 
145ibid, p. 101. 
146ibid, 

p. 107. 
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South Dulwich (1872) (fig 37) were visual paradigms of the method of study and artistic style which he 

advocated through his teaching. 147 

Students were essentially encouraged to study the nude model as the natural source of ideal 

beauty, and he frequently reiterated the point that "the model, as an object of imitation, is of no 

value"148 but should be treated as an essential aide to the realization of the greatest human form. 

Poynter's de-humanisation of the human model into a living artistic 'prop' was also necessitated by his 

own moral fears and he once hinted darkly that the nude model "is a constantly disturbing influence 

unless it is used for the sole purpose for which it should be used, as an assistance to the artist to realise 

his idea. " 149 Life study was a central component to Poynter's art and he adopted the practice of 

producing meticulous nude and draped studies in preparation for the figures in his major paintings. The 

Studies (figs 38-39) which he made for Horae Serenae (1894), for example, indicate his method of 

producing a preliminary nude study in order to capture the contours of form and nuances of pose which 

was then 'clothed' with carefully arranged draperies. This reduction of the figure into its purest form 

indicates Poynter's belief in the nude form as the essential component to the achievement of an artistic 

vision. 

Despite the reforms which were being made in contemporary art and education, a residual 

stigma was still firmly attached to the nude. Poynter's concern for the moral welfare of his students was 

presumably compounded by the presence of a number of female students at the Slade and demonstrated 

his sensitivity towards contemporary fears of the possibility of "contamination by association with artists' 

models. " 150 Poynter evidently did not subscribe to such hyperbole yet, as previously mentioned, 151 the 

widespread existence of prejudices ensured that for the sake of decency and in order to prevent mutual 

embarrassment he judiciously refused to enter the Life class while female students were sketching from a 

female model. 

The progressive series of reforms was instituted by Poynter in order to directly overcome 

the"many prejudices" which surrounded the issue of women students studying from the living model. 152 

147Poyntet's 
original drawings for the fresco design which he produced for St Stephen's Church, South Dulwich (1871-73) are uniquely 

mounted together in me volume in the Llxary of the Royal Academy of Arts in London (no. 2770-7). 
148poynte, Discourse (1897), P. 8. 
149ibid 
150Gilleu, 

op. cit, note 82, p. 156. 
151cf Schwabe's obaervations, p. 31. 
152poynter(1879), 

op cit, nde 30, p. 112. The role ofthe female art student was a heatedly contended one in Victorian society. The 
prevailing opinion, as dated by the Art mal (March 1870, p. 93, quoted in Smith, op. cit, note 3, p. 44)), was that It is not seemly that 
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These reforms had vital implications for the development of equal art education for women as for the 

first time they were allowed to study, with their male colleagues, from the partially draped model (fig 

40). Amendments to the Slade system were, on Poynter's advice, gradually made over a period of years 

until finally, in 1898, women were permitted to draw from the nude male model. 

The revolutionary reforms which Poynter brought to the Victorian education system were 

essentially motivated by the central location of the nude figure and the model within the academic 

tradition and his desire to sustain this tradition in contemporary art. He continued to advocate studying 

from the antique, but only as a complimentary method to studying from the nude and quoted Reynolds' 

sound advice that students should study nature "always with the masters" of the classical tradition in 

their "company" and "consider them as models which you are to imitate, and at the same time as rivals 

with whom you are to contend. "153 

On an educational level, Poynter's innovative procedures began a process of reform which led to 

the life class becoming a central component of every art school at the turn of the twentieth century. In 

1893 the London County Council established the Technical Education Board and in 1896 the Central 

School of Arts and Crafts which in effect "corralled" the student and the model "within a broader 

educational framework. "154 On a wider scale, however, Poynter's concentration on the academic and 

classical precept of the nude in his theories and academic reforms operated in tandem with his visual 

representations of the nude and led to a resurgence of interest in the subject by contemporary artists. 

Poynter sought beauty within the terms of figure-painting and his depictions of the nude figure formed 

an essential part of his oeuvre and functioned as visual paradigms of the artistic style which he promoted 

through his pedagogy. 

young females should study AR from nature and the nude in 'companionship' with... young maº, or that evenings should be passed where 
flirtations are inevitable and where guardianship is removed from inconvenient interference. " By 1897, at the time in which these 

comments were made, the doors of the traditional schools of art were gradually being opened to female art students, although the 

majority were sell forced to attend private schools in order to study from the nude model. (A cogent and exhaustive account on the 
issues surrounding female artists and the nude is contained in Smith, op. cit, note 3, pp. 38-44). 
133ibid. (I. eaure 11 "01d and New Axt, 1872), p. 91. 
154 m pie & William Vaughan, The AR ist's Model (fr= FDIy to Sp®oerl Merrell Holbatoo, London, 1999, p. 16. 
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The issue of the depiction of the nude in art became increasingly controversial during the late Victorian 

period as a direct result of the increasing tendency by artists to concentrate on the female form. The 

renewed interest in the female nude as the ultimate expression of ideal beauty, led to the production of 

images by Poynter and his fellow classicists which both challenged and engaged with late nineteenth- 

century discourses of sexuality. As Alison Smith has commented, the discourse surrounding the nude in 

Victorian art during the 1870s became "set out in terms of clear binary oppositions" and distinguished 

between the male nude and the female nude in accordance to governing discourses of sexuality. 155 As a 

result of this dominant hypothesis which celebrated active masculinity156, the male nude came to be 

regarded as an heroic form whilst contemporary ideas of passive femininity ensured that "female figures 

were not required to act or think ; they just had to give 'eye pleasure' by virtue of form and colour. "157 

Poynter's occasional representations of the male nude, significantly his Man Wielding a Club 

(Hercules? ) (c. 1860s) (fig 41), Study of male figure for fresco at St Stephen's Church (1871) (fig 42) 

and The Catapult (1868) (fig 9) can be regarded as specifically adhering to the male component of this 

binary opposition. These images, which were restricted to the early part of Poynter's career, visually 

identify the male body with energetic motion and creative pursuit: Hercules is shown in the midst of an 

attack, wielding his club; the main protagonist from the St Stephen's fresco is depicted energetically 

preparing to stone the saint; and the central figure in The Catapult is engaged in the arduous task of 

turning the windlass of the gigantic war machine. The nudity of the figure in The Catapult is not 

sanctioned by the historical event which is represented, yet by giving the nude an imposing centrality 

Poynter specifically indicates the importance which the nude form had for his own art and also for the 

art öf the classical tradition within which he was working. 

Poynter's male nudes personify action and strength and as contemporary Victorian critics were 

keen to emphasize, their exaggerated musculature indicated the influence of Michelangelo's nudes. 
158 

The contorted muscularity of the central engineer in The Catapult, in particular, emulates the distinctive 

'type' of male nude propagated by Michelangelo's Sistine ignudi and his cartoon for the Battle of 

155Smith, 
p. cit, note 3, p. 185. 

156Far details an the Victorian "ash ofbero" cf. Chapter 3. Poynter and the (hn) age of Entire. 
157Smith, op. cit, note 3, p. 185. 
158"The Studies of Sir Edward John Poynter, P. RA", Magazine of Art Cassell & Co. Ltd, London, 1897.2, p. 289. 
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Cascina. Intriguingly, for an artist who devoted himself almost entirely to the representation of the 

female nude, Poynter declared that the vigorous studies which he produced for the male figure preparing 

to stone St Stephen were his finest and most successful depictions of the nude and semi-nude figure. 159 

His assessment of a male figure as the paradigm of his artistic achievements can, perhaps, be regarded 

as an attempt by Poynter to ally himself with Michelangelo, his greatest "hero", and acknowledged 

master of the nude male image. 

It is evident from Poynter's art and stated theories that he deliberately cultivated a reputation as 

a painter of the nude form working in the neoclassical tradition. During the opening years of the 

twentieth century, for example, he chose to be photographed for the Royal Academy archives, putting 

the finishing touches to one of his most dramatic nude pictures, The Cave of the Storm Nymphs (1903) 

(fig 43). This image of the current President of the Royal Academy painting a nude at the dawn of the 

era of modernism indicated his personal commitment to the genre and on a wider scale, visually 

highlighted the continuance of the classical tradition of painting into the Edwardian period 

Poynter's definition and propagation of himself as an heir to the classical tradition of nude 

painting was also achieved through the use of subtle visual references. His design featuring the 

celebrated ancient Greek painter Apelles (1864) (fig 44), for example, functioned as a visual metaphor 

for Poynter's own aspirations as a painter. In 1864, Poynter and a number of other young artists, 

including Leighton, were approached to produce designs on which to base mosaics for the niches of the 

South Court of the new South Kensington Museum (renamed the Victoria and Albert Museum in 1899). 

The subject for this series of twenty mosaics, which became known as the "Kensington Valhalla", was 

"celebrated artists of the past" and Poynter and his colleagues were allowed to chose which of their 

auspicious ancestors to represent. 160 Subsequently, Poynter produced a pair of designs featuring two of 

the most famous artists of the Greek world- Phidias (1865) (fig 45) and Apelles, a choice which 

succinctly reflected his overwhelming devotion to the art of the ancient Greeks. His design for Phfdias 

is a celebration of the influence that he derived from the most famous examples of Phidian sculpture- the 

Elgin Marbles, from which he gleaned his principle of "truth to nature" which was later elucidated to 

great effect in the lectures presented at the Slade School and the Royal Academy. 

159ibid, p. 290. 
1ýThc Build. 26 November 1964. 
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Poynter's decision to depict Apelles (early 4th century B. C. ) the famous artist of the lost 

masterpiece and earliest painted depiction of the female nude The Birth of Venus, was a particularly 

apposite choice for a young artist who had aspirations for becoming a figure painter. Apelles is 

represented as a stately and noble figure and holds his most famous picture out towards the viewer for 

inspection. His left index finger points directly to the nude figure of Venus, the goddess of love and 

epitome of feminine beauty, in a subtly executed didactic gesture which was, perhaps, intended to 

highlight the importance of the idealised nude figure to artists and visitors to the South Kensington 

Museum. This powerful image was produced at the beginning of the period of the resurgence of 

classicism and the renewed interest in the female nude which found its first serious expression in 

Leighton's Venus Disrobing for the Bath (c. 1866-7). In this context, Poynter's Apelles can be interpreted 

as a visual portent of the direction in which contemporary art would soon move. 

Poynter's early representations of the female nude pre-1870, conform to the same type and 

depict female figures taken from classical mythology. His two most important nudes from this period, 

The Siren (1864) (fig 46) and Andromeda (1869) (fig 22) can be regarded as the purely aesthetic foil to 

his active, energetic representations of the male nude. At the time in which Poynter painted this image 

he had recently returned from the Continent where he had absorbed an eclectic mixture of neoclassical 

and Aesthetic ideas. The Siren stylistically focuses on the aesthetic values of the composition and the 

representation of an idealised semi-nude form. Narrative has been clearly subordinated to formal 

display; in sharp contrast to other contemporary representations of sirens which clearly emphasize the 

destructive power of these mythological creatures. Leighton's The Fisherman and the Syren (1856-58) 

for example, which depicts a nubile fish-tailed siren dragging a bronzed fisherman into the depths 

clearly delineates the traditional mythological narrative as did Herbert Draper in his Ulysses and the 

Sirens (1909). In contrast, Poynter relies on incidental detail to allude to the predatory power of the 

siren: the vessels floundering on the beach in the background indicate the imminent demise of her most 

recent victims and the broken ship's mast which lies embedded in the sand at her feet presumably 

signifies past conquests. Poynter's siren is also depicted gazing rather wistfully out towards the open 

sea- an ominous indication of her intention to lure more victims onto the rocks surrounding her deadly 

beach. The narrative details of this picture are clearly subordinated to the study of the female form, yet 

they subtly locate this particular siren within a time frame by alluding to her past, present and future. 
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The semi-nude figure of The Siren can be regarded as a prime example of Poynter's 

concentration on the aesthetic potential of classical subjects to sanction the depiction of nudity. This 

identification of the figure as a siren can be seen as an attempt by Poynter at finding a classical 

justification for the nude, at a time when the moralities of painting the naked body were being heatedly 

discussed As recent art historians such as Linda Nead have emphasised, his choice of this female figure 

was especially provocative when seen in the context of the intensely moralising late Victorian period 

which considered the siren to be "a paradigm of prostitution. " 161 Poynter clearly had an interest in the 

predatory power of mythological females and returned to the theme in his Cave of the Storm Nymphs 

(1903) (fig 21) and A Yrsion of Endymion (1913) (fig 47). This interest was, however, clearly of 

secondary importance to his desire for depicting the female nude as an aesthetic object and the majority 

of his paintings either show idealised nudes in "everyday" classical surroundings or depict virtuous 

mythological heroines in precise contexts. 

The fusion and centrality of Poynter's aesthetic and classical ideals to his representations of the 

female nude is directly indicated by the representation of the lyre in The Siren. As Alison Smith has 

astutely commented this instrument "defies period classification"; would also suggest therefore that "the 

artist was more interested in harnessing the Greek ideal to modern pictorial demands than in 'correct' 

antiquarian reconstruction" 162 

Poynter's Andromeda (1869) (fig 22) is an isolated example of a representation of a specifically 

identifiable figure from classical mythology (Ovid, Metamorphoses; book IV) which further propagates 

his tendency to concentrate on the aesthetic potential of classical subjects.. This painting was one of 

Poynter's first serious explorations of the nude female form and indicated his transition away from 

grand, tightly detailed historical scenes towards popular episodes taken from classical mythology. It is 

evident that his main objective in this painting was with depicting the classical aesthetic of the human 

figure; Andromeda has been neatly abstracted from her mythological narrative and she is depicted alone 

shackled to her recognisable attribute, the rock, where she writhes in fervent despair at her impending 

fate. This exclusion of incidental detail and the dramatic elements of the narrative functions as an 

aesthetic device by allowing the spectator to concentrate freely on the subtleties of the highly sculptural 

161 Linda Neal, "Woman as Temptress: The Siren and the Mermaid in Victorian Painting", seeds Art Calendar. no. 91(1982), p. 7. 
162Smidl, op. cit, note 3, p. 107. 
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idealised nude. The subjugation of the narrative details of the Andromeda myth ensures that Poynter's 

female nude is propounded as the embodiment of universal feminine beauty, a paradigmatic metaphor 

for his desire and artistic ability to create the ideal form as promoted by his pedagogy. 

Poynte? s abandonment of narrative in favour of formal values epitomises the Aesthetic qualities 

of his classicism. In this picture, primacy has been placed on the beauty of the figure and each 

compositional detail has been carefully planned to accentuate this display of nude perfection. The 

elaborate garments swirl in a vortex of movement which centres on Andromeda, emphasising her pale 

ideal beauty which is strikingly opposed by the rich green backdrop of cloth, rocks and sea. 

Contemporary Victorian reactions to this picture varied widely between the views propagated 

by sympathisers of either component of Clark's naked/ nude binary construction. This debate was 

engendered by Andromeda's sexually ambiguous pose; she seems at once modest, turning her head away 

from the viewer, yet her writhing figure also implies a degree of erotic excitement. Some of Poynter's 

male contemporaries, such as F. G. Stephens revelled in the latent eroticism which he perceived in this 

picture and described the female nude in purely sexual terms: 

her face is turned downward and she holds her head away, while the convulsive action 
of the throat is spasmodically quickened, her chest and shoulders have collapsed, her 
long, thin flanks lost their gracious virginal curves, and are drawn shuddering to 
themselves; 

163 er 
breath is suspended, and the pallor of horror becomes dusky in the 

skin. pure 

This rather lustful opinion was counteracted by critics who concentrated on Andromeda as a visual 

representation of elevated classical formal values. The aesthetic values of the nude figure were an 

important element in its validation as an 'appropriate image, yet the key factor to this approbation was 

the authority of the classical subject matter to sanction the depiction of nudity. As one critic writing for 

the Illustrated London News commented, the Perseus and Andromeda myth "has the recommendation of 

affording a motive... for treating the nude-without in itself furnishing any suggestion whatever of 

sensuousness. "1M The mythological pretext of Poynter's Andromeda thereby sanctioned the picture 

itself by establishing a link with the alleged superiority of the classical past and that of the present. The 

image was further sanctioned by its thematic affinity to earlier representations of Andromeda produced 

163F. G. Stephens, The Athenagwr6 14 May 1870, p. 647. Stephens quoted in Smith, op. cit, note 3, p. 137. 
1 MIllustrated London News 31 August 1872, p. 206. 
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by old masters such as Titian, Rubens and van Dyck Andromeda's problematic pose can also be 

leigitmised by association with the art of the past and explicitly it makes reference to the contorted 

mannerist poses of Michelangelo's figures, which deliberately accentuate the subtleties of the human 

body. Poynter derived a "safe" inspiration from these earlier representations of the nude as they were 

sanctioned both by their association with the celebrated artists of the past and also by the patina of age. 

Poynter's Andromeda was produced at the beginning of the period of the classical revival of the 

nude in English art and he was clearly sensitive towards the moral implications surrounding the 

depiction of full-frontal female nudity. In 1871, in a letter to his patron Lord Wharncliffe, Poynter wrote 

of his concerns surrounding his intention to replicate this image in a painting of Perseus and 

Andromeda which had been commissioned for the Earl's billiard room at Wortley Hall, Sheffield165: 

One point I should like to make sure of before going further- that is whether you think 
you will have any objection to the naked figure of Andromeda...! myself not only think 
there is nothing objectionable, but much prefer not covering any of it with drapery, as 
the composition would lose greatly by the figure being cut in two- but it has occurred 
to me that when you say how large a space the fi e covers and how conspicuous it 
is, you might think I have made too much of it. lip 

Lord Wharnclii% evidently shared Poynter's lofty conception of the nude form and the painting 

proceeded as planned and was favourably accepted by the Royal Academy in 1872 as a picture "of 

unquestionable grandeur" and serious intention. 167 

The diversity of Poynter's depictions of the female nude can be emphasised by a cursory 

comparative study of his Andromeda with his later picture Diadumene (1885-1893) (fig 20) which was 

a later version of the painting which engendered the notorious debate surrounding the nude form in the 

Letter pages of The Times. These two pictures remain compositionally and thematically distinct from 

each other, although both paintings pivot essentially on the same unwavering academic principles and 

reflect Poynter's ambition to vindicate the nude in art. The mythological legitimisation of nudity in 

Andromeda was replaced in Diadumene by an archaeological sanction which Poynter explained to the 

Victorian public in a letter to The Times in May 1885.168 In this letter, Poynter announced that the 

163 perseus and Andromeda and its companion pieces The Dragon of Wantley (1873) Atalanta's Race (1876) and Nausicaa and her 

Maidens playing at Ball (1879) were destroyed by fire duringthe Second World War, leaving a substantial and unfortunate gap in 

oeuvre. Pter's 
1La from Poynter to Lord Whamdiffe, dated 18 December 1871. % harncliffe Mimim®ts (Wh. M. 418) 
167Jamea Dafome, The Works of Edward John Poynter, RA", Art Journal. 1877, p. 19. 
168 wNud, Studic., T zu or to the Editor of The Times. signed Edward J. Poynter, May 28,1885, p. 4 
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subject of this picture was based on both the Esquiline Venus discovered in the 1870s, and Polycleitos' 

Diadumenos (fig 48) housed in the British Museum and that his dual intentions were merely "to breathe 

colour and substance into the stone" and "give some idea of what the bath-room of a lovely Greek or 

Roman girl might be". 169 poynter's stated intentions imply a shared sympathy with Alma-Tadema's 

popular paintings, such as A bath (An antique custom) (1876) (Hamburger Kunsthalle, Hamburg) 
, 

which visually represent 'everyday' Roman customs such as bathing and were, therefore, sanctioned by 

the authority and respectability of social history and historical research. During the late 1880s Poynter 

became increasingly attracted to the representation of scenes of leisure activities from the 'classical' 

world which allowed him to focus on the aesthetic of the female human figure. This tendency is typified 

by pictures like On the Terrace (1889) (fig 16), A Corner of the market place (1887) (fig 49) and A 

Roman Boat Race (1889) (fig 50) which ostensibly represent scenes of quiet contemplation set in 

suitably 'classical' surroundings, yet the essential subject- the female form- lies beneath this classical 

veneer. 

In spite of Poynter's stated aesthetic and archaeological aims which lay behind the conception 

of Diadumene 
, the Victorian sense of propriety was acutely offended by his flagrant manipulation of 

classical authority through his odd fusion of two idealised ancient sculptures into a very 'natural' female 

figure placed in 'ordinary' classical surroundings. This amalgamation of classical forms effectively 

reduced the concept of ideal beauty to its naturalistic origins and evidently diffused some of the 

'mystique' which surrounded traditional beliefs in the unattainable nature of classical beauty. 

Presumably as a direct result of this public condemnation, Diadumene remained unsold and in 1893 

Poynter was subsequently forced to conform with the moral constraints which were imposed by the 

Victorian art- buying public and added draperies to the painting. His decision to conceal Diadumene's 

nudity adversely affected his confidence in public opinion and in an unpublished letter from 1913 he 

declared his bitterness at the condemnation of this painting: 

After the picture came back from the Manchester Exhibition I painted a drapery over 
the figure, for which I am now very sorry -I still have it, and of course she'd be glad to 
dispose of it. 170 

169, bid 
170 

and I Poynter. "Letters", (Nahmal AR Library, Victoria and Albert Museum London). 
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Poynter did, however, restrain himself from adding draperies to his smaller and earlier version of 

Diadumene (1884) (fig 51) and it remains in its original form as a nude, preserving the pure qualities of 

form which resulted from this unique and innovative fusion of classical sculptures. 171 

Poynter rarely referred to specific works of classical art in his paintings and by doing so in 

DiadumenP he indicated his belief that modern painters could legitimately use the Antique as a vehicle 

for the elevation of the nude. 172 By making direct reference to specific classical statues, Poynter 

elevated his nudes above the generalised nudes and sensual baigneuses favoured by Bouguereau and the 

contemporary French school. 

The fusion of these two classical statues also enabled Poynter to adopt a Pygmalion role which 

echoed his theoretical beliefs that the classical ideal form was in fact based on nature. Diadumene can 

be regarded as his most clear visual representation of his stated ideas on the relationship between the 

ideal and the real in the conception of the perfect human form which he saw epitomized in the Elgin 

Marbles and the work of Michelangelo. 

From this date onwards the entire direction of his work appears to have gradually altered, as he 

moved away from the depiction of specific scenes taken from classical history and mythology, to more 

generalised, popularising episodes of 'everyday' life in the ancient world. The shift in Poynter's 

classicism is evident in his depictions of the nude. Diadumene , despite being a carefully-wrought piece, 

lacks the immediacy, energy and expression of Andromeda. As Julian Freeman has commented 

Andromeda shows Poynter at his best; "a man with a mission, intoxicated by the human form, and bent 

on further discovery. "173 Certainly, in comparison to the abandoned composition of Andromeda, 

Diadumene is stylistically restrained, yet the subtle, delicate handling of the figure with its emphasis on 

ideal beauty based on nature, shows Poynter's unwavering adherence to classical principles and his 

continuing devotion and enthusiasm for the human form. 

It is notable that it was following the initial public outbursts of 1885 that Poynter first began to 

produce significant numbers of paintings dominated by the nude, or diaphanously draped female form 

1711,1892, Poynter repeated the precedent established with the Diadumenh pictures and produced two versions of his painting When 

the world was young. Notably it was the draped version, rather than the nude pictxur, which was eaiuöited at the Royal Academy. 
172Poynter rarely used specific examples of classical art as direct sources of inspiration for his paintings, although ancient 
representations of Venus did occasionally inform his depiction of the nude form. In addition to the stated influence of the Esquiline 
Venus, Poynter specifically used classical versions of the Crouching Venus as the inspiration for one of the figures in his Water Babies 

17ýlian Freeman, i fe at arm's length _ Sir Edward Power BL GCVO. PRA. 1836-1919 ( . cat), Brighton College Anniversary 
Programme, 1995, p. 16. 
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which became increasingly sensual towards the end of his career. Poynter's deep-set belief in the beauty 

of the human form appears to have become even stronger during his later years, and also led him 

towards depicting these scenes focussed upon a small number of predominantly female, classical figures. 

In this context the fortification of this belief by Poynter at this time can be considered a defensive 

measure in an an world that was constantly evolving and challenging existing academic and classical 

ideals. 

The major shift in Poynter's classicism, which can be dated from 1885 onwards, towards 

thematically indistinct and generalised depictions of the classical world was encapsulated in microcosm 

form in his representations of the nude form which become increasingly anecdotal in nature. Pictures 

such as Outward Bound (1886) (fig 52) can be regarded as the classical equivalent of popular depictions 

of the incidental activities of everyday life, such as James Turpin Hart's The Launch (1858) (fig 53). 

The walnut and feather boat represented in Outward Bound is the antique precursor to the paper boat 

being sailed by the children in Hart's picture. 

Earlier powerful mythological nudes are replaced in his oeuvre by a number of images which 

show generic idealised 'nymph' figures in loosely classical/ Mediterranean surroundings. The 

generalised surroundings of late pictures such as The Wonders of the Deep: An Idyll (1917) (fig 54) 

abstract the subject from time and place and indicate his Aesthetic emphasis upon form rather than 

narrative. Poynter has ensured, however, that paintings such as Nymph of the Stream (1914) (fig 35) 

contain incidental details which enforce their 'classical' nature. The representation of a bowl featuring 

the famous ancient Greek 'key' design of pottery decoration, which is presumably intended as a storage 

container for any fish which the nymph may catch, firmly associates this picture with the ancient world 

which sanctions the depiction of nudity. 

Poynter consistently returned to the representation of a generic 'type' of nymph as it presumably 

provided him with a classical sanction for the depiction of nudity which allowed him to explore the 

human form in a multitude of poses and contexts. His most powerful exploration of the female nude in 

the classical guise of the nymph character was undoubtedly his Cave of the Storm Nymphs (1903) (fig 

21). Three nymphs are shown in a range of poses musing on their successful destruction, by 

supernatural means, of the boat which flounders helplessly in the violent waves beyond the mouth of 

their cave. This highly creative composition allowed Poynter to depict the female figure in a variety of 
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poses; the nymph in the foreground languishes on the floor of the cave, idly toying with a string of 

pearls, whilst her active sister crouches on a rock intently playing the music which sustains the storm on 

her sea-shell lyre. 174 

Poynter was evidently attracted to the predatory power of the female and, in a statement 

appended to the canvas when it was exhibited in the Royal Academy, he claimed that "the picture is 

intended to suggest the indifference of nature to destruction, and the worthlessness of the prizes of life. " 

The Cave of the Storm Nymphs can also be regarded, in the context of Poynter's life, as a visual essay on 

the inevitability of death and the deficiency of material success as at the time of its creation his wife 

Agnes was becoming progressively debilitated by the cancer which would eventually claim her life in 

1906. Poynter's naturally melancholic personality ensured that he became isolated in his concern at his 

wife's increasingly worsening condition. Agnes' immediate family barely tolerated the dour character of 

Poynter and her sisters, in particular, remained convinced of the ingenuous nature of his grief at her 

death. Indeed, Alice Lockwood Kipling sardonically remarked, that "it was a pity he could show his 

love so freely now his wife was dead, but had not been able in her lifetime. "175 The Cave of the Storm 

Nymphs, especially when examined with reference to Poynter's stated intention, can be regarded to an 

extent as a visual outlet or manifestation of the frustration he felt at his inability to alleviate his wife's 

suffering. 

Poynter's final pictures of the nude indicate the degeneration of his classicism from the grand 

visions of his youth. In 1913 he made an isolated return to mythological subjects and painted The Vision 

of Endymion (fig 47) for a third and final time. The goddess Diana is depicted in all her majesty as an 

expression of the highest form of beauty which is consistently found in Poynter's work. She alights 

gently onto the lush grass to admire the figure of her lover the shepherd Endymion whom she has cast 

into an eternal sleep, symbolized here by the depiction of poppies. Despite obvious classical elements 

such as subject matter and richness of modelling this painting demonstrates a softening of Poynter's 

style, a shedding of the austerity which characterizes his earlier works and has been perceived as 

pervasively suggesting "fairyland in the descent of its twinkling, gauzy apparition"of Diana. 176 

174Poynter appear to have taken a particular interest in the languid nude in this picture and this figure was almost precisely replicated 
in his The Sea Cave (Private Collection), which was exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1904. 
1751na Taylor, Victorian Sisters Weidenfeld & Nicolsao,. Landon, 1987, p. 174. 
1761ieaven on Earth Religion of Beauty in Late Victorian (exhibition catalogue), Djanogly Art Galley, University of 
Nottingham, Lund Humphries 11d, London, 1994, p. 91. 
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The most convincing explanation for the change of Poynter's classicism lies in his increasing 

preoccupation with administrative work at this time. Until 1918 he was greatly involved with official 

business, juggling for a considerable period the responsibilities of the two most demanding artistic- 

administrative posts in Britain, that of Director of the National Gallery (1894-1906) and President of the 

Royal Academy (1896-1918). Poynter's new, massive responsibilities clearly weighed heavily on his 

mind and occupied the greater part of his time. At the turn of the century his wife Agnes described in a 

letter to one of her sisters the immensity of Poynter's workload, which led to recurring depression when 

he ".. sinks utterly, both morally and physically.... He groans and travails over his work and does nothing 

easily. He says there is nothing the matter... a most touching sight. " 
177 Contemporary Victorian art 

historians and critics evidently realised the extent to which Poynter's official duties were impinging upon 

his art work, and blamed his increased administrative role for the degeneration of his classicism. In 

1906, Malcolm Bell described Poynter's recent paintings as "pretty fancies" belonging to the lower plane 

of art and hoped that his recent end of term as Director of the National Gallery, would lead to more time 

being devoted to his painting and consequently a rise once more in his art. 178 

Poynter's devotion to the vindication of the nude form developed into an almost singular concern during 

the final years of his career. This objective was not fully realised during his lifetime, however, and even 

in the early progressive decades of the twentieth century, art imparted unexpected moral overtones. In 

1914, Velasquez's Venus with a Mirror (also known as The Rob: eby' Venus) was virtually destroyed by 

Mary Richardson, a suffragette, who objected to the display of nudity and slashed it repeatedly with a 

knife. Poynter remained intensely frustrated by the existence of such extreme moral values and in a 

letter to Whitehall, dated 16 May 1914, he actively complained that 

Police and Detectives... are powerless to prevent the outrages; their chief use would 
seem to be to protect the abominable women who commit them from the anger of the 

crowd, who would otherwise give a lesson which would probably make them more 
careful in future how they defy the law. 179 

17 A. W. Baldwin_ The MacDonald Sisters Pder Davis Ltd, Lmdrn, 1960, p. 178. 
178Nuioolm Bel, The Drawin of Edward John Poyýrter-George Newnes Lid, L xidan, 1906, p. 11. 
179Po ed , "Idler to R hitehall", 16 May 1914. (Royal Academy of Arts, Landon). 
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It would appear, therefore, that Poynter's resolute defence of the nude was somewhat ironically 

parallelled by enduring associations of nude paintings with indecency and impropriety and he clearly 

remained dissatisfied with the moralising factions within English society. 

Poynter's representations of the nude are complex images which functioned in tandem with his 

formal lectures and artistic reforms to cultivate an artistic climate which was generally conducive to the 

revival of the nude in late Victorian classical painting. His paintings of the nude female form are 

contradictory and paradoxical in nature and show a diversity in style and content, yet they also clearly 

emphasize his continual adherence to classical and academic principles. At first glance they may seem 

to be thematically at odds with his stated academic ideas, yet the nude figures themselves, in their style, 

ideal nature and execution based on classical precepts of draughtsmanship continued to testify strongly 

to these ideas until the very end of his career. The inherent diversity of Poynter's paintings of the nude 

form is indicative of the complexities of his classicism in general, which was considered an intricate 

puzzle even during his lifetime. 
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. 
Chapter 3 The (im)aQ of f Empire- Poynter's imperial visions 

And where is Rome? All the nations rose and flourished only to swell her splendour, 
and now I stand amid her ruins 

(Benjamin Disraeli)' 

In lands of which the proudest generals of Imperial Rome never dreamt, the British 
flag is. il. ing" 

(C. H. Northcote)2 

Imperial Rome served as an ambiguous example to Victorian Britain. Imperialists such as 

Northcote viewed Rome as the ultimate symbol of Empire; as a standard against which proudly to 

measure the ever-increasing power of the British Empire. Other Victorians like Disraeli, who promoted 

an actively expansionist foreign policy during his premiership3, also aspired to the Roman imperial 

model yet remained "haunted by the negative image of Rome as the power which declined and fell"4. 

Rome was continually evoked by historically- conscious Victorian politicians, writers and educationalists 

as a model and even a justification for their imperial aspirations in order to support their multifarious 

views on the burgeoning British empire. 
5 

Victorian artists, including Poynter, also made imperial references in their work, although none 

offered as grandiloquent a vision of their Imperator as J. L. David's images of Napoleon, produced in 

France at the turn of the nineteenth century. 6 As the leading English artist-administrator during the 

greatest period of the British Empire, Poynter was immersed in the world of royalty and the Victorian 

elite who regularly referred to Rome as a metaphor and model for contemporary imperial expectations. 

1B. Disraeli, ontarini Fl=ing. Vq drap. 1,1832. Also quoted in Norman Vance, The Victorians and Ancient Rome. Bladcwells 
Publishers Ltd, Oxford, 1997, p. 224. 
2C. ILNoRhede "The Bands of Empire", in The British Empire Review. XM (February 1944), p. 24. Northode is also quoted in 
Raymond F. Betts, 'Me Allusion to Rome in British Imperialist Thought of the Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries", in 
15etorian Studies. (December 1971). pp. 149-159, p. 149. 
During his second tam in office (1874-80) Disraeli advocated a forward foreign policy and gave imperialism a popular appeal by 

5)onsoring the Royal titles Bill of 1876 by which Queen Victoria became Empress of India. 
Vance, op. cit, note 1, P. 224. 

513cas, 
op. cit, note 2, p. 158. Betts implies that Rome was generally only evoked in imperial debates by the classically educated 

Victorian elite. He asserts that "the allusion was not treated to very widespread or broadly popular attention. -The pages of publications 
like The Fortnightly Review and The Nineteenth Cmturv. which were cluttered with words written on and about imperialism, were not 
frequently with mention of Imperial Roma" 
6'Ihe Coronation ofNapoleon (Louvre) (1805-7) is, perhaps, David's most famous glorification of Napoleon as Emperor. 
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In order, therefore, to fully assess and explore the allusions to Empire in Poynter's work it is necessary to 

first briefly explore the dominant late nineteenth-century imperial ideologies which equated England to 

Rome and affected the Victorians perceptions of the ancient world. 

Late Victorian imperial sentiment was particularly complex in character. Imperialists and their 

opponents were equally vociferous in their campaigning and both factions of the debate surrounding 

national authority and imperialism saw ancient Rome as the definitive prototype of Empire which could 

be used to support their arguments. British anti-imperialists were primarily opposed to the notion of a 

democratic society pursuing an essentially despotic system of expansion and government and 

moralistically evoked Rome as the ultimate example of how the abuse of power and wealth could lead to 

despair and disaster.? The politician Robert Lowe, perhaps the most ardent Victorian campaigner 

against imperial expansion, warned the House of Commons that "The power of Imperial Rome was 

broken in conquering the world". 8 Even those Victorians who admired the splendid achievements of the 

Romans were uncomfortably aware of the supremacist implications of British rule in foreign lands. In 

1901 Lord James Bryce, for example, starkly observed that 

The government of India by the British resembles that of her provinces by Rome in 
being virtually despotic. In both cases, whatever may have been done for the people, 
nothing was or is done by the people. 9 

In spite of these fears of political authoritarianism expressed by men such as Bryce and Lowe, Rome and 

the Roman example was fully absorbed into the language of late nineteenth-century British politics. 

During this period the ancient empire assumed an important didactic role and acted both as a warning 

and an imperial archetype for the relatively new British Empire. Norman Vance, in his important book 

The Victorians and Ancient Rome (1997), has emphasized the way in which the Victorians used the 

example of the Roman Empire as a guide to lead them through unfamiliar imperial territory. He 

comments, that 

7Brit. ish concerns about the potential for despotism and dictatorship within the constructs of an Empire, were presumably intensified by 

the autarchic activities of the Napoleonic dynasty in nineteanh-cenuny France. The crushing defeat of Napoleon III during the Franco- 

Prussian war of 1870 saved as a timely example of the ruinous fate which awaited those who abused both political power and position. 
8Robett Lowe quoted in Richard Koebner and 1W. Schmidt, Imperialism The Story and Significance of a Political Word 1840-1960. 

Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1965, p. 144. 
9d James Bhyccý The Ancient Roma, Empire and the British in India. Oxford University Press, London, 1914, p. 28 quoted in Vance 

op. cit, note 1, p. 155. Vance points out that Bryce's volume was a reprint of sections from his earlier work Studies in 1listorv and 
h- urisprudmce. first published in 1901. 
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Rome... supplied a vocabulary for coping with new peoples and new experience. The 
increasingly familiar words 'colony, 'dominion' and 'empire' all came from the 
Latin. 10 

Even the 'net' imperial language of the late Victorian period was, therefore, based on ancient Roman 

precedents. 

As the British Empire continued to grow it was inevitable that these complex Victorian 

ideologies surrounding the Roman Empire would find visual expression in the work of contemporary 

artists. The representations and allusions to Empire in Poynter's art, which will be explored in the 

following sections, can be regarded as part of a wider movement in art and popular culture for depicting 

pivotal moments in contemporary (imperial) history. 

Victorian culture became increasingly visual as the nineteenth century progressed; popular 

publications featured copious numbers of illustrationsl l and the advent of photography enhanced public 

awareness of the important function which visual mediums performed as historical documents. A small 

number of Victorian painters, including Charles Edwin Fripp and Frederick Villiers, were employed as 

war artists and specialized in emphasizing the "colour, drama, and the heroism of war, deliberately 

selecting the nobler themes and heroic scenes and excluding the more horrific aspects (the agony, 

suffering and mutilations of war)*. 12 The most popular Victorian painter of military subjects, Lady 

Elizabeth Thompson Butler, depicted war as a spectacle and produced lavish paintings such as The Roll 

Call (1874) which celebrated the pageantry, heroism and consummate professionalism of the army. 

These scenes of war and events in British imperial history found their 'classical' equivalent in the 

representations of the Roman Empire produced by artists such as Poynter and Alma-Tadema. Certain 

examples of Poynter's art can be seen as functioning as visual metaphors of the British Empire and were 

executed partly for didactic reasons and in order to reflect the dominant imperial ideologies of the day. 

Essentially the image of Empire in Poynter's art can be explored in two major contexts: his designs for 

war medals, portrait medallions and coinage; and his paintings of Imperial Roman subjects. 

10Vanoq op. cit, note 1. p. 222. 
11The Illustrated Undon News was one of the most popular newspapers of the period and marketed itself essentially on the quality and 
volume of the illustrations which it featured. 
12Fdward M. Spiers, The Late Victorian Army 1868-1902. Manchester University Press, Mantheata, 1992, p. 192. 
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imperialism and the historical leery of medals and ic 

The paucity of primary sources regarding Poynter makes it difficult to establish the precise 

nature of his personal views regarding Empire. It is possible, however, through a brief analysis of his 

personal life and professional career, to ascertain where his political and imperial sympathies were 

broadly located. On a professional level, Poynter's auspicious appointments as Slade Professor of Fine 

Art at University College London (1871-76), Director of the National Gallery (1894-1904) and President 

of the Royal Academy (1896-1918) required him to move in august social circles and socialise with the 

classically- educated elite who habitually drew analogies between modern and ancient Empires. 

Poynter himself appears to have entertained a complicated notion of Empire. He was a pillar of 

the establishment who reaped the many benefits of a burgeoning, imperially-confident late Victorian 

society and was patronised by members of the aristocratic elite. 13 As President of the Royal Academy, 

Poynter was regularly received by royalty and Queen Victoria, the new Empress of India, was an active 

and interested Royal patron. In 1892 he was also personally chosen by the Queen to design the border 

for an important letter to the nation announcing the death of the Earl of Clarence. 14 Poynter continued 

his associations with the royal family after Victoria's death and in 1901 he was asked to paint a full- 

length portrait of the new King, Edward VII, for the Royal Academy's collection. 15 Poynter was 

evidently considered to be a loyal and worthy servant of the imperial realm and had several important 

honours conferred on him by the Queen; he was knighted in 1896 and made a baronet in 1902. 

In his private life, Poynter was also immersed in Victorian imperial debate . British interest 

abroad was clearly of great importance to family life and Poynter's youngest son, Hugh, obtained a 

position connected with the Ottoman Debt in Constantinople. Poynter also had close personal 

connections with British India. In 1866 he married Agnes Macdonald, the sister-in-law of John 

Lockwood Kipling who had recently been appointed professor of architectural sculpture at the School of 

Art in Bombay. Poynter's nephew, Rudyard Kipling, was brought up in colonial India. In the greatest 

era of English imperial expansion, Kipling's writings formed the core of a philosophy of Empire and his 

13poý 
oiflypainted portraits of aristocrats, including the Earl of Mamcliffe (1881), The Duchess of Somerset (1898) and the 

Honourable Violet Monddon (1899) which were exhibited in the Royal Academy as traditional symbols of status. 14agemon fives (ed, Royal Acada v Exhibitors. 1898, p. 198. 13Sidney C. Ifutdvsm, The History ofthe Royal Acad= Chapman & Hall, London, 1968, p. 154. 
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poetry condemning apathy and promoting imperial pride influenced the mode of national thinking. He 

became involved in the great debate regarding colonial expansion, and in his poem Recessional (1897) 

he expressed his anxieties that the British Empire could become as Nineveh and Tyre if expansionist 

policies were taken to the extreme. 16 

Visual realizations of the ideas expressed in Kipling's poetry, such as J. Macfarlane's allegorical 

illustration depicting the civilizing nature of British colonialism (fig 55), reinforced and disseminated 

pro-imperial ideals to a wider audience. '7 Kipling's poems also functioned in tandem with paintings of 

military subjects produced by artists such as Lady Butler and testified to the pervasive appeal of popular 

imperialism and to a powerful sense of national superiority. It is against this backdrop of popular 

militarism and imperialism that Poyntcz s own designs for specific medals and paintings can be 

interpreted as symbols of the British Empire. 

Poynter also enjoyed a close relationship with his other famous nephew, Stanley Baldwin, who 

shared Kipling's pro-imperial ideals. Baldwin, who later became Prime Minister, had a profound 

interest in the ancient world and frequently drew analogies between the Roman and British Empires. 

During a speech given in 1926, in his capacity as President of the Classical Association, he outlined the 

importance of the study of classics to the modem Victorian; 

To be an Englishman, native of a country which was an integral part of the Roman 
Empire 

... and to be ignorant of the history of that Empire, is to be without that sense 
of perspective in viewing both the change of events and their day-to-day reactions 
which is essential to see our national life and see it whole. 18 

Baldwin perceived a direct ancestral link between the Romans and the Victorians and, unsurprisingly for 

a man brought up in a family of eminent painters19, he used an artistic analogy to reinforce his imperial 

rhetoric; 

16Kipling, Recessions (1897) in The Oxford AMiholoev of Great English_ Poe2rv. Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1997, vol II, 

pp. 366-367. Also quoted in Vance, op. cit, note 1, p. 243. In stanza 3 Kiplingwrites 
"Far-called, our navies melt away, 
On dune and headland sinks the fire: 
Lo, all our poet of yesterday 
Is are with Nineveh and Tyre! " 

17Madarlane's illustration was published in Rudyard Kiplings The Kiroling Reader: William the Cnu ueror London 1908. The picture 
illustrates the Kipling line "A young man... walking slowly at the head of his ! locks, while at his knees ran small naked Cupids". 
18Presidential Speech given at the Classical Association, 8th January, 1926. This speech is reproduced in Stanley Baldwin, On England 
fand other addressed 8th edition, Pengun Books lid, London, 1937, pp. 107-123, p. 109. 
19Baldwin's other famous artist uncle was Edward 13urno-Jones. Poynter, Bums. Joaes, John Lockwood-Kipling and Alfred Baldwin 

were each married to a sister & om the MacDonald family. 
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Ne sutor supra crepidam may be true for the cobbler, but the statesman must 
endeavour, like the sculptor, to envisage the whole figure, and he must be steeped to 
the lips in the historical sense. It was not for nothing that Western Europe was 
forged on the anvil of Rome, and who can say how much we owe to those long years 
of Roman law, Roman discipline, Roman faith, and partnership in a common 
Empire. 20 

It is possible to speculate that Baldwin's mature imperial views had been shaped to some extent by his 

close relationship with Poynter. Baldwin constantly referred to his uncle in his writings and described 

his friendship with the artist as a "privilege". During one public lecture, he wistfully mused on the 

legacy he owed to his childhood visits with Poynter, 

It is strange and curious to look back on those days and to remember that atmosphere 
of art and culture, of wit and humour, and to recognize what one owes to it 21 

Baldwin does not explicitly describe the nature of the 'debt' he owed to Poynter, although it is tempting 

to speculate that it was both cultural and political in nature. 

The imperial sentiments harboured by his close relatives have important resonances for the 

study of Poynter's on notions of Empire. A. W. Baldwin, great-nephew of the artist and the author of a 

rare primary source regarding Poynter, indicates that his family were completely united in their political 

beliefs. Baldwin maintains that at the time of the Franco-Prussian War in 1870 the Poynters 

... (and most of England) were glad that the Prussians were getting the better of it. All 
the family at this time were indignant Liberals, and wrote to one another at election 
time with disgust at dishonest Tory tactics. 22 

There is little evidence to suggest that Poynter switched his political allegiance at any later stage and he 

probably remained a confirmed Liberal during the period of "Liberal imperialism" founded by the 

Foreign Minister Lord Rosebery in the late 1880s. Even before this time, during the 1870s when 

Poynter is described as being a staunch Liberal, "true Liberalism" was characterized by "idealism and 

civilizing zeal"; ideologies which were becoming increasingly "harnessed to the imperial ideal. "23 His 

support of Prussia, which was proclaimed an Empire in 1871, was almost certainly rooted in a 

commonplace English distrust of the older, French Empire. Poynte? s associations with Liberalism and 

2O&, Ba1 , op. Cit. note IS, pp. 109-110. 
21 ibid, p. 134. This extract is Lakai from a sl cedº which Baldwin gave at the Dinner of the Mists' Benevolent lnstitutics, 6th May, 
1925. 
22A. W. Baldwin, 'Ile MacDonald Sit Peter Davis lid, 1960, p. 169. 
23Gcnld S. Graham, A history of the British Empire. Thames & Hudson Ltd. Und n, 1970, p. 204. 
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concepts of Empire form an important personal context against which to view his designs for medals 

and coins. 

As an artist who self-consciously styled himself as an heir to the classical tradition, Poynter was 

keenly interested in the ancient art form of the medal which had strong traditional associations with the 

classical past and the Renaissance. In his 1897 Address to the students at the Royal Academy, he 

explicitly defined his interest and told his audience that once they had studied 

... the wonderful collection of Greek coins, Florentine medals and plaques in the 
British and South Kensington Museums, they) could not fail to be inspired with some 
enthusiasm to rival these exquisite works. 4 

Poynter's interest in medal design can be seen to stem from his general enthusiasm and passion 

for sculpture which evolved during his formative years as an artist. His maternal great-grandfather was 

Thomas Banks R. A. (1735-1805), one of the first British sculptors to be influenced by Neoclassical 

ideals from the Continent during the classical revival which took place in English art at the end of the 

eighteenth century. Poynter was clearly influenced by his great-grandfather's work and kept two of his 

bas-reliefs in his studio at The Avenue, Fulham Road. Contemporary Victorian biographers had a 

propensity for attributing the "sculpturesque treatment of form" in paintings such as Poynter's The Ides 

of March (1883) (fig 56) to the hereditary influence of Banks. 25 Poynter would also have found 

inspiration for his medal designs in the smooth classically inspired forms of works by Banks, such as 

Thetis and her Nymphs consoling Achilles (1778) (fig. 57). The compositional and technical 

requirements of sculpting in high relief in a shallow picture plane, within an awkward rounded shape, 

are also consonant with the demands placed on the medal artist. 

During the formative part of his career, Poynter was aided by John Gibson (1790-1866), a 

champion of Neoclassicism in sculpture who held the deep-set conviction that all branches of sculpture 

should adhere to the practice of the ancients. 26 Poynter was also influenced by his maternal uncle, the 

French sculptor Baron Henri Triqueti, who was responsible in 1856 for introducing the young artist into 

the Parisian studio of the classicist Charles Gleyre. In Paris, Poynter would certainly have become 

familiar with many aspects of contemporary art including the cast medal work of the sculptor David 

24Sir EJ. Poynter, Disa urse pres. ° itcd to the Students of he Royal Academy. 1897, p. 17. 
28th July 1919. 

2 D. Bindman, (ed), The Thames & Hudson Enc; aeäa of Th itish Art Thames & Hudsm, IAndon, 1985, p. 98. 
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d'Angers, who was popular for his portrait medallions of celebrated men. 27 Contemporary Victorian art 

historians saw Poynter's propagation and experimentation with diverse artistic mediums to be 

symptomatic of his life-long ambition to self-consciously establish himself as an heir to the classical 

tradition. Critics such as Cosmo Monkhouse, for example, described him as the Victorian equivalent to 

the Renaissance man and outlined the importance of Poynter's medal designs to his oeuvre in general; 

In thus cultivating the Art of the sculptor, he is following the example of the great 
artists of old and the principles which he teaches of the unity of the Arts. 28 

Poynter was evidently also inspired towards medal design by the current imperial climate as 

the medal was an immensely popular form of artistic expression during the Victorian period In an age 

when Britain was constantly fighting small international wars29 medals were constantly produced for 

various commemorative purposes. In 1869 Poynter designed the reverse for his first medal, which was 

to be annually awarded to the "Best Shot" in the army (fig 58). 30 

This rare medal was issued in both bronze and silver and features Poynter's most overtly 

classical design for a military medallion. A figure of Fame or Victory is depicted, standing on a dais, 

holding a long heraldic trumpet in her left hand, crowning a warrior figure with a wreath of laurel. A 

target, pierced with three arrows, rests on the warrior's left knee and signifies his status as a fine 

marksman. In accordance to classical conventions, Victory is personified as a winged female figure 

robed in loose drapery. The motif of winged Victory found its origins in ancient Greek art, and she is 

occasionally portrayed on Attic vases performing a ritual act of celebration at competitive events (fib 

59). 31 As a regular visitor to the British Museum Poynter would also have been familiar with the 

design on the reverse of an important classical Greek decadrachm (c. 413-400 B. C. ) which follows the 

convention of showing Nike rewarding a victor in a competition. In this example Nike is shown 

crowning a successful charioteer (fig 60). Poynter can therefore, be seen to be deliberately evoking 

ancient classical symbols in his design for the Best Shot medal. 

27Alism also suggests the dAnge s connection in her article "The Medals of Sir Edward Poynter", in mal, (1987), pp. 17- 
I8. 
28C. Monkhouse, "Sir Edward John Poynter, President of the Royal Academy", in The +t Journal Easter AmiuaL (fie Art Annual). 
Vutue & Co, London. 1897, p31. 
Poynte's theories on the unity of the arts are elucidated in Chapter 2. 

Byron Farwell in his book Queen Victoria's Little Wars. (Penguin Books Ltd, 1973, p. 1) comments that "There was not a single year 
in Queen Victoria's long reign in which somewhere in the world her soldiers were not fighting for her and for her Empire... " 
30"Ibe obverse of this modal, featuring a bust of Queen Victoria with diadem and veil was designed by LC. Wyon. The Wyon family 
dominated British medal-making during the nmdecuth century.. 31 S,, C. Isler-Kerenyi, Njk, Zurich, 1969. 
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It is also notable that the attitude in which Poynter's winged figure is posed, with her left leg 

slightly raised to denote forward motion, is highly reminiscent of the famous Hellenistic sculpture The 

Victory of Samothrace (c. 190 B. C. ) (fig 61). The exposed left leg and the depiction of draperies 

swirling around the right leg of Poynter's figure also appear to have been directly borrowed from this 

ancient statue. 

The image of a winged Victory had important connotations for the British Empire as it was a 

common motif on imperial Roman coins. The Romans appropriated the Nike image which had been 

established by Greek artists, but commonly used her to denote recent imperial achievement. Poynter 

would have been very familiar with the many examples of this form of ancient imagery represented in 

British Museum collections (fig 62). It is interesting to note that the dais upon which Poynter's Victory 

stands, is decorated with a relief of a crouching lion- a common symbol of Empire. The silver version 

of the Best Shot medal was highly prized and the recipient had the distinction of being regarded as the 

finest marksman in the British Empire and was referred to as a Queen's Medallist. 32 Poynter's melding 

of diverse classical sources into a single medal design is indicative of his classicism as a whole which 

was notably eclectic in character. 33 

Historically-conscious Victorian writers were anxious to emphasize the classical elements 

inherent to Poynter's design. In 1899, for example D. Hastings Irwin enthusiastically identified the 

naked figure on the medal as an "ancient warrior" 34 The smoothly rounded body of this figure and the 

meticulously observed folds of the chlamys he wears bear testimony to Poynter's close study of classical 

statues. The warrior's nakedness also recalls the classical convention established on Roman imperial 

coins for representing warrior figures in the nude. The British Museum would also have provided 

Poynter with examples of this type of ancient imperial imagery. He would have been familiar with 

medallions such as that dating from the Emperor Septimius Severus's reign which depicted the ultimate 

warrior figure- Mars- as a nude hero (fig 63). The high degree of sculptural solidity achieved in the 

32Major Lawrence L Gordon, British nles and M äs. Gale and Poldeo Limited, Aldershot, 1947, p. 263. 
33Qiapten 1 and 2 analyse the edoctic nature of Poyntec's classicism as expressed in his art and theories His eclecticism is particularly 
apparent in his lectures in which he managed to synthesize apparently dichotomous tendencies such as idealism and realism, aestheticism 
and classicism. The sheer range of Poynter's eclecticism makes it singularly difficult to pin-point specific classical sources drawn upon in 
his work. The synthesis of various artistic tendencies in his art and theories is almost total; they all mesh together to form an almost 
indivisible whole. Poynter's vision of the classical world is notably difficult to classify and appears to have been remarkably seamless. 
He applied the principles be had learnt from classical Greek art to all his reconstructions from the ancient world- from Egyptian to 
Roman scenes, with little variation. 34D Hastings Irwin, War Medals and Decorations (issued to the British Military and Naval Forces from 1588-18981 2nd edition, L 
Upcdt Gill, Londan, 1899, p. 169. 
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shallow picture plane is also reminiscent of the style of specific neoclassical sculptors, including Thomas 

Banks, who produced refined three-dimensional figures in the limited depth of a bas relief (fig 64). 

Poynter's design for the Best Shot (British Army) medal was more overtly classicizing than 

medal designs produced by his contemporaries. The Best Shot medal (Indian Army) (fig 65), which was 

produced in 1871, for example, lacks the richness of modelling and classically inspired harmony of 

design which characterise Poynter's medals. The allegorical figure of Britannia, although conforming to 

classical conventions for personifying cities as female figures, 35 lacks the classical, sinewy elegance of 

Poynter's Victory and appears to be almost dragged down by the weight of her over-wrought, heavy 

drapery. Other medals produced during the same period show little classical influence and owe more to 

the medieval tradition of art. G. G. Adams, for instance, blatantly ignored the legacy of the classical 

heritage and emphasized the connection between medieval and modem England, in his design for the 

reverse of the National Rifle Association medal (1860) (fig 66). Adams has depicted an old English 

bowman standing alongside a modem Victorian Volunteer Rifleman. Each man is located in his 

historical era by the dates which are inscribed beside them; on the left 1300-1500, and on the right 

1860.36 

Poynter's classicizing Best Shot medal stands alone in the history of contemporary medallic 

work and it is evident that he took great pleasure in devising this original design. Indeed, he was later 

to comment that the medium of medal-making had specifically attracted him because of its 

... opportunities for invention and fancy, and for that condensed composition adapting 
(si) itself to a limited space which when carried out, affords such a delight to the 
eye- 37 

In the intricate design for this medal, Poynter found the visual realization of this desire for invention and 

produced a highly finished, tightly executed and original composition which also reinforced his status as 

an heir to the neoclassical tradition of art. 

Poynter's desire for "invention and fancy" led him to produce two exceptionally intricate deigns for the 

35Rome (Roma) was commonly depicted as an allegorical female motif an Roman Imperial coins, examples of which are housed in the 
British Museum. 
36A comprehensive description of the imagery on the "Best Shd" medals issued during Victoria's reign can be found in J. H. Mayo, 
Medals and Decorations of the British Atme and Navy. Archibald Constable & Co., Westminster, 1897, pp. 484-491. 

Poynter, op. cit, note 24, p. 17. 
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reverse of the Ashantee Medal in 1874 (fig 67 & fig 68). His first design is classically inspired and 

depicts muscular warriors resplendent in leather body armour repelling native hordes. This design was 

rejected in favour of his second, non-classical design in which the ancient warriors have been replaced 

with modem soldiers wearing contemporary bush gear. 38 The composition is modelled in high relief 

and represents a scene of bush fighting between the British infantry and several half-naked Ashantees. 

It is possible to see the design of this medal as reflecting popular Victorian Social Darwinist theories 

which regarded enemies of the Empire as "inferior" people. Towards the end of the nineteenth century 

Social Darwinists began "applying ideas of organic evolution and natural selection to international 

affairs, emphasizing the frequency of struggle between nations, the tendency of the strong to prevail over 

the weak, and the superiority of particular races. «39 Social Darwinism "provided an ideological 

rationale for colonial war and conquest" through its depiction of enemies as "inferiors" which justified 

the British destruction of their enemies "as part of a constructive and civilising mission. "40 Poynter's 

medal design in its depiction of semi-naked natives half-falling or lying in vanquished poses conforms to 

this popular notion of subject races. The nakedness of the natives symbolizes their status as barbarians 

when juxtaposed with the uniform of the British soldier which indicates his position as "civilizer" and 

symbol of an advanced nation. In his innovative choice of design, Poynter deviated from traditional 

classically-derived images of imperial victory (commonly figures of Victory/ Nike) and apparently 

devised a composition which would mirror popular Victorian concepts of imperial conquest. 

The reasons for the rejection of Poynter's original classicising first submission for the Asahantee Medal 

are unclear, although it is likely that the second design was acccepted because the scene of modern bush 

warfare more accurately reflected the realism of contemporary military engagement.. The details in this 

composition, such as the pith helmets and uniforms of the soldiers, also earmarked this design as 

intrinsically Victorian and thereby visually captured the age in which the Ashantee War was fought. In 

contrast, the rejected classical design depicted a universal battle which existed outside both time and 

3 his medal was sandimed on Ist June 1874 to oamnemorate General Sir Gamet Wolseley's campaign against King Coffee Kalk&" 

who opposed the transfer of the African port of Elmina from the Dutch to the British. The most comprehensive account of the First 
Ashantee War is included in Byron Farwell, Quem Victoria's Little Wars Penguin Books 114 1973, pp. 190-199. 
39Vance, op cit, note 1, p. 184-185. 
40ibid, p. 185. 
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history and failed to capture the reality of modem warfare and the experiences of the original recipient 

of this medal. 

Indeed, contemporary medal experts commonly praised Poynter's accepted composition for the 

Ashantee Medal as "one of the finest designs amongst our medals"41 essentially for the "realism" of the 

bush fighting scene. During this period war correspondence and 'realistic' illustrations of battles fought 

in the British Empire were at a premium in popular magazines and journals. 42 The almost universal 

praise of Poynter's design appears to originate from this contemporary desire for accurate representations 

of warfare. In 1894 Warwick Wroth, a leading figure in the Department of Coins and Medals at the 

British Museum, wrote that he admired the Ashantee Medal specifically for its realistic imagery which 

showed a departure from classical conventions. He effusively praised Poynter's 

... originality which makes itself independent of the conventional classic reverses- here 
at last, we have real negroes, and real English soldiers in their helmets, introduced in 
a scene which is in itself a genuine artistic expression of the event intended to be 
commemorated by the medal. 43 

Poynter's design owes little to classical artistic conventions, although the semi-naked figures of the 

Ashantees betray precise classical attention to anatomical modelling. 

Poynter was greatly inspired by these early design projects 44 and he attempted to actively 

promote the art of medal work through his position as Director for Art and Principal of the National Art 

Training Schools in South Kensington. In 1876, he wrote to the Deputy Master of the Mint declaring 

his hope that the South Kensington Schools would "be the means of promoting a higher class of design 

and workmanship" in medal- making, an art which "is undoubtedly in want of encouragement in this 

count, "45 

During the 1880s and 1890s, Poynter returned to classically inspired medal designs and 

produced a small number of bronze portrait medallions (figs. 69-73) which, due to the technical 

inferiority of the English foundries, were sent to be cast at the Parisian foundry of M Liard. Each of the 

41 Hastings Irwin, op. cit, note 34, p. 104. 
42Duringthis period, special war artists such as Edwin Fripp and Frederick Villiers, were sent to war zones to record inspiring battle 

scenes which were then reproduced in popular periodicals such as the Illustrated London News. 
43 Wai ickWrojhF. S. A, "Medals", in Stanley Lane-Poole (ed. ), Coins and Medals (their place in history and art). Eliot Stock, Landon, 

1894, p. 269. 
44Poyntes's interest in working with metal had been further augmented by his work on a large commission producing a design for the 

cast-iron grill for the Grill Room at the South Kensington Museum (oanpleted in 1870). Inglis, op. cit, note 27, p. 17, emphasizes the 
important influence Poyntefs decorative work had for his medal designs. 
45Poynter, Letter to the Deputy Master of the Mint, 1876. Poynter is quoted in Inglis, op. cit, note 27, p. 17. 
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medallions is inscribed with a number and initial which establishes a chronological sequence. Una 

Caprese (fig 69), inscribed 1A, was his first medal, followed by an unidentified portrait of a woman, 

Lady Windsor, Lillie Langtry (fig 70), A. G. C Liddell (fig 71), Sir Joseph Whitworth (fig 72), and Violet 

Paget (fig 73). Poynter usually followed the traditional convention of inscribing the sitter's name and 

date of production around the edge of the obverse. His sudden interest in the art of the portrait 

medallion has been attributed to his friendship with the sculptor Alphonse Legros who began to produce 

cast bronze medallions during this period. 46 Legros' work is characterized by an almost brutally honest 

realism; a trait which was well suited to portraiture. His dry point etching portrait of Poynter (fig 74) 

epitomizes his realist style and bears testimony to the closeness of their friendship. 

Contemporary art historians have elaborated upon the close personal connection between these 

two artists and have attempted to find stylistic similarities between their medal designs. Alison Inglis, 

for example, has claimed that "the soft rich texture of Poynter's earliest cast medallions are reminiscent 

of Legros' contemporary work. "`I7 This is a tenable connection as Poynter's first portrait medallion, of 

an unidentified woman (fig 69) and Legros' medal depicting Maria Valvona (fig 75) both have smooth, 

richly textured surfaces. Despite these slight similarities, however, Poynter's medal work remains 

distinct in both style and composition. Legros and his contemporary David d'Angers (fig 76) generally 

concentrated upon depicting the relationship between physical appearance and character in their medal 

designs. In contrast Poynter, as an avowed classicist, concentrated upon producing noble, aesthetically 

pleasing portraits of his sitters which were indebted to the example of antique coins and medals and also 

Renaissance medallions. 

Contemporary Victorian critics were particularly keen to emphasize the influence of the 

Renaissance medallists on Poynter. Following the exhibition of four of his portrait medallions at the 

Royal Academy, 48 Edmund Gosse commented that he found Poynter's designs to be "interesting... less 

rough than those of Professor Legros and ... more independent of the prestige of the fifteenth century. "49 

Indeed, through the very act of producing portrait medallions, Poynter allied himself firmly with the 

4 Inglis, op. cit, note 27 p. 17. 
47ibid. 
48Tbe four medallions exhibited at the R. A. were those depidingA. G. CJ. Jddel( Esq (fig 71)Lillie Langtry (fig 70) Lady Windsor and 
Sir Joseph Whitworth FRS (fig 72) 

E. Go,, e "Sculptu,. e in 1884", The Saturday Review. 24 May 1884, p. 268. 
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classical tradition. His medals served the same purpose as those produced during the Renaissance and 

in Imperial Rome; they emphasized the status of an individual and a desire for personal fame. 

In this respect, these portrait medallions reflect the Victorian cult of hero worship. In this era 

of imperial confidence, a vogue developed for celebrating the achievements of great men and women 

from history and of the present day. 50 These heroes and heroines were not only commemorated in 

popular literature, 51 but also had their images immortalized in pottery, wood, silk, paper and even on 

"food tins, on pot lids, and on match boxes. "52 These representations were, of course, by far 

outnumbered by visual depictions of the figurehead of the most powerful Empire in the world- Queen 

Victoria- who was universally commemorated throughout the century. 

Eminent Victorians were also celebrated on medals. Alphonse Legros produced a series of 

portrait medallions depicting famous men such as Tennyson, Charles Darwin and W. E. Gladstone. The 

medal's traditional associations with imperial Rome, in particular, had important aspirational 

connotations for contemporary key figures in the British Empire. The figures which Poynter chose to 

represent were drawn from different, less eminent circles yet their immortalization on a medallion still 

epitomized the Victorian compulsion to visually commemorate well known people of the day. Poynter 

chose to immortalize aesthetic icons such as the actress Lillie Langtry (fig 70) on his portrait 

medallions. Langtry was a particularly appropriate choice for this traditionally classical form of artistic 

representation, as she was feted by contemporary society for being the living, modem incarnation of 

Phidian beauty. The traditional conventions of medal portraiture demand the sitter to be depicted in 

profile; a view particularly suited to Poynter and his sitter, as Langtry was especially celebrated for her 

"classical profile. "53 

Two of Poynter's other sitters, AG. C. Liddell (fig 71) and Violet Paget (fig 73) were also 

important figures in late Victorian Aesthetic circles. They both belonged to the famous group in London 

50Ihe reasons for the development of this cult are complex Walter Houghton has claimed that it evolved partially from the Victorian 
tendency for enthusiasm. He asserts that "enthusiasm became a virtue second only to earnestness, the Romantio. Victorian eye brought 
with it the power to see man as a hero and the heart to respond with the appropriate worship. " This enthusiasm combined with a 
romantic outlook which dominated the nineteenth century allowed the Victorians to see the great amongst ordinary men and also to 
venerate heroes of the past as exemplars for the present See Houghton, The Victorian Frame of lind. 1830-1870. Yale University 
Press, New Haven & London, 1957, p. 306. 
S 1A profusion of books were produced on the subject of heroes. Amongst the most popular were The Red Book of Heroes Thomas 
Carlyle's On Heroes. llero-Worship and the Heroic in History. (18411 Centenary Edition, London, 1897 and Charlotte Yonge's A Book 
9f Golder Deeds of All Times and All Lands. (18641 Everyman's Library, London, 1910. 
3 Asa 13riggs, Victorian Things. ß. T. ßatsford Lid. Loden, 1988, p. 146. Briggs devotes an entire chapter to a discussion of Victorian 
"Images of Fame", p. 143 S 
33Thae 

are many teary Victorian descriptions of Lm s classical beauty. See, for example, W. Graham Robertson, limr, 
fig, London, 1931, p. 68. 
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Society called the 'Souls', which was renowned for its refined intellectual and artistic tastes. 54 The 

portrait medallion as an art form with its romantic associations with the past would have strongly 

appealed to the cultivated sensibilities of these aesthetes. These minor Victorian celebrities were also 

elevated in status by their representations on portrait medallions; an art form traditionally associated 

with figures of enormous power and wealth. 

This association with eminent men from the past evidently inspired Sir Joseph Whitworth 

(1803-1887) to commission Poynter to produce a medal bearing his portrait (fig 72). Whitworth 

epitomised the 'new' type of Victorian hero who, through extreme perseverance and industry, rose from 

the ranks of the middle class to fame and fortune. 55 He was a mechanical engineer who specialised in 

the development of firearms and several of his inventions were used by the military to fight the imperial 

cause. 56 As a patron of the arts, Whitworth was a member of the new wealthy middle class who 

purchased art in an attempt to denote their new material status and demonstrate their refined cultural 

taste. 57 Poynte? s two portrait medallions of Liddell and Whitworth (figs 71 & 72) are less aesthetical 

than those of his female subjects. The portraits are boldly modelled and the depiction of Whitworth in 

particular, reflects his nobility and high social standing. As a piece of purely commemorative-art, this 

medallion allied itself with the long classical tradition of medals produced to celebrate contemporary 

notables. 

Poynter's medals, especially his portraits of women, are stylistically indebted to antique 

examples and also to the work of the Renaissance medallists who revived this tradition. As is typical of 

Poynter's art in general, his medal designs betray his generalised concept of classicism amalgamated 

from numerous sources. Lilie Langtry and Violet Paget (figs 70 & 73) are depicted as classical maidens 

in loosely fitting robes. Each woman wears her hair in appropriately classical styles; Langtry's curls are 

apparently gathered, in the Greek fashion, at the back of the neck in a knot and held with a pin. 
58 Paget, 

who as a confirmed aesthete would have adopted the popular Victorian practice of copying classical 

54Jane Abdy & C. Gere, The Souls. Lmdoe, 1984. 
33AJphonse Legros also produced poRrait medallions of members of the new wealthy middle dass, his most famous example being that 

of the merchant and art patron C. Alonides which was cast duringthe 1880s. 
56Sir J. Emerson Tomcat, Story ofthe Chors Londao, 1864. 
57A fill discussion of this issue is contained in Diane Sachko Macleod, AR and the Victorian Middle Class (mom and the making of 

I idaittty), Cambridge University Press, 1996. 
Ovid descibes this hairtsyle which was popualr with Roman girls in the hidam=h , viii, 319. 
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hairstyles, has her hair dressed in an intricate coil piled on the top of her head. 59 Poynter heightened 

the classical appearance of his Una Caprese medallion (fig 69) by deliberately organizing the inscription 

in a staggered arrangement to mimic the displaced lettering found on ancient coins and Renaissance 

medals (fig 77) which were forged using primitive techniques. 

The serenely naturalistic faces of the three female portraits are also strongly-reminiscent of 

earlier precedents and bear testimony to Poynter's adherence to the notion of ideal beauty, a notion 

which dates back to Reynolds, Winckelmann and classical art itself which combined and modified the 

most beautiful parts of nature to produce the greatest natural forms. 60 

By the early 1890s, Poynter's status as a leading medallist was firmly established and in 1894 

two of his designs were accepted for the new issue of the national coinage. Poynter's design for the 

Florin (fig 78), is of little relevance to a study of his classicism as it follows purely English coinage 

traditions in its representation of the shields of the nations surmounted by a crown. 61 A further, third 

design for the half-crown piece, showing the regal lion and unicorn flanking the heraldic shields of the 

British isles (fig 79), was not accepted by the selectors. In contrast to these conventional designs, 

Poynter's scheme for the Crown piece (fig 80) betrays a strong classical influence and it possible to 

perceive within the choice of imagery, implicit analogies between the Roman and British Empires. 

It is interesting to speculate that Poynter may have been inspired to depict St George and the 

dragon, partly because of the classical roots of the myth and the adoption of the legend in later Italian 

times. According to tradition, George was a legendary saint and warrior, said to have been born in Asia 

Minor and to have died in Palestine at the end of the third century A. D. The dragon is a medieval 

symbolizing evil, usually paganism and its destruction by St George symbolized the victory of addition 

Christianity over the pagan faith. To the educated Victorian mind, which was convinced of the 

civilizing nature of conquest, the representation of this myth by Poynter on the national coinage at a 

time of great colonial expansion served to reinforce these beliefs and symbolize the victory of the British 

Empire over barbaric' nations. 

59The interest in Roman hairstyles is reflected in an exhaustive article entitled "Har-Dressing of Roman Ladies as Illustrated on Coins", 
iThe N mini vatic Chronicle and Journal of the Royal Numismatic Society. Vol VI, Bernard Quatritch, London, 1906. 

A discussion of Poyntc i theoretical notions of ideal beauty (as expressed essentially in the lectures presorted at the Slade) is included 
in Chapter 2. 
61 dis design was also used for the shilling coin 
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The myth of St George and the dragon was firmly rooted in classical legend. The original 

meaning of the myth had been lost by medieval times and subsequent ages "interpreted the image afresh 

for themselves in terms of the traditional stories from antiquity that were familiar to them. "62 Since the 

thirteenth century, the story of St George was reinvented along the lines of the Perseus myth. The saint 

is described, like his ancient predecessor, as having fought a dragon by the sea-shore, in order to rescue 

a king's daughter. Poynter was clearly fascinated by the rescue and victory aspects of the Perseus legend 

and it was the subject of a large painting which he executed for Lord Wharncliffe's billiard room in 

1872. It is important to briefly explore Poynter's re-classicization of the image of St George in the 

context of earlier coins representing the saint. 

The classical associations between St George and Perseus had previously been emphasized in 

the first English coin design to feature the myth; the crown piece of 1818 (fig 81). This image, designed 

by Benedetto Pistrucci, is seminal to the development of British coin design as in its use of classical 

types it demonstrated a complete departure from the past tradition of English coinage. 63 Reverses of 

earlier coins had traditionally either shown a king's equestrian figure or a heraldic device of arms. 

Coinage historians have been keen to emphasize the originality and classical nature of Pistrucci's design. 

C. H. V. Sutherland, for example, has commented that in this design 

... we see a motif borrowed from Italian coins of a much earlier period and applied 
with complete appropriateness to English coinage- St George slaying the dragon, 
surrounded by the Garter bearing its motto "Honi soft qui mal y pense. " The 

composition is, in fact, a reversion to complete classical idiom, and, with its naked 
Greek-armed horseman mounted on a Parthenon-style horse, breathes the whole 
essence of the revivalism of the times. M 

Pistrucci, as Sutherland implies, produced his design during the Greek Revival of the arts which 

spanned the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The solid, monumental classicism of the St 

George reverse was complimented by the portrait of King George on the obverse, which is also indebted 

to classical artistic conventions (fig 82). Pistrucci has powerfully characterized the king in this brooding 

image; the classically curling hair and elegant laurel wreath contrast sharply with the heavily lidded eye 

62james Hall, Dictionary of Su jogs and Symbols in Art John Murray Lid, Lmdon, 1995, p. 136. 
63G1i V. Suthaland, A in Coinage (Tbe Aesthetics of money from Greece to the Present Davt B. T. Batsford Ltd, Landon, 1955, 

196. g4ibid 
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and "sensuously twisted lips" which are strongly reminiscent of ancient Roman character portraits of the 

Emperor Nero (fig 83). 

In contrast to Pistrucci's monumental design which betrays the influence of ancient Greek 

sculpture, Poynter's image of St George (fig 80) appears to be totally Romanized in character. He has 

depicted St George as a lithe, sinewy figure wearing the moulded breast-plate, cape and grieves of a 

Roman cavalry officer. The curious plumed helmet recalls the headgear worn by Roman soldiers, 

especially those represented on Trajan's Column (fig 84). Poynter would have been very familiar with 

these images of the Roman military, from casts displayed in the Cast Room at the South Kensington 

Museum. 

It is interesting to speculate that Poynter romanized his image of St George for a specific 

purpose, as he was evidently aware of the more conventional interpretation of the saint as a medieval 

warrior. 65 In 1870 he designed a mosaic for the House of Lords which included a very traditional 

interpretation of St George (fig 85). The saint is represented in the armour of a medieval warrior, he 

brandishes a sword and a piece of his broken lance protrudes from the neck of the dragon which lies 

dead at his feet. 66 In this context, Poynter's representation of the patron saint of England as a Roman 

warrior on the national coinage, would imply a definite analogy between the ancient Roman and modem 

British Empire. This elegant, dynamic image of victory in the face of great adversity was disseminated 

widely and would have served to reinforce Victorian notions of power and Empire. The allusions to 

Empire were further intensified by the introduction of a new portrait of the Queen on the obverse of the 

Crown coin. This portrait, designed by Thomas Brock (fig 86), was the first on a British coin to include 

the inscription IND IMP added to Victoria's titles, which drew attention to her status as Empress of 

India. 67 

Poynter's designs for medals and coins formed a small, yet essential part of his artistic oeuvre 

and offer intriguing new insights into his classicism as a whole. Indeed it has only recently been 

recognized that Poynter's "strange pieces are quite unlike any contemporary medallic work and ... stand 

alone in the history of the medal. "68 

65Hall, op. cit, note 62 p. 137. Hall claims that St George is often depicted wearing the armour of a medieval knight, "particularly in the 

art of Northern Europe". 
66ibid Han lists these as the traditional accoutrements St George. 
67Peter Seaby, The Story of British Coinage. B. ASeaby Lid, London, 1990, p. 158. 
68M. Jones, The Art ofthe MedaL 1979, p. 116. Also quoted in Inglis, op. cit, note 27, p. 17. 
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Following the completion of his designs for the coinage of 1894, Poynter concentrated purely 

on painting until his death in 1919. The increasing pressures of his demanding roles as Director of the 

National Gallery and President of the Royal Academy and his status as a leading painter of the period 

appear to have left him little time to concentrate on any other aspects of his art. As a committed 

classicist, rigorously allying himself with the past, Poynter also used his paintings to convey 

contemporary notions of Empire. An examination of specific paintings of Roman subjects can-reveal 

Poynter's use of imperial motifs and serve to further highlight the allusions to Empire which he made in 

his work. 

ii) The Imperial Hero- the rejection of the exemplum virtutis and the emergence of the anonymous 'hero' 
in Po t is paintings 

Poynter's paintings of specific Roman imperial subjects were produced almost exclusively 

during his early career. The imperialist sentiments exhibited in the large historical canvasses of this 

early period can be fully appreciated from a study of three of his best known pieces - Faithful Unto 

Death (1865) (fig 11), Israel in Egypt (1867 RA) (fig 12) and The Catapult (1868 RA. ) (fig 9). An 

analysis of a rare example of an historical painting produced during his later period, The Ides of March 

(1883) (fig 56) can also serve to highlight Poynter's mature imperial visions. 

These grand historical pictures epitomise late Victorian ideologies surrounding the nature of 

heroism; a crucial notion, at the very heart of nineteenth- century imperial ideologies. The ever- 

evolving Victorian concept of the 'hero' is seminal to an understanding of the relevance Poynter's 

historical paintings had for contemporary society. 

During the eighteenth century, the tradition of Roman history painting had "centred on the 

notion of the exemplum virtutis, the exemplary deed of the Roman hero who sacrifices his private 

interests for the sake of the public good"69 These early concepts of history painting were essentially 

codified by Sir Joshua Reynolds in his Discourses and large-scale pictures of elevating and grand 

classical subjects were produced by artists such as Benjamin West and J. L. David. The exemplum virtutis 

69Elizabeth Prdtejohn, "Recreating Rome in Victorian Painting: From History to Getue", in liversidge & Edwards (eds), Imaginina 

Rome (British Artists and Rome in the Nineteenth ý*v - 
Merrell Holberton Ltd, London, 1996, p. 56. 
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as represented in the work of late eighteenth and early nineteenth- century artists, was generally 

represented as being performed by named heroes, often men of rank and wealth. David's Oath of the 

Horatii (1784-5) and B. RHaydon's Marcus Curtius Leaping into the Gulf typify this form of early 

history painting and depict specific figures from Roman myth and history performing exemplary deeds. 

These figures occupy the centre of the paintings and are depicted as larger than life, giants amongst 

men, performing acts of utmost bravery with scant regard for personal welfare. During this period, 

history painting occupied a high status and due to the often erudite subject matter, "the didacticism of 

the exemplum virtutis was scarcely applicable except to members of a ruling class" who had the benefits 

of a classical education. Y° 

By the late Victorian period, the concept of history painting had significantly altered. 

Reynolds' ideas continued to occupy a singularly prominent position in the mentality of the nineteenth 

century, yet they were reinterpreted and reworked by artists such as Poynter in accordance with current 

ideologies and artistic practices. In many mays Poynter can be deemed to have consciously assumed the 

mantle of Reynolds and asserted himself at the forefront of the Victorian art world both artistically and 

academically in an attempt to revive the faded neoclassical tradition in Britain. Through constant 

allusion and reference in his lectures to the theories of Reynolds, whose academically classical ideas 

were of such importance to the earlier neoclassical revival, Poynter set himself up as his worthy 

successor at the cutting edge of Victorian classicism. 
71 

Despite his emulation of earlier neoclassical tenets, Poynter's notion of history painting and the 

functions which his work performed, differed quite markedly from the traditional concepts of the genre 

delineated by Reynolds. Poynter's most obvious departures from the Reynoldsian ideal of history 

painting were in his repudiation of the notion of the exemplum virtutis and infrequent portrayal of 

Roman 'heroes'. Poynter introduced a new heroic type into his art in his earliest historical paintings 

which was antithetic to the traditional neoclassical notion of the hero. Significantly, these 'heroes' as 

represented in Faithful unto Death (1865) (fig 11) and The Catapult (1868) (fig 9) "tend to be unnamed 

70ibid, p. 57. 
71 For a full discussion of We influence of Reynolds on Poy ts artistic theories see Chapter 1. 
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figures, lost to the written historical record. "72 Prettejohn eloquently describes the reversion of the 

conventional heroic type in Poynter's art; 

The commanding officer in The Catapult occupies a compositional position that is the 
reverse of the heroic, according to the traditions of history painting; he is removed 
from the central position traditionally associated with the 'hero', and placed behind a 
group of anonymous soldiers. At centre stage is a male nude, certainly a reference to 
the traditions of history painting, but cast in the role of a common soldier, his pose 
may resemble those of the warriors on the Parthenon metopes, but his task is merely to 
assist in turning the windlass. 73 

It can be posited that Poynter's emulation of the common soldier was a reflection of the shifting late 

Victorian notion of the 'hero'. The vogue of hero worship, as previously mentioned, continued to pivot 

on the emulation of acknowledged 'great' men, yet as the century progressed and the imperial vista 

widened, men of lower rank who played a small, but essential role in the running of the Empire became 

elevated by public opinion. Indeed, Spiers indicates that the Victorian army as a whole, not just specific 

individual officers, was lauded by the public. Imperial societies, such as the Victoria League, were set 

up to support the Beer war effort and sceptics "struggled against the flood-tide of imperial propaganda 

and the adulation of the army in its colonial exploits. "74 

The role of the common soldier in defending the Empire was also popularized by late Victorian 

songs, such as "Let me like a soldier fall" (1870$) and Rudyard Kipling's "The Absent-Minded Beggar" 

(1899). 75 Contemporary Victorian writers were also keen to emphasize the pivotal role the "Common" 

person had to play in the structure of the nation. Asa Briggs discusses the ideas of J. R. Green whose 

popular book, written in 1874, A Short History of the English Peon stressed the importance of 

"common things" to the fabric of English national history, 

According to Green, history of all kinds had to deal not only with English "Kings of 
English Conquest" but with the "common people" and how they lived. War should 
not dominate the story. Swords had to be beaten into ploughshares. 76 

The didacticism of the earlier tradition of history painting which was generally accessible only 

to the classically- educated upper classes, was broadened during the late Victorian age by paintings such 

72Pretejdm, 
op. ci , note 69 p. 59. 

73ibid. 
74Spias, op. cit, note 12 p. 186. 
7SP. Summatield, "Patriotism and Fmpirc Maio-liall Entertained 1870-1914", pp. 31-37 
in Mackenzie (ed), In erialicm and Popular Culture Manchester University Press, Manchester, 1986, p. 45. 
76iß op. cit, note 52 p. 143. 
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as Faithful unto Death (fig 11). As the process of the democratization of art intensified, the ordinary 

Victorian gallery visitor saw the ancient equivalent of the brave contemporary soldier, whose image was 

constantly reproduced in the popular press77, represented on the walls of the Royal Academy. The type 

of anonymous 'hero' propagated by Poynter had a universal appeal and functioned as a didactic image for 

all sectors of society. 

The changes within nineteenth-century historiography and the vast quantities of archaeological 

finds made during this period, also played a great part in the evolution of Poynter's anonymous hero 

'type'. The unprecedented archaeological discoveries made during excavations at Pompeii and 

Herculaneum had revealed remarkable information about the everyday life of ancient people and 

historiographers began widening their studies "far beyond the traditional concentration on the major 

events of political history. "78 Poynter's paintings such as Faithful unto Death, which meticulously 

recorded archaeologically correct elements, like the type of graffito found at Pompeii, functioned in 

tandem with the large amounts of books which were written on the minutiae of everyday life in the 

ancient world. 79 

The soldier represented in Faithful unto Death functioned on one level as a complex symbol of 

patriotic virtue. This young Roman soldier heroically remaining at his post as Vesuvius erupts 

embodied the decisive human qualities which underpinned the Victorian ideal of a true Englishman in 

the face of great adversity: "... patriotism, duty, honour, courage, endurance, and a willingness to meet a 

noble death. "80 Poynter's image was inspired by archaeological fact and reflected Sir William Gell's 

romantic account in Pompeiana (1817-19), which described the excavation of a human skeleton still 

gripping a lance, probably a sentinel "who preferred dying at his post to quitting it for the more 

ignominious death which, in conformity with the severe discipline of his country, would have awaited 

him. "8' This report was further popularized by Bulwer-Lytton in his book The Last Days of Pompeii 

77There are many examples of battle scenes depicting the anonymous soldier in the late Victorian popular press. Amongst the most 
famous were those produced by the war artist Melton Prior, during the late 1860s, who wert into battle armed with his double-barrelled 

shatgun and a pencil. Prior's pictures popularizing the anonymous hero were reproduced in the I ustrated London News. 
78Prettejohn, op. oit, note 69, p. 56. 
79 s such as Maria Millingim Evans's Chapters on Greek Dress (1893) were extremely popular during this period 
80Spiers, op. cit, note 12 p. 185. 
81 Sir William Gell & John P. Gandy, PPo peiana TheTopography. Edifices and Ornaments of Pompeii Rodwell & Martin, London, 

1817-1819, p. 94. 
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(1834) (bk 5 ch 6). In his account Bulwer-Lytton describes the tragic sentry who remained at his post as 

an'automaton' of the ruthless Empire, destroyed by his allegiance to his Empire; 

... the lightning flashed over his livid face and polished helmet, but his stern features 
were composed even in their awe! He remained erect and motionless at his post. That 
hour itself had not animated the ruthless majesty of Rome into the reasoning and self- 
acting man. There he stood, amidst the 8ashing elements: he had not received the 
permission to desert his station and escape. 

Lytton infused his account with historical realism by including an addendum to his description which 

stated that "The skeletons of more than one sentry were found at their posts. "83 Poynter's Faithful unto 

death is an almost exact visual translation of Lytton's literary description. However, as Norman Vance 

has pointed out the "distinctly ironic edge to Bulwer- Lytton's account of sentries too well drilled to be 

independently sensible ... did not survive into Poynter's sombrely heroic painting. "84 Poynter's sentry is 

a human, not an automaton, as emphasized by the conflicting emotions which play across his face; he is 

both terrified and resolutely determined to stay at his post and remain loyal to his values. 85 In this 

respect, this painting served to reinforce Victorian ideals of patriotism and stoic virtue. 

Poynter's sentry has traditionally been regarded as a complex symbol of Empire. This 

conventional perception has given recent art historians scope to postulate alternative imperial readings 

of Faithful unto death. Prettejohn, for example, has preferred to read Poynter's image as a direct 

translation of Lytton's literary condemnation of imperial authority. She has asserted an equally tenable 

'imperialist' interpretation of Faithful unto death and claims that "the soldier's submission to despotic 

imperial authority can be seen in antithesis to the free British soldier of Victoria's enlightened 

empire. "86 

The patriotic message which was asserted by Poynter's sentry had important connotations for 

the British imperial cause, although it is only recently that scholars are beginning to perceive this image 

as a glorification of Victorian imperialism in Roman guise. 87 The Indian Mutiny of 1857 had been 

suppressed during terrible conditions and was still a recent memory for the art audience of 1865. 

82Lflrd Bulwer-Lytton, The La-a Days of Pon eii George Routledge & sons Ltd, Manchester and New York, 1850 (reprint), p. 402. 
83ibid. Also quoted in Vance, op. cit, note 1, p. 242. 
84Vance, op. cit, note 1, p. 242. 
85ln this " ev on to values' amtet, it is possible to see Poyntet"s sartry as the pagan equivalent to Christian martyrs who were 

popularly depicted by late Victorian painters such as Waterhouse (StEulalia, 1885). 
OQPrett6ohn, op. cit, note 69 p. 128. 
87This view has been asserted by George P. Landow, "Vidorianized Romans: Images of Rome in Victorian Painting", Browning 
Institute Studi }ID, 1984, p. 34. 
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Against the context of contemporary political events, Poynter's sentinel can, therefore, be legitimately 

interpreted as symbolizing the unwavering resolution and power of the British empire as a whole, 

against overwhelming odds. 

On a more fundamental level, the Indian Mutiny had emphasized the need for extreme devotion 

to duty in the most hostile of circumstances and in this respect 

... the sentinel at Pompeii became a celebrity in the 1860s, an honorary Briton, 

ýýrere 
gnted by Poynter as standing unflinching at his post with lava cascading round 

This image was variously adopted by contemporary Victorian writers as the ultimate symbol of patriotic 

virtue. The young audience who read Charlotte Mary Yonge's A Book of Golden Deeds were reminded 

that the bones of the sentinel "have remained even until our own times to show how a Roman soldier did 

his duty"89; a sentiment which was reinforced and given visual expression by Poynter's painting. 

Norman Vance has highlighted Poynter's influence on his nephew Rudyard Kipling who had 

spent his formative years in colonial India. During his childhood in India, Kipling had "observe(d) the 

thanklessness and the importance of faithful service" and became interested in the ancient Roman cult 

of Mithras, which had been extremely popular with Roman troops, especially in Britain. 90 Vance has 

argued that Kipling's "Song of Mithras", included in his Puck of Pook's Hill (1906) "is a Romano-British 

soldiers' song which bleakly invokes the spirit of Uncle Ned's Faithful unto Death. "91 Certainly the 

final line of this song, "Mithras, also a soldier, teach us to die aright! "92, recalls the example of 

Poynter's sentry who, for the late Victorians, served as a role model of military, imperial virtue. 
93 

Faithful unto Death was universally acclaimed and this intensely patriotic picture, with its appeal to 

British nationalism secured Poynter's position in the Royal Academy. 

Poynter returned to a Roman military theme in The Catapult (1868) (fig 9). This painting is a 

rare example of a late nineteenth-century image of classical military action and makes reference to the 

earlier neoclassical tradition of paintings of subjects taken from Roman history. Despite its ostensibly 

88Vance, op. cit, note 1, p. 242. 
89Chark*tc Mary Ymge, A Book of Golden Deedz Everyman's library, London, p. 4. 
9OVanoe, op. cit, note 1, p. 242-243. 
91 bid, p. 243. 
92Rudyard Kipliog, Puck of Pocks Hi1L Maanillan, London, 1906, p. 191. Also quoted in Vance, ibid. 
93 ,, y sources indicate that Poynter was a devoted supporter of his nephew's literary career. Poynter appears as the character 

Lorimer in George du Mauriers I[i1b (p. 141) and is described as an avid reads of "Mr Rudyard Kiplings delightful stories. " 
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Republican theme, 94 the glorification of the anonymous hero and the awesome efficiency of the Roman 

military machine in this painting reflect ideas central to the Victorian notion of Empire. On the most 

elementary level, this image of the famous victory of the Romans over a formidable adversary 

encouraged analogies with the British who were becoming increasingly involved in overseas imperial 

expansion. In The Studio of 1897, Monkhouse emphasized the didactic purpose of Poynter's The 

Catapult and Israel in Egypt. He claimed that these paintings 

... seek to realize some circumstances in the history of past civilizations which demand 
a greater exercise of ingenuity on the part of the imagination. They were mighty 
struggles and not without their reward. "95 

Monkhouse alludes to the existence of an imperial subtext within these pictures. He personally 

reinforces this subtext with his assertion of the spoils of victory, a possible reference to recent Victorian 

imperial expansion and the hard fought British victory in India? Other Victorian critics made more 

explicit reference to the imperial connotations which The Catapult had for contemporary England. In 

1896, Herbert Sharp singled out The Catapult as a "masterly" example of Poynter's work and described 

it as 

... a subject of intense interest, representing the arts of war as practised by the ancient 
Romans, and the comparison thereby suggested in the working of their cumbrous 
pieces of siege-artillery with the polished engines of destruction of modern days. 96 

This review is entirely focused upon Poynter's representation of the mechanisms of war and indicates the 

extent to which warfare and by extension Britain's imperial efforts were impinging upon the Victorian 

subconscious. Sharp draws the standard Victorian analogy between the ancient Roman Empire and the 

modem British Empire, yet also implicitly highlights the differences between these two imperial causes 

by emphasizing the sophistication of the instruments of contemporary warfare in comparison to ancient 

siege technology: the Romans used "cumbrous pieces of siege-artillery" which contrasts sharply with 

"the polished engines of destruction" used by the modem British. Sharp's careful use of terminology in 

describing ancient and contemporary systems of warfare betrays a confidence in the modem imperial 

94The rosa q ticn Delenda Est Carthago SPQR on the main stay of the catapult implies a Punic War subject. 95M ousei op. cit, note 28 p. 14. 
96H, ß Sharp, "A Shod Account ofthe work of Edward John Poynter R. A". in The Landon, 1896, p. 7. 
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cause and carries the implicit assurance that the sophisticated efficiency of the contemporary war- 

machine will ensure the permanence of the modern British Empire. 

The Catapult, like Faithful unto Death, is also a celebration of the ordinary soldier who, as 

discussed previously, was beginning to occupy an increasingly prominent place in the Victorian vogue of 

hero worship. Contrary to the conventions of academic history painting, there is no single hero 

represented in this picture and the men all work together as a single fighting force. Poynter also flouted 

academic convention in this painting by depicting an ordinary soldier in the nude in the central 

foreground of his picture; a position traditionally reserved for the exalted "hero". 97 By positioning a 

common soldier in the space traditionally reserved for the hero and by representing him in the nude, a 

status conventionally only associated with elevated classical figures, Poynter can be seen to be 

deliberately emphasizing the role of the anonymous man in the mechanisms of nation. This courageous 

figure, fulfilling his duties in the face of great adversity, can be seen as the Republican equivalent, the 

ancestor even, of the imperial Roman sentry represented in Faithful unto death. 

The Catapult embodies the romanticized warrior ethos which pivoted on notions of masculinity 

and underpinned the popular imperialism of the period. Victorian writers such as Edwin P. Hood 

described these "new conceptions of man, partly true, partly false, but all terminating in the idea of 

power. Man in the civilized world feels a kind of omnipotence. "98 These romantic gender-specific 

Victorian ideals of strength focused on the notion of powerful masculinity and became characterized by 

the aphorism "Toughness of muscle and toughness of heart. "99 These ideals found their visual 

expression in paintings such as The Catapult, the physically supreme nude fighter at the centre of the 

picture is clearly an active protagonist and as such he embodied a prevalent Victorian ideal of 

masculinity which equated 'maleness' with power and strength. 

In literature, notions of the masculine ideal were also frequently applied to military men and 

produced the category of the romantic warrior. Even the most hardened war correspondents produced 

romanticized accounts of British soldiers in battle. 100 Diane Sachko Macleod has stressed the link 

97 Prettejolm, op. crt, aae 69 p. 130. 
98 in P. Nood, Ibe Age and its Arcl±ite . Tea Ch tens on the Englishpýple in relaion to Lhetimes (1850), London, 1852, p. 14. 
"Houghton, op. cit, aale 50, p. 198. 
100M example of this trend can be seat in U. W. Steev®s, With Kitchener to Khartoum Blackwood, Edinburgh, 1898, pp. 146-7. 
Steevens describes the fearless soldiers who faced danger with "their locked faces turned unswervingly towards the bullets. " 
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between the emergence of this popular masculine type in the art and literature of the period and modem 

constructions of masculinity which were derived from notions surrounding the "ordinary" man; 

Active, robust, and energized, this figure of manhood countered the effete model 
adopted by devotees of the Aesthetic movement... the strength and manliness of the 
English worker stood for progressive modernism at its finest, unlike the languid men 
who appear in Burne-Jones's Chant dAmour... 101 

Poynter's paintings reinforced this ideal of manhood and his work was frequently praised for its 

"manly"qualities. 

It is possible that Poynter was originally inspired to produce The Catapult by the new British 

imperial interest in Africa during the 1860s. By the late nineteenth century, the African continent had 

been largely subjugated by British and also French imperial adventure. Algeria had been placed under 

French imperial rule which in turn, encouraged interest in neighbouring Tunisia, "where what little was 

left of Hannibal's Carthage, the precise site of which had just been identified, was subjected to European, 

particularly French and English, archaeological investigation. "102 Poynter's inspiration for The 

Catapult may in part have derived from an awareness of this new British archaeological incursion into 

Tunisia and also by Gustave Flaubert's Salammbo(1862), an exotic and barbaric tale of ancient 

Carthage. Norman Vance has wryly speculated, that, 

It is tempting to imagine the ultra-respectable Poynter conscientiously shutting his 
mind to all the lurid sex and sadism in the novel to concentrate on the technical detail 
of Carthaginian siege warfare it offered. 

103 

The issue surrounding the source material which Poynter may have been inspired by to produce The 

Catapult is debatable and encourages speculation. There is little doubt, however, that, through this 

painting, Poynter was drawing direct analogies between the engineering expertise of the Romans and 

the technical abilities of the burgeoning Victorian Empire. This picture was commissioned by the 

eminent engineering tycoon Sir Joseph Pease and his interests are reflected by the massive siege engine 

which has been depicted with a painstaking attention to detail. ' Machinery also played a crucial part 

in contributing to the expansion of England during the Victorian period and Poynter's picture, through 

101Diane Sathko Macleod, Art and the Victorian Middle Class (money and the making of cultural iderrtity . Cambridge University 
Press, 1996. P. M. 
102Vanc, 

, op , it. note 1, p. 240. 
103ibid, p. 242. 
104 ster Wood, Olympian Dreamers Constable and Company Ltd, Lmdan, 1983, p. 137. 
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its concentration on a destructive mechanical force, highlights the role which machinery played in the 

construction of Empire and by proxy glorified men like Pease who were responsible for the invention of 

these machines. 

The technical achievements of a dominant ancient nation, were also celebrated in Poynter's 

Israel in Egypt (1867) (fig 12) which was commissioned by an engineering magnate, Sir Joseph 

Hawkshaw. The Egyptians' engineering capabilities are glorified in the depiction of the wooden cart 

which has been constructed and is able to support the weight of the massive porphyry lion. The 

arrangement of buildings in the background of this picture also alludes to the Egyptians' massive 

technical achievements. The monuments represented occupy a wide geographical spread in realityl05 

and certain buildings, such as the Roman temple known as "Trajan's Kiosk" postdate the period of the 

Israelites' captivity in Egypt. l()6 Poynter was well read in Egyptian history and it must be perceived that 

the anachronistic arrangement of monuments was a deliberate attempt to draw attention to the sheer 

scale of the accomplishments of this ancient civilization. The Biblical subject of Israel in Egypt 

allegedly occurred to Poynter during a session at the Langharn Sketching Club at which each member 

was required to produce a drawing from their imagination of the prescribed theme of the night - 

"Work. " 107 His automatic association of industry with the engineering achievements of a formidable 

ancient kingdom indicates the extent to which both the ancient world and the technical advances of the 

Victorian age impinged on his consciousness. 

On a more complex, yet conjectural level, Israel in Egypt can possibly be interpreted as a visual 

comment on the topic of subject nations. Notions surrounding the victor and the vanquished in the 

context of Empire were widely debated during the late Victorian period. At this time British foreign 

policy began to encroach further into Egypt and the Sudan as the Empire was expanded to include 

African territorial commitments. Despite British interest, Egypt was nominally under the control of 

Ottoman Turkey. In this context, it is interesting to speculate that Israel in Egypt, which depicts the 

subjugation of a nation by a dominant force, may symbolize the contemporary British stance as a 

105See Patrick Cmner, 'Wedding Ardiaeology to Art: Poyntees Israel in Egypt, in influences in Victorian Art and Arch Ledure ed. by 
Sarah Maoready and F. H. Tbompson, Society of Antiquities, London, 1985, pp. 112-121. Comer describes the historical anachronisms 
within this painting, such as the deliberate misplacing ofthe obelisk at Heliopolis, the Great Pyramid of Giza and the Temple of Seti I at 

1 
Gouma (behind the lion) in dose correspondence (p. 112). 

ibid. 107Mouse6 
op. cit, note 28, p. 10. 
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subjected race in the larger Ottoman Empire. At the time during which this painting was produced, 

Victorian anxiety had been aroused following Prussian victories in France. These anxieties at possible 

subjugation by foreign nations were expressed in the "invasion fantasy" which became a hugely popular 

form of fiction in the early 1870s. This genre was pioneered in 1871 by Captain George Chesney who 

wrote the highly imaginative "The Battle of Dorking", describing a successful German invasion of 

Britain, exploiting Britain's defensive weaknesses. 
108 This account caused such a commotion when it 

was published in Blackwoods Edinburgh Magazine that the Prime Minister, Gladstone, was forced to 

"speak out against the dangers of alarmist literature. "109 In contrast to these overt displays of imperial 

anxiety in literature, the perceived allusions to Victorian subjugation in Israel in Egypt are extremely 

subtle. 

It is also possible to elucidate Poynter's imperial visions in The Ides of March (1883) (fig 56). 

The particular imperial significance of this picture lies in Poynter's unusually sympathetic portrayal of 

Caesar. As Prettejohn points out "The Ides of March is a rare example of a Victorian picture of Roman 

history that makes a 'hero' of its protagonist. "110 Poynter's colleague Alma-Tadema, in particular, 

entertained notions of Roman imperial despotism and commonly portrayed Emperors such as Claudius, 

Augustus and Heliogabalus as physically grotesque, cruel or depraved figures. 111 

Julius Caesar served as a complex and ambiguous example for Victorian artists and writers. 

During the early nineteenth century, Napoleon's adoption of Julius Caesar as a role model "made 

England a little nervous" about referring to him as a political ideal. 112 The debate over Caesar raged 

for most of the century. Writers such as Thomas Arnold were "disgusted" by him, whilst others like 

James Anthony Froude perceived Caesar as a demi-god and drew parallels between his life and that of 

Christ. 113 By the time when Poynter produced his Ides of March, the contemporary German 

historiographer Theodor Mommsen had championed Caesar's cause in his seminal text, The History of 

Rome. As Linda Dowling has commented, Mommsen's revaluation of Caesar and also his revision of 

i08Spiers, 
op. cit, note 12, p. 198. 

ibid. II Opi. ettejnote 69, p. 1 50. 
111 See Alim_Tadema'sA Roman Emperor, A. D. 41(1871), An audience at Agrippa's (1876) and The roses ofHeliogabalus (1888). 
The most thorough analysis of the representation of the "anti-hero" in late Victorian painting. is included in Prettejohn, op. cit, note 68, 

IN. 60-61. 
2 Vance, op. c it, note 1. p. 75. 

113Sce Vance, op. cit, note 1, p. 76. Vance quotes Thomas Arnold, Iii. o of the Lamer Roman Commonweahh. I, pp. 263,403 £ and 
Froude, Caesar. A Sketch 1879. 
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later Roman history "deeply influenced the transvaluation of Roman decadence" carried out by late 

Victorian writers and artists. 114 

The Ides of March typifies this new train of thought which perceived Caesar as a 'hero'. 

Poynter has chosen to illustrate one of the most poignant moments from Shakespeare's Julius Caesar 

(Act II, scene 2) when Calpurnia prophesies her husband's death. Every component of the painting is 

specifically contrived to draw our sympathies towards Caesar. Here we see Caesar the man, not Caesar 

the god. Poynter has depicted him standing alongside his loving, concerned wife. He is a diminutive 

figure whose slightly stooping frame is dwarfed by the massive, opulent architecture. The pathos of the 

subject matter is heightened by the dramatic chiaroscuric effects which imbue the scene with a sense of 

gloom and foreboding. The bust of Caesar is dramatically illuminated and looks towards the figures of 

Caesar and Calpurnia who gestures towards the fateful comet, which foretells his imminent death. 

Poynter's sympathetic portrayal of Julius Caesar, the pivotal architect of the most powerful Empire in 

history, humanizes the concept of leadership and Empire. Perhaps this painting can even be interpreted 

as a warning to contemporary imperially- confident Victorians, that even the most powerful men in 

history are not omniscient. 

It is possible to conclude, therefore, that Poynter's art functioned as a complex metaphor for the 

Victorian Empire. In his powerful historical paintings and designs for medals and coins, Poynter 

managed to convey contemporary imperial aspirations by drawing correlations between ancient Rome 

and modem Britain. The often subtle imperial messages which lie behind Poynter's work were 

accessible to all sectors of society. His paintings were exhibited in the national academies during the 

period of the greatest democratization of art and his overtly imperial designs were disseminated widely 

through the national coinage. Poynter's images of Empire must be perceived as functioning didactically, 

as important signifiers and symbols of the Victorian nation and also as subjective manifestations of his 

own personal ideologies. In this dual context, Poynter's imperial visions form a vital and understudied 

part of his oeuvre and elucidate yet another crucial facet of his classicism. 

114Linda D ling, "Roman Decadence and Victorian Historiogaphy", Victorian Studies. Vol. 28, number 4, (Summer 1985), pp. 573- 
607, p. 596. 
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Nineteenth-century receptions of classical antiquity were expressed through numerous artistic 

mediums in the late Victorian period. One of the most intriguing and currently understudied means 

through which the Victorians expressed artistically their interpretations of the classical past was in the 

staging of theatrical productions played out against the backdrop of the ancient world. The investigation 

of this aspect of the nineteenth-century stage is an important consideration for the study of Victorian 

classicism as a whole and can shed much light on contemporary painting and the classical sensibilities 

of nineteenth-century British society in general. 

At the time of the greatest concentration of 'classical' productions in the nineteenth-century 

theatre, approximately 1880-19011, the Victorian classical revival in painting was at its peak. The links 

and correspondences between dramatic and artistic representations of the ancient world were particularly 

strong during this period. A study of the stage productions in which the Victorian classical painters 

were involved reveals intriguing new insights into the reciprocal influences between the theatre and 

painting at this time. In order fully to appreciate the importance of nineteenth-century stage productions 

set in the ancient world, the reasons for the emergence of the 'classical' play at this time and the 

involvement of artists such as Poynter in the theatre must first be discussed. 

In a society steeped in classicism which influenced art, architecture, literature, furniture design, 

and even women's fashion it "was but a short step to the stage performance". 2 The range of Victorian 

'classical' plays that were produced varied considerably. These productions included revivals of Greek 

drama, original nineteenth-century plays set in antiquity, revivals of Shakespearian plays set in the 

ancient world and aesthetic productions based on classical precedents. In addition to this desire for all 

things classical, the pictorial aesthetic which dominated Victorian theatre production was the other most 

notable reason for the involvement of late nineteenth-century classical painters in dramatic productions. 

Artists such as Alma-Tadema and Poynter, who produced popular, detailed representations of the 

ancient world and possessed a superior classical knowledge, were ideally suited to the requirements of 

1flese dates span the period from the fast involvement of the Victorian classical painters in the theatre (in the Oxford University 
'Agameamon', 1880), to the last recorded involvema t (Alma-Taderna in Irvings Coriolanus', 1901). 
2 William Gaunt, Victorian Oj=us. Jonathan Cape lid, Landon, 1975, p. 124. 
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the contemporary classical revival theatre and were employed as advisers and set designers. The artistic 

ability to translate and disseminate information on the classical world into an accurate and easily 

understandable pictorial form, was much sought after by theatrical producers. In this respect, painters 

such as Poynter who were involved in set design acted as guarantors of historical accuracy. They were 

endowed with great authority and dictated 

.. the images of Greece and Rome presented not only within the picture frame but also 
on the stage, painters had virtually exclusive responsibility for establishing their era's 
"picture" of the ancient world. 3 

A pictorial aesthetic had dominated theatrical productions since the 1850s. As early as 1858 

one critic commented of stage drama, "All must be made palpable to sight. "4 The domination of the 

pictorial over the poetical in the theatre persisted until the turn of the twentieth century. This was partly 

due to the widespread contemporary notion that audiences lacked the visual imagination of their 

ancestors because they were "too accustomed to pictures that told them everything". 5 Stage productions 

were, therefore, expected to communicate to their audiences in a primarily pictorial way. By the end of 

the century theatrical productions were often valued solely for their pictorial content. In 1899 Max 

Beerbohm summed up the sentiments of contemporary audiences: 

Our public cares not at all for the sound of words, and will not tolerate poetry on the 
stage unless it also gets gorgeous and solid scenery, gorgeous and innumerable 
supers... The poetry must be short and split; must be subordinated to the action of the 
piece and to the expensive scenery and the expensive costumes. 6 

The new pictorial demands placed on the theatre at this time were essentially made by an audience 

conditioned by the doctrines of contemporary art. The old Georgian system of stage scenery that relied 

on simple sets became increasingly outmoded. Booth maintains that the Victorians objected to the 

stilted, primitive old system of scenery due to their increasing acceptance of "the doctrine of realism, or 

at least verisimilitude in art". 7 The Victorians had been conditioned by the dominant artistic trends of 

the day to admire realism, which they saw achieved on many different levels of art from the socially 

realist paintings of Frith and the Pre-Raphaelites, to the precisely detailed reconstructions of the ancient 

3Robyn Patricia Asleson, Classic into Modern- the inspiration of antiquity in English painting- 18641918. Ph. D., Yale University, 
1993, p. 213. 
4William Bo. Jiam Donne, Essays on the Drama__ La dan, 1858, p. 206. 
5Michael Booth, Theatre in the Victorian Age. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1991, p. 95. 
OSaturday Review_ 8 April, 1899. 
'Booth, op. c, note 5, p. 74. 
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world by Poynter and Alma-Tadema. Current artistic trends clearly encouraged the Victorians to 

cultivate a "less abstract" visual taste: 

The general public and the theatre audience included in that public craved concrete 
images of historical and contemporary reality in the book and magazine illustrations, 
prints, magic lantern slides, panoramas and paintings they saw. Legend and history 
had to be actualised and made visually familiar and accessible. The domestic feeling 
that permeated Victorian taste and Victorian art meant that the everyday or historical 
environment- the streets, public buildings, and parks of London, or the Realto, the 
villa of an Ephesian courtesan, Juliet's bedroom, and Faust's study-were re-created in 
art forms for public consumption. 8 

The movement of the stage towards realism began as early as 18559 and theatrical production methods 

were increasingly developed along the lines of contemporary painting. At a time when archaeology was 

developing as an academic discipline, the painted medium was often used, to varying degrees, by artists 

such as Poynter to articulate visually and disseminate recent archaeological finds. It is possible to 

perceive antiquarian and archaeological investigation as being part of the realist movement. In painting, 

literature and the theatre, the desire by some Victorians to recreate the past as correctly as possible "was 

only the other side of the coin" from the desire by their counterparts to represent images of contemporary 

life. '0 The great Victorian desire to see how the ancients actually lived, was doubly satisfied by the 

classical domestic genre paintings of Poynter and Alma-Tadema and by contemporary plays set in 

antiquity. Booth has concluded that nineteenth-century productions which included lavish, 

archaeologically correct scenes, succeeded on two levels 

When archaeology came together with spectacle on the stage, as it often did, in 
splendid processions, the market-places of ancient cities and sumptuous palace 
banquets, it satisfied public demand twice over. 11 

It is important, therefore, to place the classical movement in the late Victorian theatre in 

context, and to view it as part of the artistic classical revival in general. Essentially, it can be perceived 

as functioning in a similar way to Victorian classical painting, indicating receptions of antiquity and 

disseminating information about the ancient world. By the end of the nineteenth century, critics were 

discussing the contemporary "movement towards a sincere union between the stage and studio" and 

8Mithael Booth, Victorian Spectacular Theatre 1850-1910. Routledge & Kegan Paul, Landoe, 1981, p. 14. 
9ibid, p. 25. Booth describes how Boucicauh. 's'Janet Pride', performed at the Adelphi in 1855, featured a reproduction of the central 
court of the Old Bailey. 
10ibid, p. 19. 
11 Booth, pp. cit, note 5, p. 96. 
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lauding the didactic nature of the contemporary theatre and history painting. A critic in the Illustrated 

London News said of Lewis Wingfield's production of Shakespeare's 'Antony and Cleopatra', that 

If anyone wants 'an object lesson' in old Egypt or old Rome, they cannot do better than 
repair at once to Oxford Street. Mr Poynter himself could not have produced the 
period more truthfully. There will be no need for the present to learn Egyptian 
archaeology and costume in the cold cellars of the British Museum. It can be done 
more conveniently in the comfortable stalls of the Princess Theatre. 12 

By the late 1880s, the theatre and contemporary painting had become so entwined in the minds of 

society as a didactic force that The Magazine of Art published a long- running series of articles entitled 

"Art in the Theatre; the Stage as a School of Art and Archaeology". 

Nineteenth- century artistic receptions and representations of the ancient world were not, 

therefore, limited to easel paintings produced by eminent Academicians. The theatre was a popular 

form of entertainment during this period with all social classes. The revivals of Greek drama generally 

attracted an elite crowd, and the lavish Roman spectaculars of Henry Irving and Herbert Beerbohm Tree, 

at the Lyceum and Her Majesty's, captivated a more mainstream audience. In this respect, the late 

Victorian theatre played a large part in the wider process of the democratization of art which was 

occurring during this period. Many of these 'classical' plays travelled out from the metropolis, widening 

social awareness of the ancient world. Wilson Barrett's 'Virginius', for example, with scenery designed 

by Alma-Tadema, was shown at the Grand Theatre, Leeds in November 1893. All the major 'classical' 

plays were also reviewed by the media, in popular publications such as The Illustrated London News and 

Hutch. The theatre functioned together with galleries, painting, literature and popular reproductions of 

paintings for public purchase, to bring the ancient world to life and nationally disseminate information 

about antiquity. Through all these media, the classical world became one of the most popular subjects of 

entertainment in late nineteenth-century Britain. Classical reception was, therefore, firmly located in 

popular culture and analyses of certain Victorian 'classical' plays can help to alter our perception of how 

the classical world was viewed during this period. 

Late Victorian classical painting and the theatre enjoyed a symbiotic relationship and by 1890 

artists, such as Alma-Tadema, occupied a role of unprecedented importance in the dramatic world. The 

painter and graphic illustrator Hubert Herkomer explained the attraction the theatre held for fine artists. 

12 
e Playhouses", The Illustrated Laidon News November 22,1890, p. 647. 
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He perceived the stage as "a fundamental tool in picture construction" and described the exciting 

pictorial possibilities it offered 

It would not be unreasonable for a painter to have (a)... Ionging for a private theatre, in 
which he could experiment in scenic art, in grouping figures, and in story-malting, 
only changing his canvas for the stage in order to express with real objects and real 
people the thoughts he placed ordinarily upon canvas with brush and colour. 13 

Herkomer was a keen practical exponent of these notions and he built a small theatre in his private art 

school which allowed his students to explore the possibilities of dramatic composition. 14 

The theatre offered the Victorian classical painters the chance to achieve new and exciting 

pictorial objectives. By engaging in set design and helping to organize and arrange scenes on the stage, 

they could free their visions of the ancient world from the strictures of the flat canvas and see them 

transformed into three-dimensional reality, with real people assuming the roles of ancient folk in a 

reconstructed classical environment. As Asleson has concluded 

The theatre provided classical painters with fresh opportunities for advancing their 
fundamental goal of bringing the ancient world to life in a convincing way. The 
unique properties of the theatre enabled them to pursue aspects of historical recreation 
that were unavailable to them in painting. Moreover, while collaborating with actors, 
writers, musicians, architects, sculptors and craftsmen, classical painters experienced 
that unification of the arts which they esteemed as a hallmark of ancient Greek 
culture. 15 

The notion of stage scenes as 'living paintings' is central to our understanding of how Victorian classical 

art functioned in the theatre. Contemporary criticisms frequently describe dramatic scenes as paintings 

by Alma-Tadema and Poynter brought to life. A reviewer writing for The Stager for example, 

commented that watching Irving's 'Coriolanus' "was like studying Alma-Tadema's work through a 

magnifying glass. "16 It is also clear, as Asleson states, that these artists viewed the theatre as a means 

through which to accomplish the perceived classical unity of the arts. Alma-Tadema involved himself in 

all areas of art, including photography, illustration, architecture and many aspects of theatrical work, in 

the belief that it would aid his painting. He once commented that "the sister arts have always appeared 

13Herkomer is quoted by Shearer West, "Painting and theatre in the 1890s" in Richard Foulkes, (ed), British Theatre in the 1890s 
Cambridge University Press, 1992, p. 141. 
14W,, t, ibid, p. 140. 
i 
ýSA... sles,, a"n, op. cit, note 3, p. 213. 
1Ilýage (April 18,1901), quoted in Alicia Finkel, Romantic Stages (Scot and Costume Design in Victorian England. McFarland & 

Co. 1na, North Landon, 1996, p. 95. 
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to me indivisible different parts of a single whole. «17 The blurring of traditional boundaries between 

areas of an during this period also enabled artists to move smoothly between disciplines, exploring 

media such as set design. 18 

It was also logical that Victorian producers of plays set in the ancient world would turn to 

contemporary painters of classical subjects for inspiration as they were faced with similar challenges. 

Poynter and his colleagues were placed in a paradoxical situation. In their representations of the 

classical world, these artists had to remain true to the general, overriding notions of antiquity, yet also 

adhere to the requirements imposed on them by modem sensibilities. 19 As will be seen, Victorian 

revivalists of Greek drama faced a similar paradox and most commonly had to make modem 

concessions in their productions of ancient plays, for both pictorial and archaeological reasons. 

As will become clear, it is difficult to ascertain the precise level of involvement the Victorian 

classical painters had in the contemporary theatre. The names of Alma-Tadema, Poynter and Leighton 

are all invoked, to varying extents, in contemporary documents regarding the theatre. Unfortunately, 

however, the precise nature and extent of their involvement is often not detailed. This problem is 

further augmented by the impermanent nature of the sets and set designs themselves. Very little stage 

scenery from this period still exists and as a result we often do not have a clear idea of what it looked 

like. Fortunately, however, for the purposes of this study, there still exists a body of contemporary 

Victorian evidence in the form of theatre reviews, sketches and photographs of 'classical' productions, 

indicating the involvement of the Victorian classical painters in theatrical productions of the period. 

The links and correspondences between nineteenth-century dramatic and artistic 

representations of the ancient world can be explored in three major contexts: revivals of Greek drama in 

academic institutions; Victorian classicism in aesthetic productions and tableaux vivants; Roman 

spectaculars and toga plays. 

17Vem 0. Swanson, Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema Me painter ofthe Victorian vision of the ancient world). Ash & Grant Ltd, Laidon, 
1977, p. 28. Alma-Tade ns's belief in the ideological unification ofthe arts was shared by Leighton who published an article on the 
subject entitled "Sir Frederic Leighton on the Relation of Architecture and the Sister Arts", The Studio (3), 1894, pp. 123-124. 
18Richard kmkyns in his book Dign4 and Decadence (Harper Collins, Landon, 1991, p. 299) sees Godwin as the prime exarnple of an 
artist moving easily between the art forms. 
19M1e 

op. cit, note 3, p. 225. 
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The academic revivals of Greek drama at the universities of Oxford and Cambridge, and in 

Bradfield, Eton, Harrow and Winchester Schools were amongst the first to be produced in England in 

the late nineteenth century. A study of a select number of these plays, reveals a wide range of attitudes 

toward the representation of the ancient world and can shed much light on late Victorian academic 

perceptions of antiquity. 

The Greek plays revived at Oxford, Cambridge and Bradfield were amongst "the most radically 

classical" productions of the period and plays were staged that had rarely been performed in England 

before this time. 20 These revivals were performed in Greek and organized by enthusiastic amateurs 

united by the common aim: "To make literature a living thing, and not a bundle of dried archaeological 

dogmas or mere linguistic rules. "21 

The students who arranged these productions hoped to make classical texts live by pictorially 

capturing the spirit of Greek drama on the stage. 22 The Greek Plays Committee at Cambridge aimed to 

re-educate people who had become accustomed to the "unreality and lifelessness often urged against the 

study of ancient literature. "23 Professor Pat Easterling has described how these plays were part of "a 

modern movement in classical studies, a trend which would give fresh life to the study of Greek 

literature". 24 Traditionally, classical drama had been regarded simply "as didactic raw material-a play 

was a model for the composition of Greek iambics". 25 Easterling has linked the desire of the organizers 

of the Oxford and Cambridge Greek revival plays to break with tradition with the great developments 

that were taking place in classical archaeology. The information revealed by excavations carried out at 

sites such as Tiryns, Troy and Mycenae was a catalyst for the sudden emergence of revivals of Greek 

drama at these academic institutions. These new finds did a 

... great deal for the imagination of the more progressive scholars and students: ancient 
culture could now be much better understood as the excavators recovered more of its 

20ibid, p. 214. 
21 ipidcs at Bradford College", Acad y, v. 31, no. 789, June 19,1887, p. 439. Also quoted in Asleson, op. cit, note 3, p. 214. 
22 Un Erwin Sandys, "The'Aloestis' at Bradfield", Ada nv. v. 47, no. 1206, June 15,1895, p. 510. 

Programme for'The Birds', contained in an unpublished album of the Greek Plays Committee, AL 1883, held in Cambridge 
University Library. 
24P. E. Easterling, "Greek Plays at Cambridge"I s Ih tre dP nos tours Symposium Lntemational ä Delnhes 1981. Athena, 1984, p. 90. 
25ibid. 
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buildinq and artifacts and there was direct visual evidence to set alongside the literary 
sources. 

The students involved in these academic revivals were keenly aware of the latest archaeological 

developments and they secured the services of some of the leading archaeologists of the day, for advice 

on the planning and staging of Greek revivals. 

The organizers, however, realized that they could not produce these plays exactly as they had 

been in ancient Greece. The archaeologist Dr. Charles Waldstein, a leading figure in the earliest 

Cambridge productions of Greek plays, summed up the limitations modem producers of ancient dramas 

faced. He delineated the general principle of procedure adopted at Cambridge as 

... a strict adherence within certain limits to the customs of the ancient Greeks, both 
with regard to real life and to dramatic representation. The limitations referred to are 
occasioned in the first place by the incompleteness of our definite knowledge as to 
these customs, and in the second place, by the positive requirements of modem artistic 
taste. 27 

In order to bring these plays to life, therefore, a compromise was worked out between existing 

knowledge of the ancient world and the conditions and requirements of the modern stage. In accordance 

with this hypothesis the actors in the Oxford and Cambridge revivals rejected the use of masks, they did 

not attempt to speak Greek as the ancients had spoken it, nor did they try to recreate the shape of the 

classical theatre; yet "they thought they were being most faithful to their originals. "28 The producers of 

these plays believed that they had achieved a faithful representation of these ancient plays by paying 

minute attention to ancient sources for their sets and costumes. These students even aimed at a 'classical' 

mode of acting which was "highly statuesque" and expressed through "graceful and imposing 

tableau(x). "29 

Despite the often anachronistic elements in these plays and the amateurish style of acting, the 

academic revivals of Greek drama were universally well-received These productions utilized and 

combined many different sources, both ancient and modern, regarding the classical world and 

synthesized leading archaeological and artistic ideas on the stage. In this context, these plays form an 

essential part of our understanding of the Victorians perceptions of the ancient world. 

261bid. 
27Waldslein is quoted in "1be Setting of the Eumenides", The Cambridge Review. December 2,1885, p. 114. 
28Easterling, op. cit, note 24, p. 91. 
29ibid. 
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The first Greek play to be revived was the 'Agamemnon' of Aeschylus, produced at Balliol 

College, Oxford, in June 1880. The play was energetically approved by Dr Benjamin Jowett (master of 

Baliol) and organized entirely by undergraduates. It was performed, as tradition dictated, by an all- 

male cast in the original Greek. Frank Benson, who later went on to a distinguished career as an actor- 

manager, oversaw the venture and played the part of Clytemnestra. The 'Agamemnon' was 

enthusiastically received and attracted large audiences, including notables such as Tennyson, Gladstone, 

Robert Browning, George Eliot, Ellen Terry and Henry Irving. 30 Recent scholars such as Asleson have 

viewed the Oxford 'Agamemnon' as a drily academic production which attracted a strictly elite crowd. 

In his Memoirs, however, Frank Benson described an audience made up from all sectors of society. He 

listed the notables that attended and commented that: 

Even the enthusiast for Greek must have been astonished at the universal recognition 
accorded to this masterpiece of drama- acted by amateurs in an unknown tongue. 
Servants came three or four times to see it. An Oxford tradesman, whose bill I had 
left overlong unpaid, wrote warmly thus: 'Let me offer you congratulations and thank 
you for the pleasure of last night. You were a perfect she-devil. I never thought much 
of Greek studies at the university, henceforth I shall have a greater respect for alpha, 
beta, gamma, delta, and what comes of it. 31 

The composition of the audience is an essential consideration to the study of Victorian classical revival 

plays. Benson's description would imply that even academic productions of Greek drama attracted a 

small number of members of the general public. This can be regarded as indicative of the part which the 

'classical' revival theatre played, in the wider process of the dissemination of information on the ancient 

world to all sectors of contemporary society. These plays were also regularly reviewed in a wide range 

of popular publications, such as the Illustrated London News. In this way, the general public were 

exposed to a new and exciting aspect of the Victorian classicism. 

The Oxford 'Agamemnon' also had important implications for the study of Greek in England. 

Benson recalled that the play was staged at a time when controversy was raging in Britain over the role 

of classical education and he maintained, that: 

It was currently believed that the 'Agamemnon' postponed the exclusion of Greek from 
the list of compulsory studies for many years. One of the elderly and learned Grecians 

stopped me in the High Street. 'Sir, I should like to shake you by the hand. You have 

30Sir Frank. RBais m, Bly oim. Erns Bam Ltd, Lmdan, 1930, pp. 125,127. 
31 id, p. 127. 
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done 
3o 

for the study of Greek in fifty minutes than we professors have done in fifty 

The revival of the 'Agamemnon' also functioned on a wider scale. At a time when classical education 

was a source of debate, the Oxford play "was perceived as a revolutionary step in the revival of Hellenic 

culture in Great Britain, an act of faith in the value classical culture continued to possess for the modern 

world«33 The classical revival in art was also gaining in impetus at this time. Leighton had been 

elected President of the Royal Academy in 1878 and Poynter and Alma-Tadema were entering their 

period of greatest artistic success. The revivals of Greek drama in Oxford and Cambridge worked in 

tandem with Victorian classical painting to propagate the ideals of the ancient world A major reason 

for the success of these plays was the archaeologically correct and artistic way they were presented on 

the stage. 

There has been much debate surrounding the extent of the involvement by contemporary 

classical painters and scholars in the production of the 'Agamemnon'. Benson described the last few 

weeks of preparation which involved "dashing up to London to interview artists and authorities" and 

listed the sources consulted: 

Many scholars rallied round. Professor Newton of the British Museum, gave most 
helpful advice. Burne-Jones, Alma-Tadema, Leighton, by letter and interview, and 
ocular demonstration of Bolton sheeting and fine linen and twisted muslin, gave 
mcmy first initiation into the mysteries of Greek drapery. Advice came from 
Campbell, Kennedy, Prickard, E. D. A. Moorhead, Jebb, and all parts of the 
kingdom... 34 

As Asleson has observed, the high calibre of scholars and artists who threw themselves into this hastily 

planned undergraduate production, provides some indication of the enthusiasm felt "for promoting 

things Greek in England at this time. "35 The degree of involvement by Burne-Jones, Leighton and 

Alma Tadema has been a source of contention in recent scholarship. Asleson has constructed a 

particularly strong argument favouring Alma-Tadema as set designer and primary artistic adviser for the 

'Agamemnon'. Her discussion is based on two contemporary Victorian sources. The first piece of 

evidence is a caricature of the participants of the production which features Alma-Tadema at the centre, 

32ibid, p. 125. 
33Asleson, 

op cit, note 3, p. 219. 
34BOmwn, ap cit, note 30, p. 119. 
33As1eson, 

op. cit, note 3, p. 218. 
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holding a signed sketch depicting a stage set of Agamemnon's palace. 36 The attribution of the stage sets 

to Alma-Tadema is also supported by G. Constance Brown who wrote in 1926 that Benson's 1904 

production of the Oresteian trilogy used the scenery from the Oxford 'Agamemnon ' which had been 

"originally designed by William Richmond and Alma-Tadema. «37 It would appear difficult, in the light 

of such evidence, to refute Asleson's claims that Alma-Tadema was the main set designer and artistic 

adviser of the play. It is, however, notable that Benson in his Memoirs, scarcely acknowledged Alma- 

Tadema's involvement in scenic elements of this play. Indeed, in his description of the first performance 

of the'Agamenmon', Benson attributed the production of the scenery to other artists: 

... a modem audience was held breathless by the boys as the chorus sang their anthem, 
exultant with arms uplifted round the lower stage, in front of the gates of Mycenae, 
painted by Willie Richmond. Yellow-plaster walls and timber, with sphinx pattern 
and tracery, Apollo's effigy over the central arch, garlands of laurel, hangings of 
purple and soft saffron, two or three altars, designed by my brother William, crowned 
with fruits, garlands and blue lambent flames, carried out with the assistance of 
Richmond and Rennell Rodd, made a rough - and - ready but simple and singularly 
beautiful scene. 38 

Evidently, therefore, several different artists collaborated in designing the scenery for this production. 

There is, however, strong evidence to suggest that Alma-Tadema was the main costume adviser to the 

Oxford 'Agamemnon'. Benson recollected that Alma-Tadema provided "invaluable advice as to Greek 

draperies and costumes" and commented: 

... I have a lively and grateful recollection of the skill with which he arranged draperies 
and folds, and of the simple beauty of the results and I was much impressed by the 
infinite patience and labour whereby they were achieved. 39 

Contemporary descriptions of the costumes designed for the 'Agamemnon', imply that the students 

utilized the latest archaeological and artistic knowledge regarding the ancient world A sister of one of 

the production team showed the students "how to soften aniline dyes with soda" and Benson recalled, 

that 

... baths and basins were filled with poisonous blues, reds and greens. Linen and 
Bolton sheeting were twisted into unsightly ropes and hung out of the Quad windows 

36ibid, 
p. 22I Aslesan, unfortunately, fails to provide a reference for this caricature 37ibid Aslesan quotes O. Constance Brown, (1926, p. 219) 

38B, nson, op, citnote 30, p. 125. 
39P, rcy Cross Standing. Sir Lawrence Alma-Tade n O. M. RA London, 1905, p. 94. This material is also quoted in Aslewn, op. cit, 
note 3, p. 220. 
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to be bleached and moulded by the sun and wind and wind and rain into crinkly 
folds. 40 

The impetus for using coloured costumes in the revival of this ancient play, undoubtedly came from 

Alma-Tadema and other advisers including Leighton, Burne-Jones and Richmond Alma-Tadema was 

particularly committed, through his work, to dispel the common nineteenth-century misconception that 

ancient clothing and architecture lacked colour. Many of his paintings, including A picture gallery 

(1874) (fig 14) and Phidias and the Parthenon frieze (1868) (fig 87) depict brightly hued architectural 

elements and gaily coloured robes and can be regarded as an attempt to refute this widely-held belief. 

The architectural scenic elements of the 'Agamemnon' were also coloured, in adherence to the most 

current archaeological and artistic beliefs. 41 

Another source of debate in recent scholarship, has been the precise level and nature of 

Leighton's involvement in this production. It is evident, as mentioned previously, that Benson had 

turned to the President of the Royal Academy, in addition to Alma-Tadema and Burne-Jones, for advice 

on drapery. 42 Leighton was a particularly strong exponent of the decorative qualities of drapery and 

made countless studies from classical Greek sculptures. The time-consuming process undertaken by the 

Oxford students, which involved twisting sheeting into ropes and subjecting them to the elements in 

order to achieve "crinkly folds", can be considered an attempt to recreate the sculpturesque drapery, 

based on classical precedents, depicted in paintings such as Leighton's Greek Girls picking up Pebbles 

by the Sea (c. 1871). 

Leighton was also the perfect source to consult for the production of the 'Agamemnon', as he 

had interpreted a scene from this play several years earlier. In his Clytemnestra (1874) (fig 88) 

Leighton had striven to visually combine Aeschylus's style with artifacts from the earlier pre-Hellenic 

period. 43 The massive, statuesque figure of Clytemnestra was Leighton's attempt to find an artistic 

personification of the monumental literary style of Aeschylus and the primitive architecture of the 

Homeric world. Asleson has observed that a contemporary Victorian account described Benson's 

entrance as the character of Clytemnestra, "in terms identical" to Leighton's painting. 
44 This account 

40Bcnsan, 
op. cit, note 30, p. 121. 

ibid, p. 125. Benson ecrmnerted that dx is such as "yellow-plaster walls and timber" and "hangings of purple and soft saffron" 
covering an archway, were essential parts of the scene design. 
42ibid, p. 119. 
43A, Icson, op. cit, note 3, p. 295. 
44ibid, 

p. 219. 
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stated that Clytemnestra emerged dressed in "yellowish white, with gold clasps and ornaments, her 

sleeves looped up, and a white veil over her head. -45 Leighton was evidently a major influence on 

aspects of the Oxford 'Agamemnon', therefore, although it is unlikely that he was involved to any great 

extent on a practical level. As Asleson has emphasized46, there is no evidence to support claims by 

Richard and Leonde Ormond that Leighton "designed the costumes for Sir Frank Benson's 

Agamemnon" and advised on the sets for this production. " Despite the difficulty in ascertaining the 

precise involvement of the Victorian classical painters, the fact that they were associated with the play at 

all indicates their interest in the theatre and the reconstruction of the classical world in pictorial and 

poetical art. 

The Oxford 'Agamemnon' had a profound effect on Victorian society and was repeated by 

popular demand at Winchester, Eton and Harrow. The production was praised for being the first 

modem play to capture the spirit of Greek drama and transmit current responses to the ancient world. 

Perhaps one of the most notable elements of the 'Agamemnon' was its dissemination of Schliemann's 

recent discoveries from the Homeric world. Schliemann's findings at Troy and Mycenae caused great 

controversy during the last quarter of the nineteenth-century. Existing notions of the Homeric world 

were thrown into question as excavations revealed the true nature of the pre-Hellenic Greek world, 

gradually dispelling the mystery that surrounded the period. The primitive nature of the artifacts 

unearthed by Schliemann suggested a huge gulf between the Homeric and classical worlds, a factor 

which caused controversy in academic and intellectual circles who had been convinced of Homer's 

essentially classical nature. 

The students at Oxford were helped in their re-staging of the 'Agamemnon' by Professor 

Charles Newton of the British Museum. Newton was a staunch supporter of Schliemann and it is likely 

that he encouraged Benson and his colleagues to reproduce the latest archaeological discoveries in their 

project. In 1877 Schliemann had announced to a sceptical world that he had located the graves of 

Agamemnon and Cassandra at Mycenae. This announcement took place just three years before the 

45ibid, Meson, quotes IL Reece, ' The'Agamennm' at Oxford", 11 , v. 2 (July 1,18801 pp. 36-40. p. 40) 
' ibid, p. 219. Aslesm quotes R. & LOrmcnd, "Leighton in Paris", Apollo- v97 (February 1973), p. 141 and R&L Ormond, ) 
Leight 

, New Haven and Oxford. 1975, p. 37 
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production of the Oxford 'Agamemnon' and can be regarded as a major impetus to the revival of the 

play. As Asleson has commented 

In England as in no other country, Schliemann's discoveries charged the legends of 
the House of Atreus with tremendous excitement, engendering fascination with events 
that had occurred some two thousand five hundred years earlier. Given the renewed 
topicality of Agamemnon's story, it is hardly surprising that a group of undergraduates 
should have seized on the idea of bringing to life the very bones that Schliemann had 
recently discovered. 47 

W. A. S. Benson recalled the archaeological details reproduced in this production, including the famous 

Lion Gate of Mycenae and the Cyclopean walls 
48 The only apparent anachronism in the artistic 

elements of this play was the inclusion of the frieze of Apollo in his chariot, found by Schliemann at 

Troy, but dated to the fourth century B. C. Asleson has tentatively suggested that this element, designed 

by Richmond, was only allowed to be included in the final production because of the artist's close 

friendship with Newton. 49 

The staging of the 'Agamemnon' posed a whole set of historical conundrums for the organizers 

and artists involved. Basic archaeological difficulties abounded in the transferral of this fifth century 

B. C. play which dramatized a ninth century Homeric account of the Trojan War and its aftermath 

which had occurred some three centuries previously, onto the nineteenth-century stage. Each of these 

historical layers had to be considered and it was evident that modern concessions had to be made. 

Contemporary Victorian accounts emphasized the need for compromise in the production of classical 

plays on the modem stage and defended anachronistic elements in the Oxford performance. W. A. S. 

Benson was keen to point out that archeological correctness was "foreign to the outlook of Aeschylus, 

who was not at pains to distinguish between Argos and Mycenae". 50 Benson, therefore used a classical 

justification for the presence of anachronism in the production. 

There is no evidence to suggest that the Victorian classical painters were involved, to any 

great extent, in any further academic revivals of Greek drama. In 1889, Alma-Tadema designed three 

sets for Benson' s professional production of Shakespeare's Julius Caesar, at Oxford University in 1889. 

There is little information regarding the nature of these sets, which apparently depicted Caesar's Palace, 

47Asle&ii, 
op. c t, note 3, p. 221. 

48WAS. Bensal, ,,. he, AglmxrmoW at oxfoW, Cornhill Maw v. 119 (1889), p. S36. 
49As1non, op. cs, note 3, p. 222. 
50WAS. Beason, op. cit, nde 48, p. 536. 
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the Forum and a Roman StreeL51 It is tempting, however to speculate that Alma-Tadema's involvement 

in these amateur university productions was greater than the remaining evidence would suggest. He was 

made an honorary member of the Oxford University Dramatic Society in 1890, which implies the esteem 

in which the academic theatrical contingent held him and suggests the extent of his commitment to 

university productions of Greek drama. 

Despite the apparent lack of involvement by the Victorian classical painters in any subsequent 

University revivals of Greek drama, it is interesting to briefly examine a select number of these 

productions in order to trace the development and nature of their pictorial classicism. The range of 

plays produced, and their visual representation on stage, are important indications of the biases of 

Victorian classical taste and can also emphasize the reciprocal influence of fine art on the theatre. 

The Oxford 'Agamemnon' of 1880 was the catalyst for the emergence of Greek revival theatre 

in academic institutions on both a national and international scale in the late nineteenth century. In 

1881 Harvard University staged a production, in English, of the 'Oedipus Tyrannus' by Sophocles which 

"created a considerable stir". 52 The long series of Greek revivals produced at Bradfield College, was 

initiated in February 1882 with several performances of Euripides' 'Alcestis'. The strong pictorial 

aesthetic which dominated the Oxford production of the 'Agamemnon' was also evident in the Bradfield 

'Alcestis'. Nineteenth- century reviews and accounts of this theatrical venture indicate the extent to 

which the views of antiquity established and propagated by the Victorian classical painters were 

replicated, either consciously or subconsciously, on the contemporary stage. Critics drew allusions 

between scenes in the Bradfield production and Leighton's painting of Hercules wrestling with Death for 

the body ofAlcestis (1869-71)(fig 89). 53 This painting was well- known by the time of the Bradfield 

production and had been further popularized by Robert Browning, a close friend of Leighton, who had 

ended his poem Balaustion's Adventure (1871) with a detailed description of the picture. 
54 Leighton 

was well versed in the classics and clearly took his inspiration for this picture from Euripides' 'Alcestis', 

(843-9), where Hercules resolves to retrieve Alcestis by wrestling for her soul with Thanatos, the 

51Thcsc 
scenes are illustrated in W. J. Lawrence"Scenery on Tour". Magazine of Art. v. 19,1896, pp. 478-9. 

52Easin& 
op. citnde 24, p. 90. 

330sm Browning, Mrnwirs_ of sixty years at Eto . Cambridge and Elsewhere Landon, 1910, p. 232. Also cited in Miesen, op. cit, note 
3, . 225. 
5 See Jones. Newall, Ormond dial, Frederic Leighton (1830-1896). (eduöcatalogue), Royal Academy of Arts, Lrndon, 1996, 
Harry N. Abrams, Inc., p. 169. Stephen Jones in his description of Leighton's painting (cat. 62, pp. 168-9), reproduces the relevant lines 
fron Brownings poem 
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messenger of Death. Leighton also keenly attended modem theatrical performances and this painting 

exhibits strong histrionic elements. The fight between Hercules and Thanatos is almost melodramatic in 

its intensity and the remaining figures, displaying a wide range of emotional responses to the scene, are 

arranged in a starkly horizontal format like actors on a stage. One critic strongly condemned the 

theatrical nature of this painting: 

The design suffers signally from its association with the conventionalities of the Greek 
drama. In spite of the beauty of many of the elements, especially of the colour 
scheme, it sadly lacks spontaneity, and the art of the composition (a group of but too 
well-balanced members) is not artful enough to conceal itself, being, indeed, much 
less masterly than is usual with Leighton. 55 

This example highlights the difficulties faced by nineteenth- century painters of classical subjects and 

also producers of plays set in antiquity. Both groups of classicists had to find a compromise between 

remaining true to ancient principles and conventions, whilst also adhering to modem sensibilities in 

their visual representations of the ancient world 

Other critics equated the grand scenes realized on the Bradfield stage with the style and lofty 

visions of other Victorian classical painters. Notably, in 1882, a critic wrote that the funeral procession 

portrayed in this production "formed a picture worthy of the consummate art of a Leighton or a 

Poynter. "56 These comments are indicative of the extent to which visions of antiquity realized by the 

Victorian classical painters impinged upon the subconscious of contemporary society. Critics evidently 

found it impossible mentally to divorce the views of the ancient world, popularized by these artists, from 

the pictorial representations of antiquity on the stage. During this period, Leighton, Poynter and Alma- 

Tadema were considered the leading authorities on the visual recreation of antiquity. It is not known 

whether the producers at Bradfield College consciously based the pictorial elements of their play on the 

type of representations of the classical world favoured by Poynter or Leighton, although the popularity of 

these artists at this time would suggest that this was the case. As Asleson has commented 

So authoritative were the representations of antiquity created by modern painters that 
critics and revivalists could not help but envision the ancient world in relation to such 
images. Rather than initiate alternative conventions for 'picturing' antiquity, Greek 

SS e Royal Academy Wlnter Exhibition. Lord I. eighton's Pictures", in The Athenaeum. No. 3615, Feb. 6,1897, pp. 189-191, p. 190. 
36"AlF 

of Euripides", in 11ea1LG volume 5, Mardi 1 1882, p. 179. Also cited in Aslesoo, op. cit, note 3, p. 225. 
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revival theatre entrenched the authenticity of the painters' classical vision by 
perpetuating it on stage. 57 

A further, important example of the influence of painting on visual representations of antiquity on the 

Victorian stage occurred in the 1900 revival of Aeschylus's 'Agamemnon' at Cambridge University. A 

contemporary photograph of the scene in this play depicting Clytemnestra after the murder of 

Agamemnon, standing defiantly with an axe in her hand (fig 90) is reminiscent of John Collier's highly 

theatrical painting of Clytemnestra (1882) (fig 91). It is interesting to note that Collier probably drew 

his initial inspiration for this painting from the 1880 performance of the 'Agamemnon' at Oxford, in 

which his brother-in-law, Leonard Huxley, appeared as an Argive Elder. 58 Asleson has noted that 

Reviews of the play called attention to the chilling moment when the curtain at the 
rear of the stage was whisked away to reveal Clytemnestra standing with her axe 
before the dead bodies of Agamemnon and Cassandra. 59 

There is no evidence, however, to suggest that Collier was involved to any extent in academic revivals of 

Greek drama, yet his powerful, melodramatic representation of Clytemnestra clearly impinged on the 

consciousness of the producers of the Cambridge 'Agamemnon'. The photograph of the scene from the 

Cambridge play (fig 90), indicates that pictorial conventions, such as Clytemnestra leaning defiantly on 

her axe, have been borrowed from the painting and re-employed to full dramatic effect on the stage. The 

complexity of the reciprocal influence of the theatre and fine art is evident from this example. Collier's 

painting was inspired by a stage production, which conditioned the histrionic nature and appearance of 

the picture. This painting subsequently influenced a play and the subject was in effect, re-absorbed onto 

the stage from where it had initially been derived. 

Despite the lack of physical involvement, therefore, by these artists in these academic revivals 

of Greek drama, the popularity and power of their visions of the classical world, at this time, was such 

that their influence can be detected to varying degrees in the majority of these plays. 

The contemporary Victorian desire for tightly detailed visual and literary representations of 

antiquity, as seen in the work of artists such as Alma-Tadema and novelists like Bulwer-Lytton, was also 

reflected in stage productions. The classicist and archaeologist Charles Waldstein, of King's College, 

57A, jeson, op. cit, note 3, p. 226. 
58ibid, 

p. 233. 
59ibid Asles * refers to reviews of the play, such as W. A. S. Baisan, 'Ibe Agamemnon at Oxford', in vol. 119. no. 
275, May 1919, pp. 536-537, p. 537. 
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was a leading figure in the earliest Cambridge productions of Greek plays and bestowed great 
intellectual authority on the proceedings. In a leaflet advertising a forthcoming event, Waldstein 

stressed the historical accuracy of the pictorial elements of the play and declared that the scenery and 

proscenium were painted "from original authorities. Great care has been taken to ensure accuracy of 

detail in the costumes, armour, and other appointments. "60 

The Greek Plays Committee at Cambridge was made up of an elite group of classicists, 

comprised of Waldstein, Professor C. T. Newton (Magdalene) and Professor RC. Jebb (Trinity College). 

These classicists ensured that every aspect of the play, especially the scenery, was as accurate as 

possible. A review in the Daily News, written after the first performance of the 'Ajax' at Cambridge, 

described the scenery in great detail. This important account highlights the producers' devotion to 

recreating the classical world on stage as faithfully as possible, an approach which appears almost 

Alma-Tademesque in its intensity: 

In the second.. (scene)... we are transported to a desolate spot on another part of the 
coast... the smiling heavens have been obscured by the lurid clouds of sunset. The 
stage itself is constructed with strict regard to archaeological propriety. The thymele 
in the centre of the orchestra is taken from the extant one in the theatre of Dionysus at 
Athens. The proscenium represents the front of the stage of a Greek theatre. It is of a 
polychrome architecture, and the pediment above the opening is supported by Ionic 
columns. In the midst of the pediment is a group of figures taken from ancient statues 
given in bas-relief. Similar bas-reliefs decorate the spaces above the bronze doors 
through which the chorus enter the orchestra, a few steps lower than the stage.. 61 

Every aspect of the scenery, where possible, was derived from an ancient precedent. In Scene I, set in 

the Grecian camp before Troy on the shore of the Hellespont, even the Greek ships, represented on side 

slips, were "anchored in Archaic fashion to large stones. "62 The costumes were also carefully produced 

and modelled on vase-paintings and sculpture. 
63 The costume worn by Tecmessa (played by 

ARMacklin) was so admired that the audience applauded the actor before he had chance to speak64 

Contemporary photographs of J. K. Stephen, as Ajax, and the chorus indicate the concerted attempt to 

recreate authentically ancient costumes and reproduce architectural elements, such as the altar of 

Dionysus. Victorian critics described Stephen as the modern personification of the mighty, mysterious 

60P yU 1 circular, dated 2nd November 1882. A copy is held is an unpublished album of The Greek Plays Committee, AL 1882, 
held in Cambridge University library. 61 "'liie'Aja e at Cambridge, The Daily News 30th November 1882. 621bid. 
63 Wad ILPollock, "7be'Ajaa' at Cambridge", in The Saturday Review. v. 54 (Dec 9 1882), p. 762. 
64"Zhe'Ajax' 

at Cambridge", ne Ti =S, December 4,1882. 
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heroes of the Homeric world which was gradually being revealed in contemporary archaeological 

excavations. "65 

The Greek revivalists at Cambridge, therefore, often aimed to recreate the ancient world in a 

similar way to Alma-Tadema, in accordance with archaeological evidence and historical fact. Jebb had 

previously worked with Alma-Tadema as a consultant on the Oxford 'Agamemnon', and re-employed the 

successful working methods of the earlier play, with the emphasis on a degree of historical accuracy, in 

Cambridge. 

Despite this archaeological approach, these producers were ultimately forced to make modem 

concessions in their revivals of ancient plays, primarily in order for them to be fully understood by 

contemporary audiences. As mentioned previously, revivalists of ancient drama realized the 

impossibility of attempting to produce a play as the ancient Greeks had and aimed instead to capture the 

essential informing spirit of Greek drama. This approach is almost identical to that adopted by 

Victorian classical painters such as Poynter and Leighton, who attempted primarily to seize and portray 

the essential spirit of Greek art and culture in their work. As Asleson has commented, nineteenth- 

century audiences were apparently willing to forgive historical anachronisms in theatre or art, if this 

informing classical spirit was preserved66 

The 'Ajax' produced at Cambridge in 1882, firmly established a theatrical rivalry with Oxford 

University. From this date onwards there was a great burgeoning in the numbers of plays produced. In 

1883, an all-female production of the 'Electra' was performed at Girton the new Cambridge college for 

women. 67 This production was a unique experiment and an inspired attempt to rival contemporary 

male-dominated revivals of Greek drama. 

In November 1883, The Birds' by Aristophanes was revived at Cambridge University. The 

shift at Cambridge, from the tragedy of Sophocles to ancient comedy, was unusual at a time when "of all 

the great Greek writers Aristophanes had the least influence. "68 Perhaps the move to produce a play by 

Aristophanes was inspired by a desire to challenge Oxford, and demonstrate a wide ranging classical 

65A 
reporter for The Daily News op. cit, note 61, for instance, pointed out how Stephen's "broad shoulders and massive but finely-ait 

features" made him an excellent choice to play Ajax. 
66As1egon, 

op. cit, nute 3, p. 224. 
67)ßi 

s surrounding the nature of this production are scaroe. One of the few references to this play is found in Professor Pat 
Eastedings article "Greek Plays at Cambridge", op. cit, note 24, p. 90 and p. 92. 
68Rithard Jmkyns, The Victorians and Ancient Greece. Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1980, p. 79. 
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approach By 1890, Cambridge, in contrast to Oxford, had revived plays by the four acknowledged great 

Greek writers. 69 

A pictorial aesthetic continued to be an important element of these academic revivals of Greek 

drama. The importance placed on visual aspects of these plays is suggested by the close involvement of 

eminent archaeologists and classicists in the design process of costumes and scenery. A correspondent 

in The . uar ian 
, December 5th, 1883, described how Professor Newton devised the costumes of the 

chorus for The Birds' of Aristophanes, revived at Cambridge University in 1883, "as a modification of 

and (so far as ornithological accuracy is concerned) improvement upon the conventional bird-dress 

which, as we see from ancient monuments, was used upon the Athenian stage. "70 

Aristophanes' fantastical comedies gave producers an opportunity to experiment with more 

elaborate costumes. Photographs from The Wasps', performed at Cambridge in 1897, depicting actors 

playing the leader of the chorus, Philocleon, Xanthias and the Dog, indicate the high standard of the 

costumes . Visual beauty and historical accuracy were, evidently, paramount to both producers, 

performers and audience. Many nineteenth- century reviews of these academic productions 

enthusiastically praised their "picturesque" qualities and minutely discussed artistic and visual details. 71 

By the mid 1880s, increasingly sophisticated pictorial devices were being employed by 

producers in their recreations of the ancient world on stage. In 1885, evidently buoyed by their earlier 

successes, the Greek Plays Committee and the undergraduate dramatic society at Cambridge staged an 

elaborate and confident production of Aeschylus's The Eumenides'. Contemporary reviews were 

universal in their praise and acclaimed the pictorial virtuosity of this production. A critic, writing in the 

Illustrated London News, declared it to be one of the most "impressive and beautiful" performances of 

Greek drama he had ever seen and praised the "marvellous attention to detail inherent in all aspects of 

the play. 72 

The costumes of the Furies were considered some of the greatest achievements of the 

production. Contemporary photographs of these characters (figs 92,93) indicate that these costumes 

69mese 
peens included the Sophocles"Ajax' (1882) and 'Oedipus Tyrannus' (1887), Tie Birds' of Aristophanes (1883), 

Aeschylus' Eumenides' (1885) and Euripides' Tan' (1890). 
70-DIe'Birds' 

of Aristophanes at Cambridge", in The Guardian. December 5th 1883. 
71 Reviews of The Birds' at Cambridge, in TheAthffiäcum (December 1,1883) and St James' Gaze to (November 30th, 1883) serve as 
examples of this tendency. 
72"The'wncnidea'-Cambridge", in Illustrated London News. December 5th 1885, Volume 87 (July-December), p. 576. 
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were inspired by ancient works of art rather than dramatic tradition. 73 The Cambridge Furies are not 

the horrific characters described by Aeschylus. As nineteenth-century critics keenly emphasized, these 

Furies recreated the type commonly shown on ancient Greek vases, of female figures in huntress 

costumes with long flowing hair, often carrying snakes which are sometimes entwined in their hair. 74 

This close, almost pedantic attention to ancient art is reminiscent of the approach adopted by the 

Victorian classical painters, especially Alma-Tadema. Nineteenth- century critics often ignored the 

anachronistic elements of academic revivals of Greek plays and accorded to them a didactic, artistic 

purpose as potent as that of contemporary 'classical' painting. The Cambridge 'Eumenides' was, for 

instance, seen as 

... a thing that may be seen and studied again and again with pleasure and profit, for 
the whole spirit and beauty and calm seventy of Greek art have been preserved by 
players, singers, actors, and musicians alike. 73 

The statuesque, emotionless 'classical' style of acting functioned in tandem with the scenery and 

costumes to produce a vision of antiquity as perfect, beautiful and 'correct' as that depicted by the 

Victorian classical painters. The emotionless, restrained nature of many late nineteenth- century 

paintings of classical subjects found its theatrical equivalent in these productions, which formed part of 

the movement "to chasten the excessive emotionalism of the modem theatre. "76 As Asleson has 

commented: 

The purity and restraint of Greek drama were thus invoked as correctives to modern 
English theatre in much the same way that the purity and restraint of the Elgin 
Marbles were expected to improve modem English art. 7 

The Victorian classical painters based their representations of the ancient world on the artistic principles 

of "purity and restraint" epitomized by the Elgin Marbles. Poynter was a particularly strong critic of the 

emotional tendencies of contemporary art. 78 He believed the only way to improve modern English art 

was by returning to established neo-classical principles of beauty and studying the art of antiquity. 

Leighton also shared the Platonic opinion "that violent passions are unsuitable objects for art"79 and 

73"The Setting of the'Euma2ides'", in The Canthcidge Review. Dearnba 2,1883, pp. 114-115. 
74ibid 
75 lustrated Landon News. op. cit, note 72. 
7 Asleson, op. cit, note 3, p. 237. 
77ibid. 
78Poynt. 

er expressed these beliefs throughout his Ten Lectures on Art Chapman & Hall, London, 1879. 
'E. Rhys, Frederic Lord Ls_ on (3rd ed., 1900), p. 8. Rhys quotes Mrs Lang, a contemporary of Leighton. 
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propagated a grand, idealized vision of the classical world which was replicated in contemporary 

academic revivals of Greek drama 

These plays also acted as a catalyst for the emergence of theatrical productions set in the 

ancient world, which took place in increasing numbers in the final decades of the nineteenth century. 

The producers of these academic revivals ensured that Greek drama was seen in a new light; suddenly it 

was "fashionable and even fun. "8O These amateur theatrical productions inspired a variety of 

archaeologists, classicists and actor-managers to produce plays set in the classical world 

The multi-faceted nature of Victorian classicism is evident in the wide scope of 'classical' plays 

produced at this time. These performances ranged from highly detailed, lavish Roman spectaculars 

aimed at a mainstream audience to aesthetic productions based on classical precedents, organized for 

elite groups of spectators. The Victorian classical painters were most involved in these aesthetic 

productions, which commonly recreated the ancient world on the stage in a series of tableaux vivants. 

At a time when the Aesthetic Movement was at its peak, these plays, produced essentially as a 

celebration of the beauty and perfection of the ancient world, clearly appealed to the aesthetic, classical 

sensibilities of artists such as Poynter, Leighton and Watts who became involved in designing scenery 

and costumes. An examination of four of these productions can reveal the aesthetic basis of the 

classicism of these artists, the reciprocal influence of fine art and the theatre at this time and can shed 

light on the distinctive late nineteenth century Aesthetic, artistic reception of the ancient world. 

The practice of eminent classical scholars and archaeologists producing plays for the 

contemporary theatre had been firmly established at academic establishments and was enthusiastically 

propagated by intellectuals in London. Several students who had acted in the academic Greek dramatic 

revivals embarked on archaeological or scholarly careers and continued to perform in 'classical' 

productions. The classicist Jane Harrison appeared during her student days as the lead in a production 

80Eastaimg, 
op. cit, note 24, P91. 
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of Euripides' 'Alcestis' at Oxford University in 1887 (fig 94) and later as Penelope in Professor G. C. 

Warr's 'artistic' play The Tale of Troy', performed in 1883. The scholar Eugenic Sellers also appeared 

as Helen in The Tale of Troy'. During 1886 she worked with Harrison on lecture courses at the British 

Museum and also performed as an Argive Maiden in Professor G. C. Warr's play The Story of Orestes'. 81 

Another student-actor who went on to have an illustrious career as a scholar was E. A. Gardner, the 

archaelogist and later director of the British School of Archaeology at Athens, who played Athena in the 

Cambridge 'Ajax' (1882) during his time as an undergraduate. He continued to appear in theatrical 

productions after leaving university. In 1895 he played Agamemnon in the Bradfield College revival of 

Euripides"Iphigenia at Aulis'. 82 

In 1883, G. C. Warr, Professor of Classical Literature in King's College, London, followed the 

example of his ex-colleagues at Cambridge University, Jebb and Waldstein, and became involved in the 

theatre. Warr produced an original play, based on classical precedents, entitled The Tale of Troy'. This 

play was a two and a half hour presentation of dramatic scenes and tableaux vivants in Greek and 

English based essentially on the Iliad and the Odys . The play was performed in May 1883 in the 

private theatre of Cromwell House, South Kensington, the residence of Sir Charles and Lady Freake. 

Nineteenth century reviews describe the production as "among the greatest artistic delights ever 

provided for London society. "83 

The audience included eminent notables such as W. E. Gladstone, prominent critics like Ruskin 

and the fashionable aesthete Oscar Wilde. The Aesthetic Movement was entering its most popular phase 

at this time and it is evident from contemporary illustrations (fig 95) that Warr conceived the production 

with a predominantly Aesthetic and fashionable audience in mind. Nineteenth- century reviews of the 

revival of this play in May 188684 indicate the contemporary perception of this play as a fashionable 

showpiece of English neo-classicism 

The costumes and accessories were as 'correct' as if they had been exhumed by Dr 
Schliemann, the Greek maidens were impersonated by a bevy of dames of high degree, 
and the 'supers' by gentlemen with double-barrelled names, while a fashionable 
audience, headed by the Prince and Princess of Wales, filled guinea seats and the 

81As1cson, 
op. cit, note. 3, p. 238. 

82, äi& 
83-Me Tale of Troy", Ile Art Jouma vol. 45,1883. 
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ubiquitous Sir Frederick (sic) Leighton beamed, as a kind of presiding genius of 
classicism over all. 85 

It would be intriguing, however, to know how the more conservative factions of the audience, such as 

the Dean of Westminster and Gladstone, who was a devoted reader of Homer, reacted to this rather 

whimsical production which was heavily governed by artistic rather than academic principles. 

Despite evidently being inspired by the contemporary academic revivals of Greek drama, 86 

The Tale of Troy' was very different in both conception and form from the plays produced at Oxford or 

Cambridge. This play signalled a move away from academic classical conventions and was governed by 

a purely pictorial aesthetic. Warr was aided by Professor Newton of the British Museum, Professor 

Lewis Campbell and secured the services of Leighton, Poynter and G. F. Watts for the arrangement and 

design of tableaux, scenery and costumes. These Victorian classical painters harboured strong Aesthetic 

tendencies and were evidently attracted by Wares proposal to re-tell the story of Troy in pictorial form. 

Contemporary scholars have noted that, The Tale of Troy' offered these painters a "prime opportunity" 

for achieving a "closer compromise between the ideality of classical sculpture and the naturalism of the 

modern stage": 

By working closely with actors and actresses both on the stage and in the studio, they 
aimed at forging new conventions for incorporating dramatic expression into 
authentic representations of the classical past. 87 

The plays at Oxford and Cambridge had, to a limited extent, offered painters the opportunity to forge 

these "new conventions". In Warr's production, however, the Victorian classical painters, especially 

Poynter and Leighton, played a pivotal role and were given great scope to consolidate their germinating 

theatrical and artistic ideas. 

The aesthetic sensibilities fostered by Poynter, Leighton and Watts made them ideal scene and 

costume designers for this essentially aesthetic play. The aesthetic and eclectic tendencies of Victorian 

classicism as a whole were evident in microcosm in this production. ' The Tale of Troy' was essentially 

an amalgamation of passages taken from the Iliad and the Odyssey , extracts from Theocritus, Quintus 

85* Aeschylus in Piaxdilly", The Era May 15,1886, p. 8. 
86As an ex-fellow of Trinity Colleges Cambridge. Warr attended university performances of Greek revivals. A contemporary 
nineteenth-century critic writing in The Illustrated London Newt ('Ibe Tale of Troy'), June 2,1883, p. 547, claimed the main impetus 
bekind this play was "the performance of Greek Plays at oxford and Cambridge and elscwha e. " 87Aslescn, 

op. cit, note 3, p. 238. 
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Smyrnaeus and verses composed by Warr. 88 The fusion of these disparate sources into one single text 

indicates Warr's artistic and theatrical disregard for historical accuracy and overall aim at the recreation 

of a generalised classical world. Unlike the revivals of Greek drama at academic institutions, The Tale 

of Troy', with its confused progeny, deviated strongly from "the strict letter and spirit of Greek 

literature. "89 

The pictorial elements of the production also departed from the established conventions of 

classical literature and the theatrical tradition. The narrative was played out in a series of dramatic 

scenes and tableaux vivants arranged by Poynter, Leighton, Watts and the sculptor George Simonds. 

The Victorians considered the tableau vivant to be "an elegant social entertainment that combined 

history painting and theatrical performance"90 and was evidently adopted by Warr for artistic and 

fashionable reasons. Tableaux vivants, alternatively called "living pictures" or "poses plastiques ., were 

the compositional result of the "marriage between costume archaeology and pictorial attitude"91 The 

tableau vivant was the ultimate 'living painting', exactly positioned between live drama and the static 

image and was an ideal theatrical medium for painters to appropriate. 

In the nineteenth-century theatre, tableaux vivants commonly promoted a narrative of female 

beauty, often in a semi-draped form, by portraying subjects taken from classical myth. 92 In its 

traditional emphasis on ancient myth and female beauty, the tableau vivant clearly appealed to the 

Victorian classical painters as a new vehicle for artistic expression. In their paintings, these artists 

concentrated essentially on portraying the classical ideal of feminine beauty. This notion of classical 

beauty, as epitomized in the art of antiquity, heavily impinged on the Victorian imagination and was 

commonly propagated through both painted and theatrical forms, such as the tableau vivant. 

Certain actresses such as Lillie Langtry and Mary Anderson were feted by society for being the 

living, modern incarnations of Phidian beauty. W. G. Robertson cynically wrote of this current tendency, 

that "those who thronged to stare at her (Langtry) could have obtained precisely the same thrill from the 

88 Warr listed the sources used in the composition of'The Tale of Troy' and its later companion play, The Story of Orestes', in his 

publication of the twit for the theatrical productions entitled Echoes of Hellas flhe Tale of Troy and The Story of Orestes. Marcus 
Wood & Co. Ltd, Faringdm. 1887. vol. 1., Prefam p. 5. 
89Asleacn, 

op. crt, note 3, p. 239. 
90Boath, 

op. cit, note 8, p. 18. 
91ibid, 

p. 19. 
92Tracy C. Davis, Ad=ate., as Working Women (Their social idcairty in yctoriaa cuhu_reL Rout edge, London, 1991, p. 125. 
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Metope of the Parthenon, yet the Elgin Room of the British Museum was never inconveniently 

crowded"93 

The Victorian classical painters also viewed these actresses as modem paradigms of classical 

beauty and used them as models for their paintings. Langtry, for example, served as the model for 

Nausicaa in Poynter's Nausicaa and her Maidens playing Ball (1879) (fig 96). She also posed with the 

young actress, Dorothy Dene, in the attitude of the Fates from the cast pediment of the Parthenon for 

Leighton's Idyll (1880-1) (fig 97). In his use of both ancient and modem sources in this painting, 

Leighton achieved the ultimate synthesis of classical and contemporary notions of ideal feminine beauty. 

In their use of actresses as living incarnations of classical beauty, these painters subscribed to 

the Pygmalion and Galatea myth. However, in contrast to Pygmalion who created and brought his 

statue, epitomizing ideal feminine beauty, to life through his love, the Victorian classical painters 

through their art and tableaux vivants transformed actresses from living beings into painted and static 

images; they became works of art. Through this reversal of the Pygmalion myth the classical ideal of 

beauty was returned to its artistic origins by nineteenth-century painters. 

The Pygmalion myth and the notion of transforming 'classical' women into works of art enjoyed 

great popularity during the late nineteenth century. In December 1883, W. S. Gilbert staged his 

production Tygmalion and Galatea' at the Lyceum featuring the American actress Mary Anderson as the 

female lead. Anderson conformed to Victorian conceptions of the "Grecian type" of beauty, "with a 

head of classic contour, finely-chiselled features, and a tall statuesque figure. "94 The producers of this 

play also commissioned and exhibited "The Statue of Galatea- a realistic representation of Miss Mary 

Anderson's Impersonation. "95 Anderson's 'classical' beauty, therefore, underwent a number of artistic 

transformations and her theatrical role as a living work of art was immortalized as a static art object. 

Nineteenth-century painters, such as Burne-Jones and Watts also used the Pygmalion myth as a 

source of inspiration. Watts based his painting The Wife of Pygmalion: a Translation from the Greek 

(1868) (fig 98) on an antique marble bust which he and Sir Charles Newton found in the cellars of the 

Ashmolean Museum (fig 99). In this painting Watts subscribed to the contemporary notion of bringing 

93 W Graham Robertson, Time Was London, 1931, p. 68. 
94 JM Farar, Maly Anderson- The Story ofher Life and Professional Careý_ London, 1884, p. 62. 
93M, 

atisanot in Austin &ere Carson and Comerford, London, 1883, facing p.!. 
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to life antique statues epitomizing classical female beauty and clearly intended the picture to be "a 

living, coloured representation of a Greek marble. "96 As discussed in Chapter 2, Poynter also 

consciously adopted a Pygmalion role in his painting Diadumene (1884) in his odd fusion of two 

idealised classical sculptures into a 'real' figure. 

Many art historians have also equated Leighton directly with the fictional Pygmalion, in his 

role as supporter and educator of Dorothy Dene, a young, poor actress from the East End of London. 

Dene's refined 'Grecian' beauty and theatrical ability to transform herself into various 'classical' 

characters meant that she became "the presiding genius" for Leighton's art. 97 During the 1880s and 

1890s, she modelled for a large number of paintings including The Last Watch of Hero (1887), Captive 

Andromache (1888) and Flaming June (1895). The strong, theatrical qualities of these paintings are a 

testimony to Dene's acting abilities. 

In 'The Tale of Troy', Leighton and Poynter arranged tableaux vivants which 'starred actresses, 

including Dene, who were considered the living embodiment of classical beauty. Through this process, 

these painters achieved their ultimate artistic fantasy as their personal visions of the classical world were 

freed from the confines of the two-dimensional canvas and recreated on the stage in living, breathing 

form. Fortunately, for the purposes of this study, the essence of several of the tableaux designed by these 

artists has been preserved in a set of lithographs by Walter Crane, executed after the original designs. 

These lithographs, completed in red and black, in the imitation of Greek vase paintings, illustrate Warr's 

publication of the music and written text of 'The Tale of Troy' and 'The Story of Orestes'- a companion 

play, based on Aeschylus' Orestci performed in 1886 with the revived earlier production. 98 This book, 

entitled Echoes of He1las_ was published in two sumptuous volumes aimed at an elite audience and 

promoted as a "bold challenge to Flaxinan. «99 The first volume is comprised of extracts from Homer 

and Aeschylus; the second consists of music composed for a performance of the Oresteia at the 

University of London. It is possible from this publication to attribute various designs to certain artists. 

Leighton's design The Pledge ofAphrodite Redeemed evidently formed the basis for Crane's illustration 

(fig 100), and Poynter arranged the tableau entitled The Song of the Ball (fig 101). 

96 
er Wbodý 013=ian Dr=u Constable & Co. Ltd, London, 1983, p. 92. 

97Ormond, 
op. crt, note 54, p. 135. 

98Waff, op cit, note 88. 
99"Ndes 

on Art and Archaeology". Aca v. 33, no. 837, May 19,1888, p. 350. 
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The scenery and tableaux devised for The Tale of Troy' often deviated strongly from the strict 

letter and spirit of ancient Greek literature. However, many nineteenth-century critics were so 

impressed by the artistic virtuosity of these tableaux that they often overlooked or ignored the absence of 

classical authenticity in aspects of the production. The pictorial beauty of the scenery and costumes 

proved to be the redeeming feature of this play, which most critics agreed was tedious and over-long. 
100 

The rather generalised archaeological and historical approach adopted by the producers of The Tale of 

Troy', was, however, noted by one perceptive critic who declared that the sets and costumes 

... made no attempt to reproduce the world known to Homer but rather, under the 
specific instructions of Newton, aimed at the Periclean period, which succeeded 
Homer by half a millenium. Even this guide proved untenable, however and an 
eclectic assortment of periods characterized the scenery, costumes and music. 

101 

Crane's lithographs based on Poynter's The Song of the Ball and Leighton's The Pledge of Aphrodite 

Redeemed indicate the generalised approach to antiquity adopted by Warr and his scenic advisers. In 

their art, both Poynter and Leighton often subordinated or modified historical detail in their quest for the 

greatest pictorial beauty. Their rather relaxed approach to archaeology ideally suited Wares generalised 

conception of the classical world and set them apart from Alma-Tadema, who was obsessed with 

reconstructing the ancient world in accordance to strict historical fact. By adhering to Newton's request 

to design scenery in accordance to the Periclean period, Poynter and Leighton propagated a false vision 

of a classical Homeric world. 

The design for The Song of the Ball (fig. 101), although obviously simplified by Crane for 

illustrative purposes, is uncomplicated and dominated by aesthetic principles. The simple robes worn by 

the women defy period classification and the overall intention of the tableau seems to have been as a 

celebration of ideal female beauty. Poynter and Leighton both believed that it was through the close 

study of the human form that they could capture the true spirit of the classical world and translate it on 

to canvas. 

In her brief study of this picture, Asleson has found evidence of the reciprocal influence of 

painting on the theatre. She has observed that nineteenth-century sources praised the "unconscious 

100Many beweis criticized the excessive length of the production. The author of "Aeschylus in Piccadilly"( in The Fra May 13. 

1886, p. 8), for example, described how the play was "... alas for this stiff-necked generation which refuses to be classicised! - little save 

weariness of the flesh and vexation of spiriL" 101 ". me Tale of Troy'", in The Art Journal vol. 43,1883, p. 238. Also quoted in Asleson, op. cit, note 3, p. 298. 
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attitudes" of the actresses playing Nausicaa and her maidens, and noted that figures in Crane's 

lithograph based on this tableau vivant are arranged in poses reminiscent of those in Poynter's paintings 

of Nausicaa (1879) (fig 96) and Atalanta's Race (1876) (fig 102). 102 She has, therefore, concluded, 

that 

The similarities between Poynter's pictures and the tableau as documented by Crane 
suggest that the "unconscious attitudes"of the actresses actually replicated the carefully 
wrought poses depicted in the paintings. 103 

There are, indeed, obvious similarities between Crane's illustration and Poynter's paintings. In the 

illustration after the tableau, for instance, the attitude of the girl stooping dramatically to pick up a ball, 

vividly recalls the pose of Atalanta in Poynter's earlier painting (fig 102). The swirling draperies and 

actions of figures in the picture of Nausicaa and her Maidens are also replicated in the illustration of the 

tableau. By transferring the basic characteristics of his earlier paintings onto the stage, Poynter could 

inject a sense of vibrancy and movement into the original static scenes. His Atalanta's Race and 

Nausicaa and her Maidens had been previously criticized for their lack of spontaneity and arrested 

movement. The Song of the Ball tableau provided Poynter with the opportunity to re-formulate his 

original conceptions and offered him a chance of spontaneity which freed him from the strictures of his 

highly ordered and academic style of painting. In contrast to the criticism surrounding his paintings, 

Poynter's tableau was singled out by reviewers as one of the most successful of the production, primarily 

due to the graceful actions of the actresses. 

In the introduction to Echoes of Hellas_ Warr also attributed many of the architectural 

backgrounds included in the plays to Poynter. It is, however, generally impossible from the existing 

illustrations to identify precisely particular designs as being conceived by this artist. Indeed. the only set 

design from this production which can be tentatively attributed to Poynter was his House of Alcinous 

(1883) (fig 103) which was designed for "The Tale of Troy. "104 This rather imposing design 

emphasises the extent of Poynter's archaeological knowledge and indicates a concerted attempt to 

represent the nature of pre-Hellenic architecture and ornamentation. Nicholas Draffin, co-author of the 

catalogue which accompanied the important exhibition Victorian Olymp which toured Australia 

102Asleson, 
op. cit, note 3, p. 243, quotes "'Ile Tale of Troy". in The Art JoumaL vol. 45,1883, p. 239. 

103ýiyi 
. p. 244. 

1 This attribution was originally made by the Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney. This Poynter wateroolour forms apart of the 
important collegian of his work which is contained in this gallery. 
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during 1975, has identified the "principally Minoan and Mycenaean" arcaheological sources which 

Poynter makes reference to in this design. 105 Draffin has identified the storage jar as "a type found in 

Knossos", the portal as replicating the lions from the famous Lion Gate at Mycenae, the capitals on the 

small columns "appear to be a bastardised Egyptian lotus or papyrus form, while the large columns are 

close to classical Greek ionic forms. 0106 It is possible, however, to suggest that rather than deliberately 

subscribing to a false conception of a 'classical' Homeric world, Poynter conformed instead to the 

description of Alcinous's palace proffered by Homer himself. This description from The (book 

VI) portrays important details which were reproduced in Poynter's vividly coloured design. It is highly 

credible, for example, that the creatures represented in the pediment above the lintel are not copies of the 

Mycenaean lions, as asserted by Drain and Asleson107, but are in fact visual realisations of the "gold 

and silver dogs" which Homer claims were made by the god Hephaestus "with consummate skill, to keep 

watch over the palace of the great-hearted Alcinous and serve him as immortal sentries never doomed to 

age. "108 Further details from the Homeric account, such as "the golden doors" and the "walls of bronze, 

topped with blue enamel tiles", are also reproduced faithfully in Poynter's watercolour which validates a 

repudiation of Asleson's assertion that such details were incorporated "merely" to "provide an 

ornamental veneer... to a classically constructed post and lintel type building. " Rather, the ornamental 

detail and decoration combine with the architecture to present a picture of this pre-Hellenic palace which 

directly conforms to the Homeric description which infuses the design with an historical correctness 

which is rarely apparent in Poynter's art. 

In contrast to the archaeological erudition which Poynter brought to this set design, Crane's 

lithographs for Echoes of Hellas imply that a rather more relaxed approach to historical acccuracy 

dominated the designs for Wares Aesthetic productions. Crane's lithograph of The Pledge ofAphrodite 

Redeemed (fig 100) was heavily condemned by nineteenth-century critics, for failing to replicate the 

style of Leighton's original design 109 Despite obvious stylistic discrepancies in Crane's illustration, it 

is possible to extract the essence of Leighton's tableau from this picture. In his paintings, Leighton often 

modified or tempered archaeological fact to suit his own aesthetic aims, an attitude which can be 

I03The Trustees of the Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney, ydorian O1 s (e)h cat), Sydney, 1975, p. 36. 
106-bid 
107As1e 

op. cit, note 3, p. 297. 
108 Homer, The ssTy (edited by Betty Radix), Penguin Books 114 1980, p. 114. 

Review of the Roes of 1l las inlbeAlhens , no. 3177, September 15,1888, p. 859. 
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detected in his design for this tableau. Leighton's The Pledge ofAphrodite Redeemed and Poynter's The 

Song of the Ball are both generalised representations of the classical world. 

Details in The Pledge of Aphrodite Redeemed, such as the elegant, slender fluted columns 

indicate that Leighton was adhering to Newton's instructions to design the scenes in the style of fifth- 

century Athens, rather than in accordance to recent archaeological evidence which indicated the 

primitive nature of the Homeric world. Newton was "convinced of Homer's essentially classical nature" 

and by demanding that The Tale of Troy was staged in the style of Periclean Athens he added 

"additional support to the cherished English notion of a classical Homer. "110 Leighton further 

entrenched this belief, through the inclusion of distinctly classical elements in his tableau. The strong 

folds and sculptural quality of the drapery, for instance, are derived from a close study of classical 

statuary from the fifth century B. C. The Victorian classical painters placed great emphasis on draping 

the figures in their pictures in accordance to classical artistic precedents. The contemporary theatre 

offered them the opportunity to take their experiments with drapery a step further. As Asleson has 

astutely observed 

Tantalized by glimpses of living Greek beauty in the women around them, painters 
often completed the illusion by dra ing these "moving statues" in classical robes and 
ornamenting their hair with fillets. 

I1 

By physically draping Dorothy Dene, an acclaimed living example of 'classical' beauty, Poynter and 

Leighton realized, in their tableaux, their conceptions of ideal feminine beauty and freed them from the 

two-dimensional picture plane. In The Tale of Troy' and The Story of Orestes', actresses were placed in 

close correspondence to scenic elements, which further compounded the nineteenth-century notion of 

actresses as "living" personifications of beauty derived from classical art forms. The frozen, statuesque 

attitude of these actresses in close correspondence to scenic elements depicting classical architecture, 

further encouraged the view of these figures as antique art incarnated. 

The Tale of Troy' also deviated strongly from established 'classical' theatrical conventions in 

the mode of acting employed. Certain nineteenth- century critics, accustomed to the statuesque, 

'classical' style of acting as displayed in contemporary academic revivals, were dismayed at the distinctly 

1101 
q. cit, ade 3, p. 296. 

111ib; dpi53. 
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'un-classical', emotional nature of the production. A critic reviewing 'The Tale of Troy' in the Theatre, 

scathingly recounted how the lamentation scene of Andromache over Hector's body 

... really affected the audience... and what better proof of success than the smallest sign 
of feeling from a draping- room audience, who so rarely let the repose that stamps the 
caste them. 

The apparent departure from the spirit of classical drama was even more pronounced in the 1886 

performance of The Tale of Troy' and The Story of Orestes' at Prince's Hall, Piccadilly. A critic writing 

for Ile Era objected to the emotional performance and modem appearance of certain characters 

... Miss Gertrude Kohnstamm... looked the part of Clytemnestra to perfection; but if she 
was classical in profile she was distressingly modem in port, for ever restlessly 
rushing up and down the stage or falling into curiously distorted poses... while Miss 
Emily Prescott as Electra and her companion Argive maidens were too obviously 
naught but Belgravian or T)burnian maidens disguised for the nonce in chiton and 
peplum. 113 

The Tale of Troy' and The Story of Orestes', billed as a show-piece for neoclassicism, evidently failed to 

create a believable illusion of the classical world for certain critics. Modem sensibilities and 

concessions had been allowed to impinge too greatly on most aspects of the play and in contrast to the 

academic revivals of classical drama, the essential spirit of Greek literature had been lost. 

Despite widespread criticism of the lack of archaeological exactitude, Warr's productions were 

generally praised for their artistic virtuosity. Wan did not intend, or attempt, to depict an historically 

correct view of antiquity in The Tale of Troy' and The Story of Orestes'. The majority of reviewers 

understood Wares aesthetic aims and claimed his productions had succeeded in their aim to be "efficient 

rather than accurate" and convey pictorially, through their carefully orchestrated tableaux, an "effective 

balance of ideality and naturalism. " 114 

Wares aesthetic sensibilities were shared and propagated by the architect and designer E. W. 

Godwin who produced John Todhunter's original play, 'Helena in Troas' at Hengler's Circus in Great 

Pulteney Street, London in 1886, during the same week that The Tale of Troy' and The Story of 

Orestes' were being performed. Godwin occupied a central position in the Aesthetic milieu and it was 

"he, more than anyone who gave visual expression to the aesthetic Hellenism of Pater and Wilde. "' 15 

112. E TheaUe Box", in $catre. August 1,1993, p. 101. 
114 OP. cit, nde 10o, p. 8. 

Asleson, op. cit, now 3, p. 241. 
15Jcnkyns, 

op. cit, note 68, p. 301. 
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The eclectic nature of Godwin's Hellenism, however, ensured that 'Helena in Troas' was a more 

complicated visual and verbal experience than the plays performed at the Prince's Hall. Godwin, unlike 

Warr, was intensely concerned with adhering to the conventions of ancient drama and transformed 

Hengler's Circus from a large indoor theatre popularly used for equestrian displays, into a classical 

Greek theatre. The main arena was boarded over with a false marble floor and converted "to the 

traditional classical arrangement of orchestra, proscenium and thymele. "116 

Godwin also followed conventions established by the academic revivals of Greek drama and 

attempted to restore the ancient style of acting, which the Victorians believed had been "sculptural, 

studied, stately . 117 In order to recreate the 'correct' classical style of acting, Godwin and his main 

adviser, A. S. Murray, assistant keeper of Greek and Roman antiquities at the British Museum, turned to 

ancient statuary for inspiration. The subsequent performance was "almost literally sculptural" as the 

women of the chorus were arranged in the attitudes of the Parthenon frieze and wore costumes of 

unbleached linen which were intended to resemble Pentelic marble. 118 

Godwin was a keen advocate of Greek costume and was involved and was knowledgeable about 

the art and architecture of the classical world. His article "The Greek Home according to Homer" 119 

discussed Mycenae at great length and used Schliemann's Tilyns. The Prehistoric Palace of the Kings of 

Ir as a main reference point. Godwin's decision to set Todhunter's poetical 'classical' drama in 

settings and surrounds which owed more to Periclean Athens than the epic age, was clearly a deliberate 

anachronism and evidently made for aesthetic reasons. The incorporation of costumes based on fifth- 

century originals, can also be regarded as a concerted effort by Godwin to promote the chiton as an 

everyday English garment. Nineteenth- century dress reformers were heatedly discussing the 

contemporary viability of this garment at this time and Godwin sympathised strongly with Wilde, who 

tried to champion the chiton for aesthetic reasons. 
120 Godwin designed the costumes with aesthetic 

principles in mind. The costumes for Paris and Priam, for example, were of contrasting shades of 

16Jh, Stokes, Ri able'Iheatrgs" Ente; and Fy = : maßt in the late Nmede th C ? L*ý. Paul Elek Books Ltd, Landon, 1972, 

' 17Jakyns, 
op. cit, note 68, p. 303. Jenkyns quotes D. ilarbrat, The Conscious Stare. 1949, p. 24. 

118 
ibid, p303. 119Gd m's a tide was published in The Niridecalb June 1886, pp. 914-22. Stokes, op. cit, note 118, p. 83, briefly discusses 

this article. 
120 Jy, op. cit, note 68, p. 303. 
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X121 and female characters such as Oenone, Hecuba and Helen wore respective chitons of greyish 

blue, deep turquoise and yellow and were carefully posed against a contrasting background of the 

chorus, who were dressed in unbleached calico. 122 The aesthetic notion of harmonizing arrangements 

of coloured draperies was also adhered to by the Victorian classical painters. In Leighton's Captive 

Andromache (1886-88) (fig 15), for instance, the coloured draperies have been carefully arranged in 

order to achieve the most pleasing harmonious, aesthetic effect. 

Despite the poor quality of the acting, the artistic combination of poetry, graceful movement 

and scenic art thrilled the aesthetically minded faction of the audience. The poet Yeats believed Helena' 

offered a suggestion of higher things and described it in reverential terms: 

Its sonorous verse, united to the rhythmical motions of the white-robed chorus, and the 
solemnity of burning incense, produced a semi-religious effect new to the modern 
stage ... Marýy people have said to me that the surrounding of 'Helena' made them feel 
religious. IZ3 

Godwin's production, staged in an almost exact reproduction of an ancient Athenian theatre, was the 

first play to present a realistic, believable illusion of the classical world to a Victorian theatrical 

audience. The elegant, artistic elements of the play coupled with the graceful, 'classical' style of acting 

combined to make a beautiful pictorial whole. In this light, it is unsurprising that a nineteenth-century 

audience, accustomed to regarding the classical world as a golden age to which to aspire, would be 

moved to an almost religious degree by the tangible, three-dimensional realization of antiquity before 

their eyes. 

The reciprocal influence of art and the theatre can also be detected in 'Helena in Troas'. The 

pictorial elements of the play were all designed by Godwin and demonstrated close attention to 

archaeological detail. The stage setting carefully recreated an impressive, realistic view of antiquity and 

included elements such as the palace of Priam, painted vistas of the Aegean, large bronze gates and a 

golden image of Aphrodite. 124 It is evident from descriptions of the painstakingly recreated scenes of 

antiquity that Godwin had self-consciously adopted Alma-Tadema's archaeological approach to the 

ancient world. 

121 Stokca, op. ci4 note 116, p. 54. 
122, bi, L 
123Yeats 

quoted in Ja kym, op. cit, ante 68, p. 304. 
124&&ekop. a, ncte 116, p. 53. 
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Godwin and Alma-Tadema both meticulously studied ancient source material in order to advise 

their visions of the ancient world and used their work to disseminate information about recent 

archaeological finds. In 1881, Godwin acted as a set adviser for Irving's production of The Cup, for 

instance, and helped to design a "real" Temple of Artemis at Ephesus. The temple was not simply 

painted on a flat backdrop but "solidly modelled, the cornices really moulded and the columns really 

round"125 It has been noted by recent scholars that this temple held great significance for the 

Victorian audience, as in the 1870s its remains had been unearthed and triumphantly transported to the 

British Museum by the English architect John Turtle Wood 126 Alma-Tadema similarly used his 

paintings as a didactic medium. A Sculptor's Model (1878) (fig 104), for example, was a celebration of 

the classical feminine ideal, based on the Venus Esquilina which had also been discovered in the 1870s. 

A nineteenth -century watercolour impression of 'Helena' (fig 105) and a photograph of the cast 

on stage (fig 106), also indicate compositional and stylistic similarities between the pictorial elements of 

the play and the work of Alma-Tadema. The archaeologically inspired sets and carefully posed 

'classical' beauties on the stage are strongly reminiscent of many paintings by Alma-Tadema depicting 

classically draped women languishing in marble surrounds. The sculpturesque mode of acting and 

arrangement of actresses in poses reminiscent of classical sculpture in 'Helena' were also partially 

derived from visual representations of the ancient world by the Victorian classical painters. As has 

previously been noted, Poynter and Leighton, in particular, were exponents of a highly sculptural style of 

painting which found its theatrical equivalent and living embodiment in late nineteenth-century 

pastiches of Greek drama 

Certain nineteenth-century critics reviewing 'Helena in Troas', however, noted the pitfalls of 

attempting to recreate on the stage the visions of antiquity propagated by the Victorian classical painters: 

Were a Greek play merely a living embodiment of one of Alma-Tadema's pictures, 
nothing could well have been prettier than this chorus of Greek girls wailing a strophe 
before the palace of Priam at day-break-But the power of the archaeologist has its 
limits. He can build a theatre and adorn it, but he cannot make the prettiest girl in 
London sing in tune; he cannot discipline the eccentricities of amateur musicians.. 
Mr Godwin did excellent work so far as it went, but the form of a theatre and the 

shape of a dress are not the sole requisites of Grecian tragedy. 127 

125Asiesca, 
op. , nde 3, p. 201. 

126, Wd, p. 20 1. 
127. & Plan , in IllustraW Tmdon New May 22,1886, p. 524. 
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For some aesthetically-minded critics, therefore, the live elements of the drama clearly shattered their 

Victorian perception of a perfect ancient world as propagated in the paintings of artists like Alma- 

Tadema. This critic clearly implied that visions of antiquity should be restricted to a two-dimensional 

plane, in order to retain the nineteenth-century perception of a grand and dignified classical world 

The conception and realisation of 'Helena in Troas' as an archaeological spectacle had been 

conditioned and inspired by Henry Irving's production of Tennyson's classical drama, The Cup' at the 

Lyceum in 1881. Godwin A. S. Murray and the architect James Knowles assisted Irving in the pictorial 

realization of Tennyson's play set in third century Asia Minor ruled by the Romans. Godwin's precise 

function in this play remains obscure, although there is evidence to suggest that he helped design certain 

sets and Ellen Terry's elaborate yellow, bejewelled toga (fig 107). 128 

Irving conceived his production as a spectacular, pictorial whole and was one of the first 

Victorian actor-managers to perceive the stage as an architectural milieu. Throughout his illustrious 

theatrical career, Irving employed artists as advisers and designers for his productions and also 

indiscriminately appropriated visions of the ancient world fostered by contemporary artists. 129 His 

tendency for "borrowing" and assimilating contemporary art is evident in The Cup'. Contemporary 

nineteenth-century accounts described the unprecedented "plastic perfection" and pictorially spectacular 

nature of the sets. Godwin's estranged mistress Ellen Terry, who appeared as Camma, described, in her 

Memoirs, the sumptuous nature of the celebrated second act 

There was a vastness, a spaciousness of proportion about the scene in the Temple of 
Artemis which I never saw again upon the stage... The gigantic figure of the many- 
breasted Artemis, placed far back in the scene-dock loomed through a blue mist, 
while the foreground of the picture was in yellow light... 130 

The vast proportion and solidity of the sets in this production can be regarded as the three-dimensional 

realization of the grand, architectural recreations of the classical world in the paintings of Alma-Tadema 

and Poynter. Both these artists were keenly interested in architecture and attempted to capture the scale 

and magnificence of classical architecture in their work. 

128 
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Paintings such as Poynter's Ides of March (1883) (fig 56) depict grandiose classical interiors 

and demonstrate the reciprocal influence of theatre and art at this time. The Ides of March is inherently 

histrionic, with dramatic lighting, vast architecture and theatrically posed figures and evidently owed a 

debt to the contemporary archaeological movement in the theatre. In return, Irving and other Victorian 

actor-managers derived great inspiration from the plastic perfection achieved by Poynter and Alma- 

Tadema in their depictions of classical architecture. The Victorian classical painters were not directly 

involved in the staging of The Cup!; Irving clearly assimilated the methods of representing antiquity 

favoured by these artists for his own theatrical purposes. Martin Meisel has astutely commented that by 

recreating the popular vision of the classical world propagated by these painters, Irving made his 

production more accessible to a mainstream audience: 

... The Cup'... brought to life, in three dimensions, what has been called the "Victorian 
Olympus. " The production united the spirit and decor of Leighton, Alma-Tadema, 
and behind them the less-than-Olympian Gerome; and it made attractive to a large 

audience what appeared to be a forbidding work of high aestheticism. "131 

The Cup' and 'Helena in Troas' both succeeded in attracting an audience representative of most sections 

of society, essentially because of their propagation of the popular Victorian view of the classical world as 

seen in contemporary art. In this respect, it is possible to conclude that Leighton, Poynter and Alma- 

Tadema had paved the way for these aesthetic productions by conditioning nineteenth-century society to 

perceive the classical world in a specific, often idealized way. 132 Even nineteenth-century "Philistines" 

such as Clement Scott praised The Cup' as the fulfilment of the aesthetic ideal, and described it as the 

first play to truly bring to life the paintings of the Victorian classical painters; 

We seem to see before us the concentrated essence of such fascinating art as that of Sir 
Frederck (sic) Leighton, and Mr Alma-Tadema, in a breathing tangible form. Not 

only do the grapes grow before us with a reality and a fidelity that almost baffle 
description, but in the midst of all this scenic allurement glide the classical draperies- 

of Miss Ellen Terry, who is the exact representative of the period she enacts... 13: 3 

The Cup' was the first 'classical' play to truly achieve the consummation of the union of art and the 

stage. This production, is pivotal to our understanding of late Victorian theatrical receptions of the 

classical world, as it was the catalyst for the emergence of stage spectaculars and 'toga plays' set in 

131 MeiwL op k note 129, p. 413. 
132Jenkyns, 
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ancient Rome, which came to dominate the fashionable theatre in the last decade of the nineteenth 

century- 

Irvings production The Cup', inspired the emergence of a new form of classical theatre "which 

relied on extravagant displays of archaeology and pageantry in order to bring the ancient world to 

life. "134 The spectacular and realistic elements of this play established new theatrical conventions and 

inspired sumptuous productions which had great popular appeal. These productions relied essentially 

on grand, pictorial displays centred on solid stage sets and created an impressive, popular vision of the 

classical world which was accessible to the general public. A reporter writing in the Illustrated London 

News, described how all types of people flocked to see 'The Cup' during the Great Frost of 1881, even 

those who "were wholly omnibus-less and cabless, and (who) must have had to undergo the most 

dolorous of pilgrimages in tramping back to their dwellings through the cold and snow beleaguered 

strcets " 135 

The Victorian classical theatre was popularised by The Cup' and contemporary theatrical 

managers turned increasingly to the ancient, specifically Roman, world as a source of inspiration for 

spectacular productions. 

The Victorians commonly perceived Rome as "a place of contradiction, a paradox, uniting in 

one culture austerity and luxury, stoic endurance and excessive hedonism, law architecture, heroism, 

conquest, vanity and decadence. "136 These perceptions were constantly elaborated and restated by the 

paintings of the Victorian classical painters and also by nineteenth-century novels set in the ancient 

Roman world, by authors such as Bulwer-Lytton and Frederic W. Farrar. 137 Asa place of opulence and 

extravagant luxury, ancient Rome offered the late Victorian theatrical producer the ideal setting for a 

sumptuous stage spectacle. Nineteenth-century productions set in classical Rome also provided the 

134A1eson, q"cit, note 3, p. 260. 135-Sketche, 
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Victorians with the opportunity to examine concepts of Empire and assert a link between Rome and the 

constantly evolving British Empire. 

In order to achieve a realistic recreation of the classical Roman world on the stage, nineteenth- 

century producers either employed the Victorian classical painters as scene designers or assimilated their 

visions of the ancient world for their own theatrical purposes. An early example of the theatrical 

"borrowing" of a painter's vision of the classical world in a Victorian spectacle occurred in Wilson 

Barrett's production of W. G. Wills's 'Claudian', at the Princess's Theatre in 1883. This play, set in 

ancient Byzantium after the death of the Emperor Constantine, has been described as one of the best 

nineteenth-century examples of "the combination of spectacle, archaeology, and pictorialism in 

melodrama". 138 Victorian reviews indicate the artistic debt the meticulously archaeological scenery 

designed by Godwin owed to contemporary classical painting. A reporter for The Daily Teleffmpb for 

example, found the Prologue, set in an ancient slave market, to be exactly like an Alma-Tadema 

painting and described it as, 

... a city of white marble overlooking a sea of waveless blue. Slaves of every variety 
and tint of beauty are crouching in the market- place of an old-world city ... with its 
marble seats and stately terraces; nature with her sunshine, blue skies, and bluer seas; 
affectation with its various conceits in dress and masses of vivid colour... it is a living 
pictum 139 

The spectacular recreation on the stage of the idealised, crystalline, vision of the Roman world 

popularised by Alma-Tadcma, coupled with the sensational earthquake scene of Act II, ensured the 

widespread popularity of 'Claudian'. There is no evidence, however, to suggest that 'Claudian', was 

actually anything more than a rather average melodrama concealed behind a sensational and spectacular 

facade. Evidently, by this period, a pictorial aesthetic completely dominated the stage and "by and large, 

resemblance to painting marked success in the theatre. "140 

The celebrated actor- managers of the late nineteenth century, Henry Irving and Herbert 

Beerbohm Tree, repeatedly employed contemporary classical painters as set designers and guarantors of 

historical correctness in their productions of plays set in the ancient world Alma-Tadema was the 

painter most regularly employed by Irving and Tree and he was the most "deeply committed to the use of 

SBClll, cp, cit, note 8, p. 65. 139ne Daily .17 Deonba 1883. Also quoted by Booth, ibid. 
140Mieson, 
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the theatre for artistic and educational purposes. "141 During the period 1879-1901 he acted as an 

adviser and designer for six major London productions of plays set in the ancient Roman world He 

acted as stage and costume designer for Irvings Shakespearian productions 'Cymbeline' (1896), 

'Coriolanus' (1901) and also worked on designs for the eventually aborted 'Julius Caesar'. He was also 

employed on Tree's sumptuous presentations of 'Julius Caesar' (1898) and Charles Kingsley's 'Hypatia' 

(1893). During this period, Alma Tadema also acted as adviser for Wilson Barrett's 'Virginius', 

performed at the Grand Theatre, Leeds in 1893, designed sets for Benson's 'professional' 'Julius Caesar' 

at Oxford (1889), advised and prepared costumes for Gilbert's Pygmalion and Galatea' (1883) and acted 

as a chief adviser for Godwin's production of Shakespeare's 'A Winter's Tale (1884). A report in loh. 

in 1890, claimed that Alma-Tadema's theatrical workload was so extensive that the honorific initials 

RA. after his name should stand for "Roman Adviser"! 142 Alma Tadema once commented of the 

frantic pace of this period that 

It has been suggested that I found these matters pleasant relaxation after the work of 
the studio. Relaxation! It was harder work than painting. In the slender intervals 
between rehearsals members of the company would call and bombard me with all sorts- 
of questions. I had no end of difficulty in persuading them to be truly Roman in 
appearance... 143 

By employing one of the most popular artists of the period, theatrical managers also guaranteed the 

widespread, popular success of their productions. Contemporary nineteenth-century critics often praised 

Alma- Tadema's involvement to a greater extent than the productions themselves. The Times. for 

instance, concluded that Tree's production of 'Hypatia', due to its "beautiful", "inspiring", dominant 

pictorial aesthetic should be judged "as a spectacle" rather than a dramatic presentation. 144 

Alma Tadcma was ideally suited to the theatrical requirements imposed on him by Tree and 

Irving. He was keenly interested in the conventions of the ancient stage and produced paintings, such as 

Entrance to a Roman theatre which included a visual reconstruction of the exterior of a classical theatre, 

based on archaeological sources. Many of his paintings also exhibit strong theatrical qualities. He 

painted many dramatic scenes of elaborate processions, including Spring (1894) (fig 108), which can be 

141 iid, p. 266. 
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regarded as the painted equivalent to the contemporary theatrical realization of spectacular classical 

Pageants on the stage. Tree, for example, self-consciously envisioned the various crowd scenes in his 

Production of Shakespeare's 'Julius Caesar', in Her Majesty's Theatre 1898, in accordance with Alma- 

Tadema's work 

... The production was to be noble and grand, the stage was to be filled with splendid 
pictures bringing the ancient world to life, crowded with senators in togas, busy with 
hundreds of plebs. When menacing arms were raised, they were to be raised in 
hundreds- and all this was to take place against the lush background of Alma- 
Tadema's Rome, glittering with gold, thick with pillars, palaces, balconies classical 
statues and archways and always against the cerulean blue of Roman skies. 145 

Asleson has observed that Alma Tadema's role in this production may have extended to organizing these 

scenes, and could have proved the inspiration for many of his later paintings which commonly featured 

crowd scenes. 146 Booth has also speculated upon this, and has suggested that Alma-Tadema's 

Caracalla and Geta (1907) (fig 109), emulated "the common theatrical practice of painting figures on a 

backcloth to swell the scene in the foreground" 47 Certainly, the meticulously observed crowd owes 

much to theatrical convention and forms a dramatic backdrop against which the main, foreground 

'action' of the painting is played out. 

Tree's conception of his productions in pictorial terms had been initially inspired by Irving. 

Irving possessed an essentially pictorial imagination and his Lyceum Theatre flourished as "a Temple of 

ArLw148 F. RBenson described the strong social interaction between Irving and popular painters such 

as Leighton, Poynter, Alma Tadema, Burne-Jones, Prinsep and Crane, who all frequented the Lyceum 

"attracted by the brilliance of Ellen Terry" and the spectacular historical productions. 149 Irving once 

described the painterly nature of his imagination and his perception of the stage as a living work of art: 

We build up the whole play scene by scene, in order to produce a perfect work of 
art... Each scene is like a picture to a ter. You have to combine colours, group 
figures, and arrange the mountings. 

Irving employed artists, such as Alma-Tadcma, to technically translate his imaginary pictures into 

realistic, historically correct stage designs, which were then executed by his scene painters. Some 
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commentators harre cynically vicRrd Irvings collaboration with Alma-Tadcma as "not much different" 

from instances where he "ransacked dead, absent, or anonymous artists to provide costume, scene, or 

feeling" 151 This viewpoint is somewhat misguided, however, as despite Irvings sincere attempts to 

wholly absorb pima Tadema's designs into his productions, they often remained autonomous from the 

drama itself due to their technical virtuosity and instantly recognizable style. 

The collaboration between Irving and Alma Tadema was also one which yielded mutual gain. 

The theatre offered the artist the opportunity to enhance his art and see his vision of the classical world 

realized in a three-dimauional format. Gaunt has noted that Alma-Tadema took "special delight in the 

living picture as a last triumph of archaeology" and even transformed himself into a breathing 

embodiment of classical art, when he took part in the festivities of the Institute of Water Colour-Painters 

"as a classic reveller crowned with a wreath of bluebells. " 152 

Alma Tadema also viewed stage design as an additional pictorial medium through which to 

disseminate information on the ancient world. The meticulous, archaeological approach to his painting 

was rigorously applied to his work for the theatre. The archaeological correctness of the sumptuous 

scenes he designed for Tree's production of 'Julius Caesar' (fig 110), for example, was emphasized in a 

programme presented on the first night of the play, which included detailed drawings indicating the 

ancient architectural and sculptural elements recreated on stage (figs 111-113). 153 

Alma Tadema ensured that every pictorial detail he produced had to be as historically correct as 

possible and he offen used the theatre as a forum in which to present revised views of antiquity. One 

such example occurred in his reconstruction of the classical togas as a stage costume. Bram Stoker 

outlined Alma Tadema's reformation of existing, outmoded perceptions of the toga as "a thin linen robe 

of somewhat scanty proportions" and described how 

With infinite patience he had gathered up details of various kinds, till at last, with a 
mind stored with knowledge, he set himself the task of reconstruction; to restore the 
toga so that it would answer all the conditions evidenced in contemporary statuary. 
And the result? Not a flimsy eovvring... but a huge garment of heavy cloth which 
would allow of infinite varieties of wearing, and which would preserve the body from 
the burning heat of the day and the reacting chills of the night... Even for the 
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purposes of pictorial art, the re', ivediý made a new condition of things, in all ways 
harmonising with the accepted facts 

The new, archeologically inspired toga devised by Alma-Tadema, can be observed in photographs of the 

cast of Tree's 'Julius Caesar' (fig 114). 

Contemporary nineteenth-century sources shed further light on Alma-Tadema's almost 

obsessive, pedantic absorption with recreating classical garments for the stage. The actress Julia 

Neilson, who played the lead in Tree's production of 'Hypatia', at the Haymarket in 1893, for which 

Alma Taderna designed all the costumes, described how the artist, who was in the audience at the time, 

"discovered that a bit of my drapery aas wrong, and came running round at once to put it right. "155 

Nineteenth-century photographs of classical costumes designed by Alma-Tadema indicate his 

minute attention to detail and overriding concern for historical accuracy. The garments he designed for 

Olga Brandon, w ho played Ruth in the Haymarket '1-Iy1patia', display great fidelity to historical fact (fig 

115). Nypatia' was set in the cosmopolitan city of Alexandria A. D. 413 and Alma-Tadema's costume 

designs realistically reflect the diverse cultural elements of this Byzantine society. Ruth's costume, for 

instance, is a rich amalgamation of classical, Byzantine, Jewish and Egyptian details. Some of Alma- 

Tadema's costume designs found a widespread appeal. Liberty of London, for example, made a popular 

range of satin dresses "a la Tadema" m hich were favoured by aesthetic and wealthy ladies. 

Alma-Tadema's strong personality ensured that he was involved in all pictorial aspects of plays 

in which he, %as employed. Maud Tree outlined his deep commitment to his role as stage designer in 

her husband's production of'Julius Caesar' at Her MajesWs in 1898; 

Alma-Tadcma not only designed and with his own hands draped every dress in the 
play, but also with his own hands made... shields, armour and insignia. I can see him 

now, in the Property Room, showing exactly how the faggots borne by the red lictors 

should be bound; I can see him drawing the letters S. P. Q. R. that were lifted aloft by 
the Roman Guards. 156 

As Asleson has noted, Alma-Tadema also designed props for his own paintings, such as the fasces 

depicted in The Triumph of Titus, A. D. 71.157 Other Victorian classical painters also used props to 
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advise their work Poynter, for instance, constructed a miniature working model of a catapult for his 

celebrated painting The Catapult (1868). 

Alma-Tadema was also committed to utilizing the theatre as a didactic tool. He was employed 

as scene and costume designer for several theatrical productions which were set in obscure periods or 

places in the classical world Plays such as 'Hypatia', 'Cymbeline' and 'Coriolanus' offered Alma- 

Tadema the opportunity to thoroughly research and through his designs to disseminate information to 

the general public on little known, remote aspects of the ancient world. His painstaking reconstruction 

of fifth-century Alexandria in Hypatia', can be regarded as the first theatrical realization of this ancient 

city in the Victorian period. He also conformed to the standard procedure of set design, established by 

the production of The Cup' in 1881, and executed his set designs as solid architectural constructions. 
158 

The three-dimensional scenes in'Hypatia' (fig 116) infused Alma-Tadema's vision of ancient Alexandria 

with a greater degree of realism and were praised by critics for their didactic qualities as "masterpieces 

of Byzantine archaeology". 159 

Irving's production of Shakespeare's 'Cymbeline' at the Lyceum Theatre, 1896, also offered 

Alma Tadema an opportunity to reconstruct an obscure historical setting. The partial setting of 

'Cymbeline, in Britain of the first century A. D. caused him numerous problems due to the paucity of 

archaeological information of this period. The text itself is also full of minor historical anachronisms 

and Ahna-Tadema was forced to make numerous archaeological concessions for the sake of pictorial 

quality. The greatest contemporary nineteenth-century criticisms related to the costume designs. Many 

critics were offended by the rather odd, brightly coloured courtgowns worn by characters such as Imogen 

(played by Ellen Terry). A journalist in Punch. wondered "whether ancient Britons were quite such 

gorgeous swells" whilst aesthetically minded critics observed that Irving and Alma-Tadema were correct 

"to give us a beautiful picture and let archaeology go hang. "160 Evidently, despite being the most 

archaeologically-minded Victorian classical painter, Aima-Tadema's strong aesthetic sensibilities and 

artistic notion of the ideal also encouraged him to make historical concessions on occasions. 
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During the 1890s revivals of Shakespearian plays set in the ancient Roman world became an 

increasingly prominent part of popular culture. The archaeological and pictorial potential of many 

'classical' Shakespearian plays clearly formed part of their main attraction to actor-managers who strove 

to supply the Victorian audience with the historical, theatrical spectacles that they demanded. Irvings 

production of'Coriolanus' was conceived in 1879, during the period when the Victorian classical revival 

in painting was reaching its apex. The subsequent performance of the play betrayed the influence of the 

classical, artistic climate of the period on Irving and it was described as "the only effort on strictly 

classic lines of Shakespearian stage at the Lyceum" under his management. 
161 Contemporary art 

clearly impinged greatly on Irvings mind. It is interesting to note that one nineteenth-century source 

claimed Irving was inspired to produce 'Coriolanus', after looking at popular reproductions of 

engravings depicting Cato and other ancient Roman figures. 162 

Due to his superior knowledge and popular artistic vision of the ancient Roman world, Alma- 

Tadema was the obvious artist to employ as set designer for this production. Bram Stoker wrote that 

Irving regarded Alma-Tadema as an "archaeologist, specialist and genius in one" whose work would 

"charm" the audience "by its beauty and interest them in its novelty" but also "convince them in its 

suitability. "163 

In 1879, Alma-Tadema accepted Irving's commission for 'Coriolanus' and immediately began 

to investigate Etruscan and Lycian tombs and remains in order to correctly set the play in the Rome of 

500 B. C. 16 In August 1880, he wrote to Irving to explain that he was working himself "blunt and 

blind" on the ten watercolour designs for the play and had engaged an architect to make "perspective 

outlines of columns and buildings" from his sketches for scenes. 165 Alma-Tadema meticulously 

ensured the successful translation of his scenes onto the stage by building a small model of the 

proscenium and Lyceum stage and designing the sets to scale. 166 Irving, however, subsequently 

postponed production of the play for twenty years and it took until 1901 for Alma-Tadema to see his 

161 Darbyshire, The At ofthe Victorian Stage. Sherrati & Ilughes, Lendon, 1907, p. 103. 
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hard work realized on the Lyceum stage. Asleson has observed that by the time 'Coriolanus' was 

actually presented his designs had been outmoded 167 Alma Tadema had designed ten separate scenes, 

painted on dropcloths, two years before the production of The Cup' in 1881 which had established new 

standards of set design, focused on a limited number of scenes realized as solid architectural 

constructions. 168 

Despite the considerable change in theatrical conventions, the skilled draughtsmanship of 

Alma Tadema's scenes for'Coriolanus' created an illusion of three-dimensional density and were almost 

universally praised for their solidity. Early twentieth-century photographs of these designs indicate their 

'solid' nature (figs 117 & 118). 'Coriolanus' offered Alma-Tadema the opportunity to explore 

archaeological detail and indulge his interest in architectural design. His extensive knowledge of 

ancient architecture, gleaned from books and constant visits to museums and sites such as Rome, 

Pompeii, Vulci and Cerveteri, was fully expressed in his paintings and designs for the theatre. 169 A 

contemporary nineteenth-century article in The Architectural Review methodically analysed each set 

design for'Coriolanus' and praised Alma-Tadema's extensive use of ancient sources. 170 Alma-Tadema 

studied ancient architectural treatises by Vitruvius in order to capture the essentially Etruscan nature of 

early Rome and Antium, and used the information he gleaned in his designs for the street scenes (fig 

119). He also consulted artifacts from museums at Florence, Rome and the British Museum and even 

turned to Etruscan and Lycium tombs for inspiration, using details from the former on which to base the 

designs for interior scenes (fig 120). 171 

Scenes such as Antium: Outside the House of Tullus Aufrdius (fig 121) highlight Alma- 

Tadema's meticulous use of ancient source material. The central feature was a reproduction of the 

celebrated Chimaera, found at Arezzo in 1534, housed in the Florence Museum (fig 122) depicted next 

to an olive tree. The temple to the right is based on Etruscan designs, and the enclosure wall to the left, 

with volute capitals has been derived from the background of a bas-relief in the British Museum. 172 

This moonlit scene was one of the most impressive of the play and nineteenth-century reviews claim it 
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"left the audiences gasping with delight. "173 In his capacity as chief scene designer, Alma-Tadema 

would also have been allowed to experiment with rapidly developing theatrical lighting techniques, in 

order to achieve the most desirable scenic effects. This involvement would have allowed him new scope 

for expanding his interest, as expressed in his paintings, in the study of the effects of light on surfaces . 

A nineteenth-century reproduction of Alma-Tadema's drawing for The Capitol scene, or the 

Interior of the Senate House, indicates the basic details of this set, which was also acclaimed as an 

artistic triumph (fig 123). The original water-colour, housed in the Victoria and Albert Museum, 

highlights the artist's careful and correct use of architectural colour. The blue sky contrasted sharply 

with the dark red back wall which was echoed in the red-fluted columns and striped velarium. The 

square Etruscan columns and yellow coloured 'stone' architraves and seats were praised for their solidity. 

Alma-Tadema carefully picked out the frieze sculptures in red, blue and black and also included 

decorative elements, such as a reproduction of the famous Etruscan sculpture of the she-wolf suckling 

Romulus and Remus. Contemporary nineteenth-century reviews also commended Alma-Tadema's 

costume designs for the senators, which worked in harmony to produce a convincing illusion of the 

ancient Roman world: 

The very plainness and simplicity of the costumes has something in it which is 

magnificent and majestic. The semi-circles of grave and reverend senators... the pure 

outlines of the architecture, and admirable dignity- and demeanour of the whole- 

assembly, all combine to help us to picture- the power and gravity of ancient Roman 

government. 174 

'Coriolanus' was almost universally praised as an artistic triumph. This play can be considered to have 

been "the culmination of the realistic, pictorial and archaeological setting allied to artistic beauty which 

so delighted Victorian audiences but which so detracted from Shakespeare. "175 By 1901 visual 

elements had come to dominate the dramatic in the Victorian theatre, which had prompted lengthy 

criticism from men such as John Ruskin176 who believed the true spirit of the Shakespearian 'classical' 

plays had been buried under a mass of archaeological ornament. These critics, however, were far 
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outnumbered by those who stressed the didactic importance of "a pictorialized and archaeologized 

Shakespeare. "177 

Lewis Wingfield's production of Shakespeare's 'Antony and Cleopatra', at the Princess's Theatre 

1890, is a further example of a play which emphasized the didactic nature of the late Victorian stage and 

contemporary classical painting. Wingfield employed Poynter as designer for the last scene of the play. 

Poynter was an obvious choice for this role as he had begun his career painting scenes such as Israel in 

Egypt (1867) and had produced ancient Egyptian scenes for the Dalziel's Bible Gallery. Poynter was 

evidently keen to design a stage set which reconstructed a believable and authentic vision of the ancient 

world In a letter to Wingfield, he discussed his initial plans for the design: 

... The monument should be Egyptian in style I suppose--the mummy of one of the 
Cleopatras which is in the British Museum would. seem to point to their being 
entombed in the Egyptian style, altho' (sic) Alexandria was a Greek. city-All. these 
things will have to be considered in the arrangement of scenery. 178 

As Asleson has previously emphasized, Poynter's deliberation over the use of Egyptian styles for 

Alexandria emphasizes "that time-honoured conventions were not automatically repeated, but re- 

evaluated in the light of historical and archaeological fact. "179 As has been previously discussed, the 

Victorian classical painters in general often presented re-evaluated visions of the ancient world in their 

paintings and set designs. Unfortunately, however, Poynter's scene for 'Antony and Cleopatra' was cut 

due to the extreme length of the performance and no information survives to indicate the nature of the 

design. The reciprocal influence of painting and the theatre is evident in the set which was chosen to 

end this production. Poynter's set was replaced by a scene depicting the death of Cleopatra which has 

been described as strongly reminiscent of Collier's painting of the same subject. 
180 

It is difficult to ascertain Poynter's precise level of involvement in the late Victorian theatre, 

and it is interesting to briefly reflect on the reasons for his relative lack of theatrical employment at a 

time when Alma-Tadema was constantly in demand from producers. Indeed, Poynter would have been 

ideally suited to act as a set designer and costume adviser for Irving's 'classical' productions. It is clear 

from a brief study of both Poynter and Irving's artistic ideas that they shared many similar artistic 

177 
, op. cit, note 8, p. 30. 

178Letter to Wingfield. Reproduced in Aslesm, op. cit, note 3, p. 264. 
179AsIe&o, op. cit, note 3, p. 265. 
180ibid 
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sensibilities. Irving's overriding belief and quest for the 'ideal', for example, led him to conclude that an 

artist/ actor should select only "what is pleasing and harmonious" from nature; 

There can be no higher aim than to reproduce nature- nature shorn of such external 
accidents as would distract the mind of the spectator-nature epitomized and yielding 
her sweet meaning. 181 

Poynter also believed that the 'ideal' could be achieved by close study of nature. He agreed with the 

established neoclassical precept that "Nature is not necessarily beautiful in all her forms" and, like 

Irving, advocated that an artist should be selective about which aspects of nature he depicts: 

... 
imitation of nature is the principal object, only it is an imitation which leaves out of 

sight all that is weak, ungainly, or ignoble, and delights only in beauty, strength, and 
l8 life as is the case in the noble works of the Greek and Italian schools. 

Neither Irving nor Poynter, however, believed in the existence of an absolute perfect central form and 

stressed the importance of individuality. In his Ten Lectures on Art Poynter advocated the ideal human 

beauty epitomized by the figures of Michelangelo, who studied nature in "all its varying moods. "183 In 

comparison, Irving praised Shakespeare for envisioning characters which exemplified all aspects of 

human nature. 1 84 

Poynter also had a profound interest in the contemporary theatre. In this respect, Irving's 

failure to employ him as a scenic adviser is surprising. The scenes Poynter designed for Professor 

Warr's Tale of Troy' and'Story of Orestes' had been successful and were reused for a single performance 

of an obscure drama by Augusta Webster, entitled 'In a Day', performed at Terry's Theatre in May 

1890.185 Poynter was also evidently in close contact with Irving and was part of the select group of 

artists who "haunted" The Lyceum in the late nineteenth century. 186 

Many of his paintings also betray a strong theatrical influence. His early, grand historical 

pictures such as The Catapult (1868) (fig 9) and Faithful unto Death (1865) (fig 11) possess strong 

dramatic qualities. In The Catapult the figures have been arranged in a variety of theatrical poses which 

intensify the melodramatic nature of the scene. 

18111,,,, y Irving, , pp. 162-3. Quoted in Allan Hughes, op. cit, note 160, p. 8. 
182E. J Poynter, Ten Lectures on Art Chapman & Hall, London, 1879, (Lecture VI "On the Study of Nature"), p. 169. 
183ibid, (Lecture I "Decorative Art" 1869) p. 49. 
184Hughes, op. cit, note 160, p. 6. 
185Programme in Theatre Museum, Covent Garden, London Th re is little information regarding this performance and it is impossible 
to discover the nature of Poynter's designs borrowed for the occasion. 186F. RBenson, op. cit, note 30, p. 187. 
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Poynter was also interested in conveying emotion in his paintings through strong lighting, 

which may owe a debt to the contemporary theatre. The dramatic intensity of the strong orange light 

which bathes the scene depicted in Faithful unto Death, signifies the imminent death of the patriotic 

young soldier and successfully intensifies the emotional impact of the picture. In the background of this 

painting the theatrically contorted figures, vainly attempting to shield themselves form the blazing 

deluge of molten lava, are reminiscent of actors in contemporary Victorian melodramatic productions. 

Poynter derived the subject of this painting from Bulwer-Lytton's hugely successful 'toga' novel The 

Last Days of Pompeii (1834) which was first performed on the stage at the Queen's Theatre in 1872. 

During the final decades of the nineteenth-century, "toga plays" became increasingly popular. 187 

Managers of these plays used increasingly sophisticated theatrical techniques to satisfy the public 

demand for spectacle. An 1885 performance of The Last days of Pompeii was billed as a "pyrodrama" 

and the eruption of Vesuvius was depicted through the use of fireworks. 188 The destruction of the 

pagan city of Pompeii by a natural catastrophe was parallelled in many other toga plays, including 

Barren's production of 'Claudian', which saw the on-stage devastation of pagan Byzantium by an 

earthquake. By depicting a scene from a popular novel in an intensely melodramatic way, Poynter paved 

the way for the dramatic reconstruction of the scene on stage in the 1880s and satisfied growing public 

demand for spectacle. It is also interesting to speculate that Poynter may have been inspired to paint his 

dramatic picture The Ides of March by Irving's plans to produce 'Julius Caesar'. Poynter painted The 

Ides of March in 1883, just three years after Alma-Tadema had begun planning scenery for this, 

eventually aborted, production. 

It is difficult, in this respect, to accord a specific reason for Irving's failure to employ Poynter as 

a scenic adviser for his spectacular Roman productions. During the period of Irving's greatest theatrical 

success, in the 1890s, however, Poynter experienced the busiest phase of his career. At this time he was 

a leading painter of the day, and occupied the prominent posts of Director of the National Gallery (1894- 

1906), and President of the Royal Academy of Arts (1896-1918). It is fair to speculate that even if 

Irving had approached him during this period, he would have declined any offer due to intense 

187David Maya offers a comprthansivo examination of Vdorian "toga plays" in his book Pla�yjpgo out the irc(B=Hur and other 
toga plays and films 1883-1908: a critical anlholoevt Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1994. 
1 David Mayer, op. cit, note 136, p. 81. 
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administrational and professional pressures. It is more likely, however, that Alma-Tadema's intensely 

archaeological approach and dominant reputation as the leading painter of ancient Rome held greater 

appeal for Irving. It is notable, that by the 1890s a distinct change had occurred in Poynter's oeuvre, as 

he moved away from depicting grand, historical subjects and increasingly painted classical genre scenes 

which propagated a generalised vision of the ancient world. The increasingly aesthetic, seamless vision 

of antiquity propagated by Poynter at this time, would not have found favour with Irving, who strove to 

recreate the ancient world on the stage through adherence to archaeological fact. 

Poynter's large-scale archaeological paintings did, however, anticipate the grandeur of the 

cinematic Hollywood epics which emerged in the early decades of the twentieth century and adopted 

many of the conventions of late Victorian spectacular theatre. Jenkyns has astutely observed "a 

community of spirit between D. W Griffith's Babylon and (say) Poynter's The Visit of the Queen of Sheba 

to King Solomon. "189 pesters painting (fig 36) and a still from Griffith's film Intolerance' (1916) (fig 

124) depicting ancient Babylon, are both reconstructions of the ancient world on an epic scale, which are 

infused with historical detail and stimulate the imagination. Poynter's Israel in Egypt (1866) is also a 

grand evocation of the ancient Eastern world and is strongly reminiscent of panoramic scenes of the 

ancient world in epic films. 

Alma-Tadema's influence on twentieth century Hollywood epic films has been more commonly 

discussed. In an article entitled "The Painter Who Inspired Hollywood", Mario Amaya has argued that 

Alma-Tadema's "emphasis on personal drama, his wide-angle perspective, and the huge scale of his 

works set the scene for the epic film industry. "190 It has been substantiated that Alma-Tadema's 

"panoramic, photographic and archaeological vision" of ancient Rome inspired the great spectacles of 

Griffith's 'Intolerance', Cecil B. De Mille's Ben Hur' (1926) and The Ten Commandments' (1956). 191 

A co-writer on The Ten Commandments' once described how De Mille "would automatically spread out 

reproductions of Alma-Tadema's paintings to indicate to his set builders the design he wanted to 

achieve "192 Through the medium of film, therefore, the grand visions of antiquity fostered and 

189Rithard Jmkyns, op. cit, note 18, p. 336. 
190Swanson, op. cit, note 17, p. 43. Swanson quotes Mario Amaya 'The Painter Who Inspired Hollywood" in The Sunday Times 

18 February 1968. 
191 Swanson, ibid, p. 43. 
192Russc11 Ash, Sir t awre, ce Alma-Tad ema. Pavilion, Landon, 1989, p. 8. Ash quotes Jessie Lasky Jnr, co-writer on this film. 
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propagated by Alma-Tadema and Poynter, endured into the twentieth century and have become an 

intrinsic part of our popular culture. 

It would be fair to conclude, therefore, that an examination of the late Victorian classical 

revival theatre, can shed great light on contemporary painting and the classical sensibilities of 

nineteenth-century British society in general. Indeed, as one scholar has recently concluded: 

So mutually dependent were the pictures of antiquity presented on the stage and 
within the picture frame that it would be impossible to form an adequate. 
understanding of one without full consideration of the other. 193 

The diverse nature of the classical plays produced in the Victorian period, attracted contemporary 

classical painters, such as Poynter, Alma-Tadema and Leighton, who were all of diverse characters and 

temperaments. The theatre was an alternative artistic medium, through which these painters could 

explore the rich realm of the ancient world and shape all aspects of the pictures of antiquity created on 

the stage. Conversely, the theatre and the "living pictures" of the ancient world presented on the stage, 

thematically and stylistically inspired many paintings by these artists. It is testimony to the power and 

popularity of these artists' visions of the ancient world, that even when they were not involved directly in 

the production process, the pictures of antiquity presented on the late nineteenth- century stage 

replicated those within their paintings. The late Victorian theatre was a powerful artistic tool which was 

used to breathe life into, and free the authoritative visions of the classical world conceived by Alma- 

Tadema, Poynter and Leighton from the strictures of the two-dimensional picture plane and realize them 

as three-dimensional reality. It was through the theatre, that the classical world was truly 'reincarnated' 

in the Victorian age. 

193MI 
, op. cit, note 3, p. 278. 
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A posthumous evaluation of Poynter's position within the Victorian classical tradition of art is a 

particularly apposite endeavour when seen in the light of his stated ideas and paintings. Indeed it is 

evident, from even the most cursory study of Poynter's oeuvre, that the themes of contextualisation and 

self-location within the classical heritage were of central importance to his artistic theories and visual 

work Throughout the course of his teaching career he consistently and rather self-consciously located 

himself within the classical tradition by making constant reference both to the art produced by his near 

contemporaries and to the work of his predecessors. The lectures which he gave in his professional 

capacity as First Professor of the Slade School of Fine Art at University College, London (1871-1875) 

and President of the Royal Academy (1896-1918) are, perhaps, his finest recorded attempts at artistic 

contextualisation. A recurrent theme of these lectures, as previously discussed, is the analysis of the 

lineage of classical art which Poynter assiduously traces through the work of Ingres and the French 

neoclassicists back to the art of Renaissance masters, such as Michelangelo and Raphael, to its origins in 

ancient Greece. 

In 1880 Poynter's art historical contextualisations were further developed in a book he co-wrote 

with Percy Head, entitled Classic and ItalianPaintine. which was devised as a teaching, supplement and 

explores the classical tradition of painting in minute and scholarly detail. I It is also evident that these 

literary endeavours were an attempt by Poynter to locate himself within the tradition of academic 

teaching in British art schools. His lectures, presented at the Slade School and later at the Royal 

Academy which concentrated upon examining various schools of art, both past and present, were clearly 

conceived in emulation of Reynolds' famous Discourses which continued to exert a profound influence 

on British art. 

Poynter's consistent delineation of the classical tradition of art functioned on a number of 

important levels; firstly, and perhaps most obviously, this type of analysis allowed him to propose a 

context within which his own art and theories could be located and interpreted His evocation of great 

'Poynter, E. J. & Head, P. R. Classic and Italian Paintim (Illustrated Textbooks of Art Education), Sampson Low, Marston. Searle and 

Rivington, Landon, 1880. 
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names from the past; Apelles, Phidias, Michelangelo, Raphael, Reynolds et. al also served to validate the 

modem trend of classical painting by ascribing to it an impressive art historical pedigree. 

Essentially, however, it can be posited that Poynter's codification of the classical tradition in his 

lectures was an important component of the unrelenting efforts he made to elevate British art, through 

adherence to strict classical principles, to the standards of the Old Masters of the Renaissance and the 

great classical tradition that lay behind it. Poynter's clear elucidation of the links between modem and 

ancient classical art and the constant reference he made to specific, well-known artists were specifically 

incorporated into his lectures in order to inspire his students and induce the next generation of English 

classical artists. 

Poynter's verbal and literary delineation of the classical heritage was, of course, visually 

reiterated by his paintings which affirmed his position within this tradition of painting. His status as a 

neoclassical artist was consistently assured by his choice of classical subjects, themes and established 

genres. Paintings such as Andromeda (1869) (fig 22) and Diadumene (1885-93) (fig 20), for example, 

made thematic and stylistic reference to a host of classical and neoclassical sources ranging from 

classical statuary (Diadumene's reference to Polycleitos' Diadumenos, c. 440 BC and the Esquiline 

Venus) to scenes of female nudes bathing by nineteenth- century French neoclassicists such as Ingres. 2 

The classical tradition of painting is inherently diverse and is composed of a loose amalgamation of 

artists who are drawn together across the centuries by a shared devotion to established themes or styles. 

Poynter's images reflect the diversity of this ancient heritage and whilst pictures such as Andromeda and 

Diadumenb make reference to the neoclassical tradition of figure painting, images such as The Catapult 

(1868) (fig 9) and Israel in Egypt (1867) (fig 12) recall the grand historical canvases of artists such as 

Benjamin West and B. RHaydon who pioneered academic history painting during the late eighteenth 

and early nineteenth centuries. 3 Poynter's paintings combine with his stated theories to form an opus 

which clearly demarcates his place within the classical tradition through the reworking of established 

themes and genres for the modern Victorian art audience. 

2c: Chapter 2, p. 75 ff, for a detailed analysis ofthese images. 
3lsrael in Egypt is ad out in a tableau format and its strong narrative is redolent of paintings by West such as Agrippina Landing at 
Brindisium with the Ashes ofGermanicus (1768) (Yale University). It is also evident that Poynter adopted from West the convention of 
running the narrative clearly across the painting in an easily readable format. 
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A relocation of Poynter within the late Victorian art world can also be considered an 

appropriate enterprise in our current climate of fin de siecle uncertainty and pre-millennium 

apprehension. He was, after all, a figure who was concerned with identifying himself as a great 

V ctorian artist, and he approached the new century with a profound sense of trepidation. Poyntcr's 

status as a 'classical' artist also ensured that he had to constantly manipulate both time and history and 

amalgamate the ideologies and values of the past with modem practices of art in order to produce a 

readable contemporary anthology of classical types. 

In this context of shifting perspectives of time, one of his lesser known works of art, his 

engraved design Janus (1880-1900) (fig 125), can be interpreted as a self-conscious emblem of Poynter's 

approach to art. This image was originally designed as part of the decorative scheme for Waltham 

Abbey (1880) and was re-worked and utilized as a medallion for the cover of the popular monthly review 

The Nineteenth Centuiy and After (1900). 4 His representation of Janus, the two-faced Roman god or 

guardian of passages, gates, boundaries and the protector of beginnings has important implications both 

for the context in which it was designed and also for Poynter's self-identification on the cusp of the 

twentieth century. 

The image of Janus on the front of this boob visually reinforced its intentions to concentrate on 

events of the past, present and future. Rather significantly, however, it is also possible to interpret this 

unusual image as the artist's perception of himself and his artistic vision. Throughout the course of his 

career, in his art, theories and role as an educator, Poynter consistently defined himself as an artist who 

looked backwards to the classical past for inspiration in an attempt to elevate both contemporary art and 

the art of the future. 

Poynter's reworking of his original design for Waltham Abbey (fig 126) of Janus in traditional 

guise with two male heads, into an image of a figure with both a male and a female head (fig 125) has 

intriguing implications for an exploration of his self-identity. At the time of the production of this later 

image, the Victorian classical revival was beginning to lose impetus and Poynter was becoming 

increasingly isolated in both his artistic and personal life. In this context, it is possible to regard the 

aged male head of Janus, not simply as a personification of the passing of the nineteenth century, but 

4The Nmdeanh Cu twy and After (A Monthly Review vo11,1900, Spdiiswoode & Co. Lid, Landaa. 
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also as a poignant symbol of classical painting which was coming increasingly under threat by the 

interventions of modem art. The vibrant female head, icon of the young new century, is the visual 

opposite of the hoary male head and possibly symbolised the emergence of new art forms that challenged 

Poynter's artistic perceptions which had become entrenched by this period. 

Indeed, Poyntefs importance as a Victorian classical painter lies in the sheer eclecticism of his 

werk and classicism which he employed in a wide variety of contexts. This thesis has aimed to re- 

discover a selection of just some of these, often previously unexplored, locations in which he worked in 

order to achieve a cohesive understanding of his classicism which perfectly spanned the rise and fall of 

the Victorian classical revival in painting. Poynter and the late Victorian classical revival are indivisible 

components of the same whole (this revival could not have been sustained without him and vice versa) 

and in many respects it is impossible to set out to contextualise one without attempting to contextualise 

the other. This thesis has, therefore, endeavoured to analyse specific aspects of Victorian classicism and 

Poynter in the context of the late nineteenth-century art world in an attempt to shed light on both of 

these artistic phenomenons. 

This posthumous re-evaluation of Poynter, in particular, is especially overdue. Poynte? s role as 

the leading consummate, late Victorian artist-administrator afforded him great respect during his day 

and it is only now that his neglect of recent years is beginning to change and his position relative to 

Leighton and Alma-Tadema is undergoing assessment. Too often, these painters are simply grouped 

together under the broad aegis of Victorian classicism, with little emphasis laid on the very individual 

approaches to their art and treatment of the classical world. As this thesis has emphasised, with regard 

to Poynter, these artists cannot be simply grouped together or explained in terms of one or two general 

categories. Indeed it is more productive to regard the classical heritage as providing a stock of ideas and 

images which were part of the common store which were drawn upon variously by these artists of 

diverse temper and intention. 

Through this process of re-evaluation the distinctive and different contributions made by the 

three artists who dominated Victorian classical painting are gradually becoming clearer, and Poynter is 

emerging as an artist who occupied an equal position alongside his contemporaries. His Janus-like 

approach to his work had vast implications for the development of English neoclassicism and it is, 
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perhaps, in this context as an inspiring figure and transmitter of diverse trends of art that Poynter's 

unique classical vision will continue to be reappraised well into the new millennium. 
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